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MINUTES 
FACULTY SENATE 
JANUARY 14, 1992 
1. Qlass_of__L39_Award_fgr_Excel lence . John L. Idol, Jr., 
Professor of English and this year's recipient, was honored at a 
ceremony during which congratulatory remarks were given by 
President A. Max Lennon, and Dr. T. L. Senn, Class of '39. 
2- Qall_to_Order. The meeting was called to order by 
President Luedeman at 3:54 p.m. 
3. Approval_of_Minutes. The Faculty Senate Minutes dated 
December 10, 1991 were approved as written. 
4• Committee_Reports 
a. Senate_Committees 
Research_Committee. Senator Marion stated that 
there was no report. 
Schglastic_Pglicies_Cgmmittee. Senator Louderback 
submitted a draft copy of the Scholastic Policies Committee Goals 
for Clemson University (Attachment A). Any comments should be 
directed to Joseph Louderback, Chair. A final version will be 
submitted after consideration. Senator Louderback reported that 
the Commission on Undergraduate Studies approved the requirement 
of 75 hours to complete the core curriculum. 
Welfare_Cgmmittee. Senator Harris reported that a 
salary analysis will be completed due to the fact that some 
raises were given during the past year. 
PglicY_Cgmmittee. Senator Wells stated that the 
Committee will meet next week to discuss numerous items. 
b• UniversitY_Cgmmissigns_and_Cgramittees 
1) ad_hgc_Cgmmittee_tg_Prgmgte_the_Clemsgn 
Experience. Senator Waldvogel reported that some items 
recommended by this Committee had been incorporated into the 
Strategic Plan as benchmarks; and that the final report should be 
ready by next month. 
5. Senate_PresidentJ_s_Repgrt . President Luedeman 
discussed the President's Report (Attachment B). 
6. Qld_Business 
a. Due to many generous payroll deductions during the 
month of December, the Centennial Professorship total helas risen 
to $90,311 . 
b. The following senators were elected to serve on 
the Grievance Board for two years: Bhuvenesh Goswami (Commerce & 
Industry), Gerald Lovedahl (Education), and Syble Oldaker 
(Nursing). 
7. New_Business 
a. Senator Louderback stated that he had written the 
Greenville_News regarding the statement of "relatively few 
eminent scholars at Clemson." After discussion, it was decided 
that individuals, department heads, and deans could respond on 
their own. 
b. Senator Schaffer requested that the Scholastic 
Policies Committee address the matter of the sale of course 
Syllabi. 
c. The Faculty Senate gave President Luedeman 
permission to request the Office of Institutional Advancement to 
set up an account so that donations may be made to the Faculty 
Senate . 
d. Senator Lovedahl expressed concern and asked for 
information regarding a bill in the Legislature which mandates 
university faculty at state supported schools to put^in a 
Presidenthour week, 50% of which is to be in the classroom 
Luedeman will pursue this matter. 
e. Senator Waldvogel questioned the possibe move to 
consider doing away with the Master Teacher Program, and 
suggested that senators let him know if they have strong opinions 
about this possibility. 
4:35 p.m.
8. Adjournment. The me 
tary 
Cathy Tbth Sturkie, Staff Secretary 
Senators Absent: M. Bridgwood, G. Christenbury (D r^coteau attended),
K. Dieter, F. Eubanks, E. Hare (J. Waldvogel attended), J. Loburdy, E. Ruppert, 
A. Steiner, T. Tisue 
Attachment A (1 of 1) 
SCHOLASTIC POLICIES COMMITTEE 
GOALS FOR CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
January 14, 1992 
Clemson University's goal is educating students. Achieving this goal 
requires that incoming students be academically prepared. 
The most important criterion for admission should be academic promise. 
The student body should continue to include significant numbers of out-of-
state students, both graduate and undergraduate. 
The student body should continue to include significant numbers of foreign 
students, both graduate and undergraduate. 
Clemson University should create opportunities for students to obtain 
international experience. 
Clemson University should inform all prospective students about admissions 
appeals and different admissions standards for each college. 
Faculty and staff should be accountable for the quality of graduate and 
undergraduate education. 
The University should consider giving College status to the Honors 
Program. 
Each College should work toward having common freshman curricula among its 
departments. 
The faculty will support joint efforts with the administration to improve 
the quality of graduate and undergraduate education. 
All academic decisions should conform to the faculty manual. 
Attachment B (1 of 1) 
PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
JANUARY, 1992 
1. The winner of the Class of '39 Award of Excellence is 
John Idol, Professor of English. The award was presented at the 
Bell Tower before the January Faculty Senate meeting. President 
Lennon assisted with the presentation of the award. 
2. The NCAA Convention is completed and has adopted 
several new rules. First, 800 numbers for athletes to contact an 
institution are discontinued immediately. Secondly, new 
admission requirements have been adopted which require a 700 SAT 
score with a 2.00 in thirteen core courses. The scale slides 
allow a lower GPR if coupled with a higher SAT. This rule was 
proposed by the Presidents' Council and will become effective in 
1995. 
3. Spring enrollment data shows an increase in both the 
number of undergraduates and the number of graduate students over 
1991 . 
4. The administration is working with the Legislature to 
raise the current cap on fee waivers from 2% to 4%. With this 
action, the Clemson Scholars Program can be saved. Without this 
cap raise, the Clemson Scholars Program will experience a 
shortfall of $659,500 in the 1992-93 academic year. 
5. A new council is being formed at the University to deal 
with outreach services from the University such as Extension, 
professional development, telecampus, etc. 
6. This morning, I spoke to the Classified Staff 
Commission concerning the Senate's definition of Public Service. 
7. This Friday Greg Horton, Student Body President, and I 
will make a presentation on growth and class size at the meeting 
of the Board of Trustees. 
MINUTES 
FACULTY SENATE 
FEBRUARY 11, 1992 
1- Qall_to_Order . The meeting was called to order by 
President Luedeman at 3:34 p.m. 
2. App.rgval_gf_Minutes . The Faculty Senate Minutes of 
January 14, 1992 were approved as written. 
3. Special_Order_of_the_Day. President Luedeman 
introduced Francis M. Canavan, Associate Vice President for 
Public Affairs, who clarified aspects and language of the new 
State Ethics Bill. Mr. Canavan stated that areas of major impact 
at Clemson were in the sections regarding lobbyists and speaking 
engagements. A question and answer period followed the 
presentation, and Mr. Canavan was kind enough to remain after the 
Faculty Senate meeting to answer additional questions. 
4. Qommittee_Reports 
a Senate_Committees 
Research_Committee. Senator Marion referred to 
the proposed Research Committee goals for Clemson University. 
He then made a motion to adopt the Resolution to 
Recommend CURFAC as a University Committee (FS92-2-1)(Attachment 
A). After discussion, Senator Baron moved that this resolution 
be tabled until the Vice President for Research advises the 
Senate of the purpose and composition of this committee. Motion 
to table was seconded by Senator Schaffer, and passed 
unanimously. 
Senator Marion moved for adoption of the 
Resolution regarding University-Wide Strategic Planning and the 
Creation of a Clemson University Administrative Computing 
Advisory Committee which was seconded by Senator Schaffer. Vote 
was taken, and resolution passed unanimously (FS92-2-2 P) 
(At tachment B) . 
Scholastic_Policies. Senator Louderback made a 
motion to adopt the Resolution on Report of the Admissions & 
Scholarship Committee of the Clemson University Athletic Council 
Discussion followed. Vote was taken and resolution passed 
I 
I unanimously (FS92-2-3 P) (Attachment C). 
In response to the sale of Syllabi issue, this 
Committee has appointed a subcommittee to look into this matter. 
A report will be presented at the next Senate meeting. 
Welf §12e_Qo!Dn!±ii§e • Senator Vander Mey referred to 
the Committee's Vision Statement. After discussion, Senator 
Vander Mey asked that any comments or modifications be sent to 
John Harris, Chair of the Welfare Committee. 
Policy_Committee. Senator Hare submitted the 
Policy Committee Goals for Clemson University. 
b • L'oiY§£si ty_Commi ss ions_and_Commi ttees 
1) Fine_Arts. Senator Rollin reported that this 
committee had met and is in the process of reconstituting itself. 
2) Traffic_and_Parking. Senator Christenbury 
reported that this committee is considering the possibility of a 
parking fee increase to $25. 
3) Faci1ities_Planning. Senator Schaffer 
reported that a proposal to re-route Old Stadium Road at a cost 
in excess of $250,000 was passed by this committee and will have 
a second reading at the next meeting. 
4) Computer_Advisory. Senator Schaffer 
presented a list of DCIT consultants assigned for each college; 
stated that the use of E-Mail by administrators and faculty will 
be strongly encouraged; that two computer labs in Jordan Hall 
will be closed until Fall and will be replaced with a new lab in 
Brackett Hall; computer registration is ready to be implemented; 
and asked the Senate the result of the Software Policy Proposal 
that came from the Computer Advisory Committee (Faculty Senate 
Policy Committee is awaiting an opinion from Ben Anderson). 
5) Honors. Senator Schaffer reported that this 
Committee was informed that it has been illegally ruling on 
Honors curriculum (the Faculty Manual does not empower it to do 
so). The Honors Committee has asked the Scholastic Policies 
Committee of the Faculty Senate to empower it to approve or 
disapprove curriculum matters for the Honors College. A proposal 
to establish a core curriculum from the Director of the Honors 
College was unanimously voted down. 
6) Qampus_Safety. Senator Vander Mey announced 
that Rape Awareness Week will be held during March 2-6, 1992, and 
asked senators for their support by providing this information to 
their students. 
7) Aceident_Review_Board. Senator Thompson 
reported that if a professor is determined guilty in a motor 
vehicle accident, his or her department will be assessed $200; 
and that this fine can be passed down to the individual 
professor. It was also noted by Senator Thompson that an appeal 
of a decision may always be submitted to the Accident Review 
Board. 
5 . Senate_President_|_s_Report . Senator Luedeman presented 
and discussed the President's Report (Attachment D). 
6• Qld_Business 
a. The Centennial Professorship total is now $90,511. 
7• New_Business 
a. The slate of officers from the Advisory Committee 
was presented to the Faculty Senate: Vice President/President 
Elect: Jim Davis, Alan Schaffer, and Brenda Vander Mey; and for 
Secretary: Mary Lynn Moon and Lucy Rollin. (Mary Lynn Moon 
declined the nomination). Elections will be held at the March 
Faculty Senate Meeting. 
b. President Luedeman announced that plans for the 
Faculty Senate Annual Spring Reception are underway. 
c. Senator Waldvogel submitted the Final Report from 
the ad_hoc Committee to Promote the Clemson Experience 
(Attachment E). Senator Schaffer moved that the Faculty Senate 
support this Report. Motion was seconded, and passed 
unanimously. 
d. President Luedeman announced an Executive Session 
so that personnel items could be discussed. 
8- Adjournment. The meeting was adjo^gned/^t 5:46 p.m. 
iddle, Secretary 
Cathy Toth Sturkie, Staff Secretary 
Senators Absent: W. Bridges (D. Decoteau attended), J. Brittain, 
W. Stringer, J. Harris, K. Dieter, E. Ruppert, A. Steiner (J. 
Waldvogel attended), T. Tisue 
MINUTES 
FACULTY SENATE 
MARCH 10, 1992 
1- QalI_ig_Qrder. President Luedeman called the meeting 
to order at 3:36 p.m. 
2. Apgroval_of _Minut.es . The General Faculty Minutes of 
December 18, 1991 and the Faculty Senate Minutes of February 11, 
1992 were approved as written. 
3. Election_of_0fficers. The Advisory Committee brought 
forth its slate of candidates for Vice President/President-Elect 
and Secretary. The floor was opened for additional candidates; 
there being none, elections were held by secret ballot. Alan 
Schaffer was elected Vice President/President Elect and Lucy 
Rollin was elected Secretary. 
4. Qommittee_Re_orts 
a. Senate_Committees 
Scholastic_Policies_Committee. Senator Louderback 
informed the Senate that the Commission on Undergraduate Studies 
will provide information on the Sale of Syllabi in the future. 
Senator Louderback introduced the resolution, 
Disapproval of the Policy on Excused Absences from the Commission 
on Undergraduate Studies. After discussion, this resolution was 
tabled (Attachment A) (FS92-3-1). 
The resolution, Rescission of Early Registration 
for Student-Athletes, was introduced by Senator Louderback, and 
discussion followed. Motion was made to table this resolution, 
which passed (Attachment B) (FS92-3-2). 
Senator Schaffer noted that the Class Attendance Policy 
will be discussed at the Commission on Undergraduate Studies this 
week and asked for the sense of the Senate. After discussion and 
a straw vote, the sense of the Faculty Senate was that the 
current policy should be kept; and that "any problems of 
inflexibility in class attendance policy should be addressed by 
dealing with the individual faculty member through his/her 
department head, not by revising the current University policy." 
Senator Schaffer informed the Senate that the 
issue of "Dead Days" will be presented at the next meeting of the 
Commission on Undergraduate Studies, and asked for guidelines 
from the Senate. A straw vote showed that the majority of the 
Senate thought "Dead Days" was a good concept and would support 
this concept. 
Policy_Committee. Senator Hare introduced Senator 
Walt Owens who presented a Draft of the Social Audit on behalf of 
the Policy Committee, and asked for the support of the Senate. 
Motion was made to sponsor this survey of faculty, which passed 
unanimously. 
Research_Cg__ittee. Senator Marion presented the 
Policy on Research Ethics which included changes made since its 
presentation to the Executive/Adivsory Committee. Senator Marion 
stated that this document will be brought forward for support at 
the April Faculty Senate meeting in order for the Senate to have 
ample time to provide input before it comes before the Board of 
Trustees . 
Welfare_Committee. Senator Harris asked the sense 
of the Faculty Senate to co-sponsor any activities with the AIDS 
Task Force. After discussion, support was given to co-sponsor 
specific AIDS projects. 
Senator Harris mentioned that the Welfare 
Committee will meet with the AIDS Peer Educators, and will decide 
if this presentation should be brought to the entire Senate. 
Senator Harris presented the following resolutions 
for consideration by the Faculty Senate: 
Resolution to Pursue Policy to Obtain Annual Cost 
of Living Raises. Vote was taken, and resolution passed 
(Attachment C) (FS92-3-3-P). 
Resolution to Pursue Restoration of Medical 
Benefits to Previous Levels. Vote was taken and resolution 
passed unanimously (Attachment D) (FS92-3-4 P). 
Resolution for President Lennon to Decline 
Consulting Opportunities Offered by Chairman Amick and Others. 
After discussion, vote was taken and resolution passed (16 for/9 
against/no abstentions) (Attachment E) (FS92-3-5 P). 
Resolution to Provide the Same Retirement Plan 
Options. Vote was taken, and resolution passed (Attachment F) 
(FS92-3-6 P). 
Resolution to Pursue the Provision of a Faculty 
Club. Vote was taken, and resolution passed unanimously 
(Attachment G) (FS92-3-7 P). 
b• University_Commissigns_and_Committees 
1) Administratiye_Grgwth - Kenneth Murr 
submitted an update of the University Growth Report (Attachment 
H). 
2) English_Fluency_Act - Senator Vander Mey 
referred to the Draft Policy Statement and encouraged all to read 
it carefully, and submit any comments. 
3) Campus_Safety - Senator Vander Mey reported 
that Rape Awareness Week was very successful. 
4) Cgmmissign_gn_Undergraduate_Studies - Senator 
Vander Mey informed the Senate that the Commission will meet and 
take under consideration the subject of "Plus Grading". 
5. Senate_President_s_Re_ort. Senator Luedeman briefly 
discussed the President's Report (Attachment I). 
6• QldBusiness 
a. The Centennial Professorship is now $90,711. 
7 . New_Business 
a. A "Statement of Compliance" form to be included 
with the Instructgr_Evaluation_and_Course_Guide, was introduced 
to the Senate from Student Government. Comments were shared with 
Student Government from the Senate (Attachment J). 
b. Vice President/President Elect Baron submitted 
from the Executive/Advisory Committee a Joint Resolution on the 
Fee and Fine Structure of the Department of Parking Services, 
Version I for the Senate's consideration. Dr. Baron also 
presented Version II which was passed by the Student Government 
and the Commission of Classified Staff Affairs. Senator 
Louderback offered a friendly amendment to substitute Version II 
for Version I. However, he withdrew this amendment following 
discussion. Dr. Baron offered a friendly amendment to express 
that it is not a joint resolution, but a Faculty Senate 
resolution. Vote was taken and resolution passed unanimously. 
(Attachment K) (FS92-3-8 P). 
c. Senator Hare introduced a proposed amendment to 
the Faculty_Manual regarding a Computer Software Copyright 
Infringement Policy. After discussion, vote was taken and 
proposal to amend passed unanimously (Attachment L). 
d. Senator Harris presented a Resolution to Express 
Appreciation to Student Senators for Efforts to Develop an 
Instructor Evaluation and Course Guide. Motion was seconded, 
vote was taken and resolution passed unanimously (Attachment M) 
(FS92-3-9 P). 
e. Senator Wells submitted the AAUP Statement on 
Intercollegiate Athletics which will be presented at the next 
Faculty Senate meeting (Attachment N). 
8. Adjournment. President L n adjourned the meeting 
at 6:22 p.m. 
Cathy Toth Sturkie, Staff Secretary 
Senators Absent: L. Blanton, J. Brittain, S. Wallace, F. 
Eubanks, J. Lovedahl, F. Tainter, K. Dieter, E. Ruppert, T. Tisue 
(J. Waldvogel attended) 
c. 
Attachmsnt A (1 of 1) 
DISAPPROVAL OF THE POLICY ON EXCUSED ABSENCES FROM THE 
COMMISSION ON UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES 
FS92-3-1 
Whereas, the Commission on Undergraduate Studies has 
promulgated a policy regarding excused absences from class; and 
Whereas, there do not appear to be significant difficulties 
with the existing policy; and 
Whereas, the proposed policy greatly reduces the flexibility 
that faculty can now exercise, 
Resolved, that the Provost should not approve the policy. 
This resolution was tabled 
3-10-92 
I 
Attachrtent B (1 of 1) 
RECISSION OF EARLY REGISTRATION FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
FS92-3-2 
Whereas, the Provost has approved early registration for 
student-athletes, even before on-line registration begins; and 
Whereas, early registration is extremely valuable in hard 
financial times when classes are filling up quickly; and 
Whereas, allowing student-athletes to register before any 
other students suggests that student-athletes are more important 
than other students; and 
Whereas, there are costs associated with this early 
registration; and 
Whereas, student-athletes will register even before 
important information regarding their degree progress is 
available, therefore ineluctably reinforcing the impression that 
a degree is not important to most student-athletes, 
Resolved, that the Provost should rescind his decision. 
This resolution was tabled 
3-10-92 
• 
Attachment C (1 of 1) 
RESOLUTION TO PURSUE POLICY TO OBTAIN 
ANNUAL COST OF LIVING RAISES 
FS92-3-3 P 
Whereas, the crisis in state finances has resulted in salary 
freezes for most members of the University community, and 
Whereas, governments have continued to fund their commitment 
to provide cost of living raises to retirees regardless of 
income, and 
Whereas, the cost of living continues to rise and reduce the 
standard of living of employees faced with a salary freeze, 
Resolved, Clemson University should pursue a policy of 
obtaining annual cost of living raises for its employees and seek 
to recover for its employees wages lost to the effects of 
inflat ion. 
Attachment D (1 of 1) 
RESOLUTION TO PURSUE RESTORATION OF 
MEDICAL BENEFITS TO PREVIOUS LEVELS 
FS92-3-4 P 
Whereas, the cost of medical care have continued to escalate 
beyond the reach of many families, and 
Whereas, medical care is a necessity rather than luxury, and 
Whereas, the state financial crisis has forced state 
employees' families to bear an increasing share of the cost of 
medical care, and 
Whereas, the burden of poorer medical benefits falls 
proportionately heavier on the less well-paid state employees. 
Resolved, Clemson University should pursue a restoration of 
medical benefits to levels provided a few years ago and continue 
to convey the importance of this issue to leaders in state 
government. 
This resolution passed unanimously 
Attachment E (1 of 1) 
RESOLUTION FOR PRESIDENT LENNON TO DECLINE CONSULTING 
OPPORTUNITIES OFFERED BY CHAIRMAN AMICK AND OTHERS 
FS92-3-5 P 
Whereas, the State Ethics Commission has recently ruled that 
President Lennon may receive a $25,000 consulting fee for 
services to be provided to a business owned by Clemson Trustees 
Chairman Amick, 
Whereas, the President's actions may serve to set the 
standard of conduct for faculty seeking outside employment and 
income, 
Whereas, the decision to freeze the salaries of a large
majority of Clemson Faculty increases the temptation for them to 
sacrifice their full-time commitment to teaching, research, and 
university service in order to pursue outside income 
opportunities, 
Whereas, Clemson University currently prohibits faculty 
members who work in extension from paid consulting for in-state 
firms, 
Whereas, as the Faculty Senate feels that the job of 
President of Clemson University is a full-time job requiring the 
undivided attention and 100% of the time of even the most 
talented individual, 
Whereas, public perceptions of President Lennon's pursuit of 
outside income may be unfairly influenced by the recent felony
conviction of the previous president of the state's other leading 
university for pursuing outside income, 
Whereas, the effect of the salary freeze on faculty morale 
is lessened, if they perceive that they are sharing a common 
burden, 
Resolved President Lennon should decline this and any other 
consulting opportunity that is so graciously and generously
offered by Chairman Amick or anyone else. The Faculty Senate 
believes that the President of Clemson University should be paid 
a publicly disclosed salary sufficient to assure his or her full 
and undivided commitment to the duties of the Presidency of 
Clemson University. 
Attachment F (1 of 1) 
RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THE SAME RETIREMENT PLAN OPTIONS 
FS92-3-6 P 
Whereas, Clemson University continues to provide new faculty 
members with an optional retirement plan, and 
Whereas, this optional retirement plan permits a departing 
faculty member to receive funds that have been contributed by the 
state for that employee's retirement, and 
Whereas, older faculty members have been denied this option, 
and 
Whereas, Clemson University administrators have publicly 
argued in court that long term employees should seek employment 
at other universities, if they want to keep their salaries up to 
the levels paid to new inexperienced faculty, and 
Whereas, recent salary freezes imposed on the majority of 
the faculty make it unlikely that many will recover a market 
level salary in the near future unless they change employers, 
Resolved, Clemson University should seek to provide its 
older faculty with the same retirement plan options offered to 
new faculty. 
Attachment G (1 of 1) 
RESOLUTION TO PURSUE THE PROVISION OF A FACULTY CLUB 
FS92-3-7 
Whereas, it is the policy of Clemson University to promote 
the interdisciplinary interaction of faculty, and 
Whereas, there is currently no plan to provide a faculty 
club such as those which serve to promote faculty and 
administrative interaction at other universities, and 
Whereas, the University of South Carolina has had one of the 
southeast's finest faculty clubs for many years, 
E§sglved, Clemson University should actively pursue the 
provision of a faculty club similar in quality to the one alreadj' 
provided to the faculty at the University of South Carolina. 
This resolution passed unanimously. 
Attachment H (1 of 1) 
University Growth 
Report to the Faculty Senate 
Submitted by Kenneth Murr and Robert Kosinski 
This is an update to the Report submitted last October on University Growth. The figures are 
based on the 1991-2 Telephone Directory under the same rules as in the previous reports. The 
definitions are: 
Faculty- all on-campus (656 telephone numbers) entries having title of professor, associate 
professor, assistant professor, instructor, research associate with faculty rank, military science 
instructor, or librarian are counted as faculty if the title does not also include the term head, 
dean, or director. Visiting faculty, adjunct faculty and lecturers are not counted in any 
category. 
Administrators— all on-campus (656 telephone numbers) entries having title of head (except for 
librarians—only two librarians are administrators), dean (associate or assistant), director 
(associate or assistant), vice-provost (associate or assistant) or vice-president (associate or 
assistant),plus specific administrators who could be identified by title (e.g. registrar, 
president, and general counsel.) Directors of institutes also listedwith faculty rank were 
equally divided between administrationand faculty. 
Staff- all on-campus(656 telephone numbers)entriesnot coveredin other categories and 
intended to be classified personnel. The range of titles is extensive. Some directorswere 
classified as staff (e.g., Lab Dir USDA and Dir of Spec Events). 
Omissions- all athletic people (in Jervey), all off-site (non 656 telephone numbers) personnel, 
visitingfaculty, adjunct faculty and lecturerswere not countedin any category. Part-time 
faculty and staff are not listedin the telephone directory and so are not included. 
Table 1. Size of Study Groups 
Year 1987 1988 1990 1991 
Administration 204 222 283 304.5 
Faculty 940 883 946 967.5 
Staff 1381 1388 1813 2258 
Students 12781 14251 15193 17295 
The associated growth rates are: 
Table 2. Growth Rate of 
Study Groups 
Year 1987-91 1990-91 
Administration 49.2% 7.6% 
Faculty 2.9% 2.3% 
Staff 63.5% 24.5% 
Students 35.3% 13.8% 
"r 
Attachment I (1 of 2) 
PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
MARCH, 1992 
1. The Faculty_Manual has some discrepancies. The latest 
concerns the evaluation of department heads. On one page it 
requires evaluation every five years. On another page it 
requires an evaluation after year two, year five, and every five 
years thereafter. Provost Jennett has stated his desire to rule 
that the evaluation takes place every five years. We need to 
reassert that the evaluation begins in year two, and continues in 
year five and every five years thereafter. 
2. Graduate and undergraduat<e applications are up over 
Last year. The quality of the applicants is high. The 
University may accept more than 2300 freshmen. 
3. A new attendance policy has been approved by the 
Undergraduate Commission. Loosely paraphrased, it states that a 
student may miss class equal to twice the number of weekly class 
meetings. Thereafter, the professor may drop the student from 
class for excessive absences. 
4. The new registration policy states that athletes may 
register for courses but not sections or instructors before any 
other students. Whereas, Honors Students may register with the 
same priority as seniors. Is this a statement about the relative 
regard with which these two groups of students are held at 
CIemson? 
5. Former Faculty Senate Presidents have met with 
President Lennon and Provost Jennett separately. Topics of 
discussion were faculty morale and the role of the provost vis-a 
vis the other vice-presidents. 
6. The colleges of Architecture, Commerce and Industry, 
Engineering, and Nursing have had their proposals for continuous 
improvement approved. The purpose of such a competition is to 
eliminate redundancy on campus. 
7. At a recent meeting of the Business Advisory Council of 
the Council of Presidents, the business community expressed their 
concern that since business has undergone much restructuring to 
remain competitive, universities must undergo restructuring 
before business will "go to bat" for higher education. President 
Lennon addressed their concerns by explaining Clemson's strategic 
planning process. 
Attachment I (2 of 2) 
8. The Commission on Higher Education appears to be 
pushing a plan which would require a raising of the tuition for 
graduate out-of-state students. Clemson is opposing this 
attempt. 
9. The reorganization of the Council of Deans into a 
Council of Deans and a Provost's Council has been abandoned. The 
reorganization would have denied the President of the Faculty 
Senate a seat on the Dean's Council. 
10. The establishment of a Faculty Senate.Operating Account 
has become a reality. Individual gifts will now be accepted to 
provide monies for miscellaneous expenses which arise each year. 
Please make your check payable to: Clemson University Foundation 
and be sure to note that it is for: the Faculty Senate. 
Attachment J (1 of 1) 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
To: All Instructors 
From: Greg L. Powell, Director of Research and Development 
L. Gregory C.Horton, StudentBodyPresident '91-'92 
Date: February 26,1992 
Subject: ReleaseRequestfor Instructor and CourseEvaluation Summary 
We would appreciate your help in developing anInstructor Evaluation and Course Guide for the students ofClemson. We feel that 
teaching should beourUniversity's top priority and hope that this evaluation will provide accurate and meaningful information toour 
students. It is alsoourhope that this project will increase awareness about the importance of teaching. 
For the last three years, the students ofClemson, through their Student Government, have expressed their desire for anInstructor 
Evaluation and Course Guide to be made available to the student body. Last year. Student Government attempted to independently 
compile an evaluation, but the questionnaires were not handed out inthe classrooms and little student input was received. 
This year. Student Government has researched successful course evaluations at institutions like Georgia Tech, Duke, Temple, Colo 
rado at Boulder andHarvard, andhas spentmuch of thisyearattempting to pursue theprojectthrough theproper University channels. 
After much work. Student Government hasgained thenecessary support from the faculty andadministration. Wehaveworked with 
members of theFaculty Senate, the Commission onUndergraduate Studies, and the Teaching Resources and Effectiveness Committee 
todevelop anevaluation that will serve the needs of the students. The form was created bya subcommittee of the Commission on 
Undergraduate Studies, reviewed by the Teaching Resources and Effectiveness Committee, and finally approved by the Commission 
on Undergraduate Studies onFebruary 14*. 1992. This process began back inSeptember of 1991 with the Faculty Senate's unani 
mous support forStudent Government's efforts todevelop an evaluation andcourse guide. 
Please help us in this project by reading the "Statement ofCompliance", by completing the information at the bottom, and by distrib 
uting Student Government's Questionnaire along with Clemson University's Questionnaire. USE OF STUDENT GOVERNMENT'S 
QUESTIONNAIRE PRECLUDES ANY OTHER USE OFPART HI ON CLEMSON UNIVERSITY'S QUESTIONNAIRE 
FOR STUDENT EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTORS. THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT QUESTIONNAIRE CANNOT BE 
USED IF QUESTIONS OTHER THAN STUDENT GOVERNMENT'S ARE TO BE ASKED IN PART m. 
"Statement of Compliance" 
As aninstructor atClemson University, I may choose to have onecopy of the University's Report Form released toStudent Govern 
ment for use in the publication ofanInstructor Evaluation and Course Guide. I understand the Report Form will beused by the 
students as an informal aid in courseselection. I am aware that theconceptof publishing the summaries of instructor evaluations, ona 
voluntary basis, has been endorsed by both the Faculty Senate and the Commission on Undergraduate Studies. Further, I understand 
thesummaries of theseevaluations are not intended to be usedas a basisfor evaluating an instructor's perfonnance for thepurposes of 
tenure and promotion. 
I authorize the release toStudent Government onecopy of the summary report form from PartHI of theClemson University Question 
naire for Student Evaluation of Instructors. I also understand PartHI of the University Questionnaire must onlycontain the responses 
to Student Governments Questionnaire (Items 27-32). 
Date Current5 Digit Instructor Identification Number Signature 
Mease Print your name as 5appears above. Department H/L Course Number Section Number 
This form must bereturned with your evaluations. Thank you. j; 
Attachment K (1 of 1) 
RESOLUTION ON THE FEE AND FINE STRUCTURE OF THE 
DEPARTMENT OF PARKING SERVICES 
FS92-3-8 P 
Whereas, the University administration has instructed the 
Department of Parking Services to act as an auxiliary service 
department, and 
Whereas, the Department of Parking Services is charged with 
providing a shuttle service as an integral part of a campus wide 
transportation network which includes improved and unimproved 
parking facilities, and 
Whereas, the costs of providing shuttle service and 
maintaining improved parking facilities have continued to 
increase beyond the revenues generated by the current fee and 
fine structure levied by the Department of Parking Services, and 
Whereas, the students, staff, faculty and food service 
employees are to date the sole, consistent providers of revenues 
from fees and fines to the Department of Parking Services, and 
Whereas, other auxiliary service departments operating on 
campus encourage and profit from the use of designated parking 
facilities by persons other than Clemson University students, 
staff, faculty and food service employees, 
Resolved, that while we encourage the development of a 
comprehensive transportation network on campus, and have 
demonstrated our support through decal purchases, we are unable 
to support any increase in the existing parking fees levied upon 
our constituents until the President of Clemson University 
authorizes the Department of Parking Services to extend parking
fees and fines to include the other auxiliary service departments
(i e Athletics, Conference and Guest Services, Recreational 
Services, etc.) which generate additional traffic and aggravate 
the routine parking situation on campus. 
This resolution was passed unanimously 
Attachment L (1 of 1) 
PROPOSAL TO AMEND THE FACULTY MANUAL 
MARCH 10, 1992 
The Policy Committee proposes the following addition to the 
Faculty_Manual: 
Part VII. Professional Practices 
O. Computer Software Copyright Infringement Policy 
Clemson University forbids the unauthorized 
reproduction of computer software or the use of 
illegally obtained software. Using University 
equipment to make illegal copies of software is 
prohibited. Software used at Clemson University 
may be used only in accordance with the 
manufacturer's license agreement. Faculty and 
students are responsible for being aware of the 
licensing restrictions for the software they use 
on any University computer or computer system or 
on any privately owned computer housed in 
University facilities. 
According to both South Carolina and Federal 
law, it is illegal to reproduce copyrighted 
software without permission. 
Proposal to Amend Faculty_Manual 
passed unanimously. 
Attachment M (1 of 1) 
RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS APPRECIATION TO STUDENT SENATORS 
FOR EFFORTS TO DEVELOP AN INSTRUCTOR EVALUATION 
AND COURSE GUIDE 
FS92-3-9 
Whereas, it is a goal of the Faculty Senate to improve 
student/faculty relations, and 
Whereas, the Faculty Senate passed a resolution encouraging 
the leaders of the Student Senate to develop an Instructor 
Evaluation and Course Guide, and 
Whereas, the elected leaders of the Student Senate have 
worked very hard in cooperation with representatives of the 
Faculty Senate to improve the access of students to information 
about course content and instructor performance, 
Resolved, the Faculty Senate expresses its appreciation to 
the following Student Senators: 
Jill L. Hennessy 
Lewi s G. Horton 
Gregory L. Powell 
for their efforts to develop an Instructor Evaluation and Course 
Guide. 
This resolution passed unanimously. 
• Attachment N (1 of 5) 
AAUP STATEMENT ON INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETICS 
Adopted by the AAUP National Council, June 13,1991 
PREFACE 
Concern about pervasive abuses in intercollegiate athletics is widespread both in 
higher education and in the community at large. 
We solicit comments both on the substance of this statement of the problem, and 
on the format that would make it appropriate for adoption by faculty senates and similar 
bodies as an expression of desired policy for their institutions. 
INTRODUCTION 
On many campuses the conduct of intercollegiate athletic programs poses serious and 
direct conflicts with desired academic standards and goals. The pressure to field 
winning teams has led to widely publicized scandals concerning the recruitment, 
exploitation, and academic failures of many athletes. 
Expenditures on athletics may distort institutional budgets and *an reduce 
resources available for academic functions. Within some academic programs faculty 
members have been pressured to give preferential treatment to athletes. Coaches and 
athletic directors are themselves often trapped in the relentless competitive and financial 
pressures of the current system, and many would welcome reform. 
Not all institutions have problems with athletics of the same type or to the same 
degree. Nevertheless, we believe that all colleges and universities would benefit from 
l" 
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the adoption of anational set of standards that would protect athletes from exploitation 
and get expenditures on and adrninistration of athletic programs under the regular 
governance procedures of the institution. 
We urge faculty participation in the cause of reform. We urge our administrators to 
enter into national efforts to establish new standards through the NCAA or other 
regulatory agencies. We specifically endorse the following proposed reforms and ask 
faculty colleagues, adrninistrators, and athletic department staff throughout the country 
to join with us in working to'implement them on their campuses, in their athletic 
conferences, through the NCAA, and nationally: 
ADMISSION AND ACADEMIC PROrrepgg 
1. Institutions should not use admission standards for athletes that are not 
comparable to those for other students. 
2. Acommittee elected by the faculty should monitor the compliance with policy 
relating to admission, the progress toward graduation, and the integrity of the course 
of study of students who engage in intercollegiate athletics. This committee should 
report annually to the faculty on admissions, on progress toward graduation, and on 
graduation rates of athletes by sport. Further, the committee should be charged with 
seeking appropriate review of cases in which it appears that faculty members or 
administrators have abused academic integrity in order to promote athletic programs. 
AVOIDANCE OF EXPLOITATION! 
3. Students who are athletes need time for their academic work. Participation in 
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intercollegiate athletics in the first year of college is ill-advised. Athletes should have 
at least one day aweek without athletic obligations. Overnight absences on weekday 
evenings should be kept to amaximum of one per week, with rare exceptions. The 
number of events per season should be periodically reviewed by the faculty. Student 
athletes should be integrated with other students in housing, food service, tutoring, and 
other areas of campus life. 
FINANCIAL AID 
4. Financial aid standards for athletes should be comparable to those for other 
students. The aid should be aciministered by the financial aid office of the institution. 
The assessment of financial need may take account of time demands on athletes which 
may preclude or limit employment during the academic year. Continuation of aid to 
students who drop out of athletic competition or complete their athletic eligibility should 
be conditioned only on their remaining academically and financially qualified. 
FINANCING ATHLETICS: GOVERNANCE 
5. Financial operations ofthe department ofathletics, including all revenues received 
from outside groups, should be under the full and direct control of the central 
administration of the campus. Complete budgets of the athletic department for the 
coming year and actual expenditures and revenues for the past year should be published 
in full detail Annual budgets, as well as long-term plans should be approved under the 
regular governance procedures of the campus, with input from elected faculty 
representatives. 
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6. Particular scrutiny should be given to use of the institution's general operating 
funds to support the athletic department. Institutions should establish regulations 
governing the use of and fees for university facilities by private businesses, such as 
summer athletic camps. Fees charged to coaches should be assessed on the same basis 
as those charged to faculty and other staff engaged in private businesses on campus. 
Published budgets should include an accounting of maintenance expenses for sports 
facilities, activities of booster groups, payments by outsiders for appearances by coaches 
and other athletic staff, payments by sports apparel companies, and sources of 
scholarship funds. 
7. Elected faculty representatives should comprise a majority of the campus 
committee which formulates campus athletic policy, and such a committee should be 
chaired by an elected faculty member. 
CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 
8. Paid-for trips to games, and other special benefits for faculty, administrators, or 
members of governing boards involved in the oversight of athletics, whether offered by 
the university or by outside groups, create conflicts of interest and should be-eliminated. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
9. In order to avoid the obstacles to unilateral reform efforts, the faculty believes its 
chiefadministrative officer should joinwith counterparts in other institutions to pursue 
these reforms and report annually to the academic community on the progress of such 
efforts. 
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10. Beginning five years from adoption of these principles at an institution, athletic 
events should be scheduled only with institutions, and within conferences and 
associations, that commit themselves to the implementation of these principles. 
* » * 
Institutions should redouble their efforts to enroll and support academically able 
students from disadvantaged backgrounds regardless of their athletic ability. Athletic 
programs never should have been considered as amajor way of supporting students 
from disadvantaged backgrounds in institutions of higher education. If these 
recommendations are adopted, athletes who lack academic skills or interests will no 
longer be enrolled, and some of those excluded will be from such backgrounds. In the 
interest of such athletes, institutions and the NCAA should avoid regulations that 





MARCH 10, 1992 
1- Qall_tg_Order. President Luedeman called the meeting 
to order at 3:36 p.m. 
2. Approval_of_Minutes. The General Faculty Minutes of 
December 18, 1991 and the Faculty Senate Minutes of February 11, 
1992 were approved as written. 
3. Election_of_0fficers. The Advisory Committee brought 
forth its slate of candidates for Vice President/President-Elect 
and Secretary. The floor was opened for additional candidates; 
there being none, elections were held by secret ballot. Alan 
Schaffer was elected Vice President/President Elect and Lucy 
Rollin was elected Secretary. 
4. Committee_Reports 
a. Senate_Committees 
Scholastic_Policies_Committee. Senator Louderback 
informed the Senate that the Commission on Undergraduate Studies 
will provide information on the Sale of Syllabi in the future. 
Senator Louderback introduced the resolution, 
Disapproval of the Policy on Excused Absences from the Commission 
on Undergraduate Studies. After discussion, this resolution was 
tabled (Attachment A) (FS92-3-1). 
The resolution, Rescission of Early Registration 
for Student-Athletes, was introduced by Senator Louderback, and 
discussion followed. Motion was made to table this resolution, 
which passed (Attachment B) (FS92-3-2). 
Senator Schaffer noted that the Class Attendance Policy 
will be discussed at the Commission on Undergraduate Studies this 
week and asked for the sense of the Senate. After discussion and 
a straw vote, the sense of the Faculty Senate was that the 
current policy should be kept; and that "any problems of 
inflexibility in class attendance policy should be addressed by 
dealing with the individual faculty member through his/her 
department head, not by revising the current University policy." 
Senator Schaffer informed the Senate that the 
issue of "Dead Days" will be presented at the next meeting of the 
Commission on Undergraduate Studies, and asked for guidelines 
from the Senate. A straw vote showed that the majority of the 
Senate thought "Dead Days" was a good concept and would support 
this concept. 
Polic^_Committee. Senator Hare introduced Senator 
Walt Owens who presented a Draft of the Social Audit on behalf of 
the Policy Committee, and asked for the support of the Senate. 
Motion was made to sponsor this survey of faculty, which passed 
unanimously. 
Research_Committee. Senator Marion presented the 
Policy on Research Ethics which included changes made since its 
presentation to the Executive/Adivsory Committee. Senator Marion 
stated that this document will be brought forward for support at 
the April Faculty Senate meeting in order for the Senate to have 
ample time to provide input before it comes before the Board of 
Trustees. 
I§If§re_Cgmraittee. Senator Harris asked the sense 
of the Faculty Senate to co-sponsor any activities with the AIDS 
Task Force. After discussion, support was given to co-sponsor 
specific AIDS projects. 
Senator Harris mentioned that the Welfare 
Committee will meet with the AIDS Peer Educators, and will decide 
if this presentation should be brought to the entire Senate. 
Senator Harris presented the following resolutions 
for consideration by the Faculty Senate: 
Resolution to Pursue Policy to Obtain Annual Cost 
of Living Raises. Vote was taken, and resolution passed 
(Attachment C) (FS92-3-3-P). 
Resolution to Pursue Restoration of Medical 
Benefits to Previous Levels. Vote was taken and resolution 
passed unanimously (Attachment D) (FS92-3-4 P). 
Resolution for President Lennon to Decline 
Consulting Opportunities Offered by Chairman Amick and Others. 
After discussion, vote was taken and resolution passed (16 for/9 
against/no abstentions) (Attachment E) (FS92-3-5 P). 
Resolution to Provide the Same Retirement Plan 
Options. Vote was taken, and resolution passed (Attachment F) 
(FS92-3-6 P). 
Resolution to Pursue the Provision of a Faculty 
Club. Vote was taken, and resolution passed unanimously 
(Attachment G) (FS92-3-7 P). 
b. University_Commissions_and_Committees 
1) Adniinistrative_Growth - Kenneth Murr 
submitted an update of the University Growth Report (Attachment 
H). 
2) English_Fluency_Act - Senator Vander Mey 
referred to the Draft Policy Statement and encouraged all to read 
it carefully, and submit any comments. 
3) Qampus_Safety - Senator Vander Mey reported 
that Rape Awareness Week was very successful. 
4) Cgmmissign_gn_Undergraduate_Studies - Senator 
Vander Mey informed the Senate that the Commission will meet and 
take under consideration the subject of "Plus Grading". 
5. Senate_Presidentls_Repgrt. Senator Luedeman briefly 
discussed the President's Report (Attachment I). 
6. Qld_Business 
a. The Centennial Professorship is now $90,711. 
7. New_Business 
a. A "Statement of Compliance" form to be included 
with the Instructgr_Evaluatign_and_Cgurse_Guide, was introduced 
to the Senate from Student Government. Comments were shared with 
Student Government from the Senate (Attachment J). 
b. Vice President/President Elect Baron submitted 
from the Executive/Advisory Committee a Joint Resolution on the 
Fee and Fine Structure of the Department of Parking Services, 
Version I for the Senate's consideration. Dr. Baron also 
presented Version II which was passed by the Student Government 
and the Commission of Classified Staff Affairs. Senator 
Louderback offered a friendly amendment to substitute Version II 
for Version I. However, he withdrew this amendment following 
discussion. Dr. Baron offered a friendly amendment to express 
that it is not a joint resolution, but a Faculty Senate 
resolution. Vote was taken and resolution passed unanimously. 
(Attachment K) (FS92-3-8 P). 
c. Senator Hare introduced a proposed amendment to 
the Faculty._Ma.nual regarding a Computer Software Copyright 
Infringement Policy. After discussion, vote was taken and 
proposal to amend passed unanimously (Attachment L). 
d. Senator Harris presented a Resolution to Express 
Appreciation to Student Senators for Efforts to Develop an 
Instructor Evaluation and Course Guide. Motion was seconded, 
vote was taken and resolution passed unanimously (Attachment M) 
(FS92-3-9 P). 
e. Senator Wells submitted the AAUP Statement on 
Intercollegiate Athletics which will be presented at the next 
Faculty Senate meeting (Attachment N). 
C&ZL* L\3zL S^nJiLt> 
Cathy Toth Sturkie, Staf f Secretary 
Senators Absent: L. Blanton, J. Brittain, S. Wallace, F. 
Eubanks, J. Lovedahl, F. Tainter, K. Dieter, E. Ruppert, T. Tisue 
(J. Waldvogel attended) 
Attachment A (1 of 1) 
DISAPPROVAL OF THE POLICY ON EXCUSED ABSENCES FROM THE 
COMMISSION ON UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES 
FS92-3-1 
Whereas, the Commission on Undergraduate Studies has 
promulgated a policy regarding excused absences from class; and 
Whereas, there do not appear to be significant difficulties 
with the existing policy; and 
Whereas, the proposed policy greatly reduces the flexibility 
that faculty can now exercise, 
Resolved, that the Provost should not approve the policy. 
This resolution was tabled 
3-10-92 
Attachment B (1 of 1) 
RECISSION OF EARLY REGISTRATION FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
FS92-3-2 
Whereas, the Provost has approved early registration for 
student-athletes, even before on-line registration begins; and 
Whereas, early registration is extremely valuable in hard 
financial times when classes are filling up quickly; and 
Whereas, allowing student-athletes to register before any 
other students suggests that student-athletes are more important 
than other students; and 
Whereas, there are costs associated with this early 
registration; and 
Whereas, student-athletes will register even before 
important information regarding their degree progress is 
available, therefore ineluctably reinforcing the impression that 
a degree is not important to most student-athletes, 
Resglyed, that the Provost should rescind his decision. 




Attachment C (1 of 1) 
RESOLUTION TO PURSUE POLICY TO OBTAIN 
ANNUAL COST OF LIVING RAISES 
FS92-3-3 P 
Whereas, the crisis in state finances has resulted in salary 
freezes for most members of the University community, and 
Whereas, governments have continued to fund their commitment 
to provide cost of living raises to retirees regardless of 
income, and 
Whereas, the cost of living continues to rise and reduce the 
standard of living of employees faced with a salary freeze. 
Resolved, Clemson University should pursue a policy of 
obtaining annual cost of living raises for its employees and seek 
to recover for its employees wages lost to the effects of 
inflation. 
Attachment D (1 of 1) 
RESOLUTION TO PURSUE RESTORATION OF 
MEDICAL BENEFITS TO PREVIOUS LEVELS 
FS92-3-4 P 
Whereas, the cost of medical care have continued to escalate 
beyond the reach of many families, and 
Whereas, medical care is a necessity rather than luxury, and 
Whereas, the state financial crisis has forced state 
employees' families to bear an increasing share of the cost of 
medical care, and 
Whereas, the burden of poorer medical benefits falls 
proportionately heavier on the less well-paid state employees. 
Resolved, Clemson University should pursue a restoration of 
medical benefits to levels provided a few years ago and continue 
to convey the importance of this issue to leaders in state 
government. 
This resolution passed unanimously 
> 
Attachment E (1 of 1) 
RESOLUTION FOR PRESIDENT LENNON TO DECLINE CONSULTING 
OPPORTUNITIES OFFERED BY CHAIRMAN AMICK AND OTHERS 
FS92-3-5 P 
Whereas, the State Ethics Commission has recently ruled that 
President Lennon may receive a $25,000 consulting fee for 
services to be provided to a business owned by Clemson Trustees 
Chairman Amick, 
Whereas, the President's actions may serve to set the 
standard of conduct for faculty seeking outside employment and 
income, 
Whereas, the decision to freeze the salaries of a large 
majority of Clemson Faculty increases the temptation for them to 
sacrifice their full-time commitment to teaching, research, and 
university service in order to pursue outside income 
opportunities, 
Whereas, Clemson University currently prohibits faculty 
members who work in extension from paid consulting for in-state 
firms, 
Whereas, as the Faculty Senate feels that the job of 
President of Clemson University is a full-time job requiring the 
undivided attention and 100% of the time of even the most 
talented individual, 
Whereas, public perceptions of President Lennon's pursuit of 
outside income may be unfairly influenced by the recent felony
conviction of the previous president of the state's other leading 
university for pursuing outside income, 
Whereas, the effect of the salary freeze on faculty morale 
is lessened, if they perceive that they are sharing a common 
burden, 
Resolved. President Lennon should decline this and any other 
consulting opportunity that is so graciously and generously
offered by Chairman Amick or anyone else. The Faculty Senate 
believes that the President of Clemson University should be paid 
a publicly disclosed salary sufficient to assure his or her full 
and undivided commitment to the duties of the Presidency of 
Clemson University. 
Attachment F (1 of 1) 
RESOLUTION TO PROVIDE THE SAME RETIREMENT PLAN OPTIONS 
FS92-3-6 
Whereas, Clemson University continues to provide new faculty 
members with an optional retirement plan, and 
Whereas, this optional retirement plan permits a departing 
faculty member to receive funds that have been contributed by the 
state for that employee's retirement, and 
Whereas, older faculty members have been denied this option, 
and 
Whereas, Clemson University administrators have publicly 
argued in court that long term employees should seek employment 
at other universities, if they want to keep their salaries up to 
the levels paid to new inexperienced faculty, and 
Whereas, recent salary freezes imposed on the majority of 
the faculty make it unlikely that many will recover a market 
level salary in the near future unless they change employers, 
Resolved, Clemson University should seek to provide its 
older faculty with the same retirement plan options offered to 
new faculty. 
I 
Attachment G (1 of 1) 
RESOLUTION TO PURSUE THE PROVISION OF A FACULTY CLUB 
FS92-3-7 P 
Whereas, it is the policy of Clemson University to promote 
the interdisciplinary interaction of faculty, and 
Whereas, there is currently no plan to provide a faculty 
club such as those which serve to promote faculty and 
administrative interaction at other universities, and 
Whereas, the University of South Carolina has had one of the 
southeast's finest faculty clubs for many years, 
Resolved, Clemson University should actively pursue the 
provision of a faculty club similar in quality to the one already 
provided to the faculty at the University of South Carolina. 
This resolution passed unanimously. 
Attachment H (1 of 1) 
University Growth 
Report to the Faculty Senate 
Submitted by Kenneth Murr and Robert Kosinski 
Thisis an update to the Report submitted lastOctober onUniversity Growth. Thefigures are 
based on the 1991-2 Telephone Directory underthe same rulesas in the previous reports. The 
definitions are: 
Faculty- all on-campus (656telephone numbers) entries having titleof professor, associate 
professor, assistant professor, instructor, research associate with faculty rank, military science 
instructor, or librarian are counted as faculty if the tide does not also include the term head, 
dean, or director. Visitingfaculty, adjunctfaculty and lecturersare not countedin any 
category. 
Administrators- all on-campus (656telephone numbers) entries having tide of head(except for 
librarians-only two librarians are administrators), dean (associate or assistant), director 
(associate or assistant), vice-provost (associate or assistant) or vice-president (associate or 
assistant), plusspecific administrators who could be identified by tide (e.g. registrar, 
president, andgeneral counsel.) Directors of institutes also listed with faculty rank were 
equally divided between administration and faculty. 
Staff- all on-campus (656telephone numbers) entries not covered in othercategories and 
intendedto be classifiedpersonnel. The range of tides is extensive. Some directors were 
classified as staff (e.g., Lab Dir USDA and Dir of Spec Events). 
Omissions- all athletic people(inJervey), all off-site (non 656telephone numbers) personnel, 
visiting faculty, adjunct faculty andlecturers were notcounted in anycategory. Part-time 
faculty andstaffare not listed in the telephone directory andso arenot included. 
Table 1. Size of Study Groups 
Year 1987 1988 1990 1991 
Administration 204 222 283 304.5 
Faculty 940 883 946 967.5 
1388 2258Staff 1381 1813 
Students 12781 14251 15193 17295 
The associated growth rates are: 
Table 2. Growth Rate of 
Study Groups 
Year 1987-91 1990-91 
Administration 49.2% 7.6% 
Faculty 2.9% 2.3% 
Staff 63.5% 24.5% 
Students 35.3% 13.8% 
Attachment I (1 of 2) 
PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
MARCH, 1992 
1. The Faculty_Manual has some discrepancies. The latest 
concerns the evaluation of department heads. On one page it 
requires evaluation every five years. On another page it 
requires an evaluation after year two, year five, and every five 
years thereafter. Provost Jennett has stated his desire to rule 
that the evaluation takes place every five years. We need to 
reassert that the evaluation begins in year two, and continues in 
year five and every five years thereafter. 
2. Graduate and undergraduate applications are up over 
last year. The quality of the applicants is high. The 
University may accept more than 2300 freshmen. 
3. A new attendance policy has been approved by the 
Undergraduate Commission. Loosely paraphrased, it states that a 
student may miss class equal to twice the number of weekly class 
meetings. Thereafter, the professor may drop the student from 
class for excessive absences. 
4. The new registration policy states that athletes may 
register for courses but not sections or instructors before any 
other students. Whereas, Honors Students may register with the 
same priority as seniors. Is this a statement about the relative 
regard with which these two groups of students are held at 
CIemson? 
5. Former Faculty Senate Presidents have met with 
President Lennon and Provost Jennett separately. Topics of 
discussion were faculty morale and the role of the provost vis-a 
vis the other vice-presidents. 
6. The colleges of Architecture, Commerce and Industry, 
Engineering, and Nursing have had their proposals for continuous 
improvement approved. The purpose of such a competition is to 
eliminate redundancy on campus. 
7. At a recent meeting of the Business Advisory Council of 
the Council of Presidents, the business community expressed their 
concern that since business has undergone much restructuring to 
remain competitive, universities must undergo restructuring 
before business will "go to bat" for higher education. President 
Lennon addressed their concerns by explaining Clemson's strategic 
planning process. 
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8. The Commission on Higher Education appears to be 
pushing a plan which would require a raising of the tuition for 
graduate out-of-state students. Clemson is opposing this 
attempt. 
9. The reorganization of the Council of Deans into a 
Council of Deans and a Provost's Council has been abandoned. The 
reorganization would have denied the President of the Faculty 
Senate a seat on the Dean's Council. 
10. The establishment of a Faculty Senate.Operating Account 
has become a reality. Individual gifts will now be accepted to 
provide monies for miscellaneous expenses which arise each year. 
Please make your check payable to: Clemson University Foundation 
and be sure to note that it is for: the Faculty Senate. 
Attachment J (1 of 1) 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
To: All Instructors 
From: Greg L. Powell, Director of Research and Development 
L. Gregory C. Horton, Student Body President '91-'92 
Date: February 26,1992 
Subject: Release Request for Instructor and Course Evaluation Summary 
We would appreciate your help indeveloping anInstructor Evaluation and Course Guide for thestudents ofClemson. We feel that 
teaching should beour University's top priority and hope that this evaluation will provide accurate and meaningful information toour 
students. It is alsoourhope that this project will increase awareness about the importance of teaching. 
For the lastthree years, the students ofClemson, through their Student Government, have expressed their desire foranInstructor 
Evaluation and Course Guide to be made available to the student body. Last year. Student Government attempted to independendy 
compile an evaluation, but the questionnaires were not handed out inthe classrooms and little student input was received. 
This year. Student Government has researched successful course evaluations at institutions like Georgia Tech, Duke, Temple, Colo 
rado at Boulder andHarvard, andhasspentmuch of thisyearattempting to pursue theprojectthrough theproper University channels. 
After much work,StudentGovernment has gained thenecessary supportfrom the faculty and administration. We have worked with 
members of theFaculty Senate, the Commission onUndergraduate Suidies, and the Teaching Resources and Effectiveness Committee 
todevelop anevaluation that will serve theneeds of the students. The form was created bya subcommittee of the Commission on 
Undergraduate Studies, reviewed by the Teaching Resources and Effectiveness Committee, and finally approved by the Commission 
on Undergraduate Studies onFebruary 14th, 1992. This process began back inSeptember of 1991 with the Faculty Senate's unani 
mous support forStudent Government's efforts todevelop an evaluation andcourseguide. 
Please help us inthis project by reading the "Statement ofCompliance", by completing the information at the bottom, and by distrib 
uting Student Government's Questionnaire along with Clemson University's Questionnaire. USE OFSTUDENT GOVERNMENT'S 
QUESTIONNAIRE PRECLUDES ANY OTHER USE OFPART ffl ON CLEMSON UNIVERSITY'S QUESTIONNAIRE 
FOR STUDENT EVALUATION OF INSTRUCTORS. THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT QUESTIONNAIRE CANNOT BE 
USED IF QUESTIONS OTHER THAN STUDENT GOVERNMENT'S ARETOBE ASKED IN PART ffl. 
"Statement of Compliance" 
As aninstructor atClemson University, I may choose tohave onecopy of the University's Report Form released toStudent Govern 
ment for use inthe publication ofanInstructor Evaluation and Course Guide. I understand the Report Form will beused by the 
students as an informal aid in courseselection. I am aware that theconceptof publishing the summaries of instructor evaluations, ona 
voluntary basis, has been endorsed by both the Faculty Senate and the Commission on Undergraduate Studies. Further, I understand 
the summaries of theseevaluations are not intended to be usedas a basis for evaluatingan instructor's performance for thepurposes of 
tenure and promotion. 
I authorize therelease toStudent Government onecopy of the summary report form from PartIQ of theClemson University Question 
naire for Student Evaluation of Instructors. I also understand PartIIIof the University Questionnaire must onlycontain the responses 
to Student Governments Questionnaire (Items 27-32). 
Signature Date Current 5Digit Instructor Identification Number 
 
Please Print your name as Sappears above. Department H/L Course Number Section Number 
Thisformmust bereturned with yourevaluations. Thank you. , V 
Attachment K (1 of 1) 
RESOLUTION ON THE FEE AND FINE STRUCTURE OF THE 
DEPARTMENT OF PARKING SERVICES 
FS92-3-8 P 
Whereas, the University administration has instructed the 
Department of Parking Services to act as an auxiliary service 
department, and 
Whereas, the Department of Parking Services is charged with 
providing a shuttle service as an integral part of a campus wide 
transportation network which includes improved and unimproved 
parking facilities, and 
Whereas, the costs of providing shuttle service and 
maintaining improved parking facilities have continued to 
increase beyond the revenues generated by the current fee and 
fine structure levied by the Department of Parking Services, and 
Whereas, the students, staff, faculty and food service 
employees are to date the sole, consistent providers of revenues 
from fees and fines to the Department of Parking Services, and 
Whereas, other auxiliary service departments operating on 
campus encourage and profit from the use of designated parking 
facilities by persons other than Clemson University students, 
staff, faculty and food service employees, 
Resolved, that while we encourage the development of a 
comprehensive transportation network on campus, and have 
demonstrated our support through decal purchases, we are unable 
to support any increase in the existing parking fees levied upon 
our constituents until the President of Clemson University 
authorizes the Department of Parking Services to extend parking
fees and fines to include the other auxiliary service departments
(i e Athletics, Conference and Guest Services, Recreational 
Services, etc.) which generate additional traffic and aggravate 
the routine parking situation on campus. 
This resolution was passed unanimously 
Attachment L (1 of 1) 
PROPOSAL TO AMEND THE FACULTY MANUAL 
MARCH 10, 1992 
The Policy Committee proposes the following addition to the 
Faculty_Manual: 
Part VII. Professional Practices 
O. Computer Software Copyright Infringement Policy 
Clemson University forbids the unauthorized 
reproduction of computer software or the use of 
illegally obtained software. Using University 
equipment to make illegal copies of software is 
prohibited. Software used at Clemson University 
may be used only in accordance with the 
manufacturer's license agreement. Faculty and 
students are responsible for being aware of the 
licensing restrictions for the software they use 
on any University computer or computer system or 
on any privately owned computer housed in 
University facilities. 
According to both South Carolina and Federal 
law, it is illegal to reproduce copyrighted 
software without permission. 
Proposal to Amend Faculty_Manual 
passed unanimously. 
Attachment M (1 of 1) 
RESOLUTION TO EXPRESS APPRECIATION TO STUDENT SENATORS 
FOR EFFORTS TO DEVELOP AN INSTRUCTOR EVALUATION 
AND COURSE GUIDE 
FS92-3-9 
Whereas, it is a goal of the Faculty Senate to improve 
student/faculty relations, and 
Whereas, the Faculty Senate passed a resolution encouraging 
the leaders of the Student Senate to develop an Instructor 
Evaluation and Course Guide, and 
Whereas, the elected leaders of the Student Senate have 
worked very hard in cooperation with representatives of the 
Faculty Senate to improve the access of students to information 
about course content and instructor performance, 
Resolved, the Faculty Senate expresses its appreciation to 
the following Student Senators: 
Jill L. Kennessy 
Lewi s G. Horton 
Gregory L. Powell 
for their efforts to develop an Instructor Evaluation and Course 
Guide. 
This resolution passed unanimously. 
< 
• Attachment N (1 of 5) 
AAUP STATFMF.NT ON INTERCOLLECTATF ATHLETICS 
Adopted by the AAUP National Council, June 13,1991 
PREFACE 
Concern about pervasive abuses in intercoUegiate athletics is widespread both in 
higher education and in the community at large. 
We solicit comments both on the substance of this statement of the problem, and 
on the format that would make itappropriate for adoption by faculty senates and similar 
bodies as an expression of desired policy for their institutions. 
INTRODUCTION 
On many campuses the conduct of intercoUegiate athletic programs poses serious and 
direct conflicts with desired academic standards and goals. The pressure to field 
winning teams has led to widely pubUcized scandals concerning the recruitment, 
exploitation, and academic failures of many athletes. 
Expenditures on athletics may distort institutional budgets and <an reduce 
resources available for academic functions. Within some academic programs faculty 
members have been pressured to give preferential treatment to athletes. Coaches and 
athletic directors are themselves often trapped in the relentless competitive and financial 
pressures of the current system, and many would welcome reform. 
Not aU institutions have problems with athletics of the same type or to the same 
degree. Nevertheless, we beUeve that aU coUeges and universities would benefit from 
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the adoption of anational set of standards that would protect athletes from exploitation 
and get expenditures on and administration of athletic programs under the regular 
governance procedures of the institution. 
We urge faculty participation in the cause of reform. We urge our administrators to 
enter into national efforts to establish new standards through the NCAA or other 
regulatory agencies. We specificaUy endorse the foUowing proposed reforms and ask 
faculty coUeagues, administrators, and athletic department staff throughout the country 
to join with us in working to implement them on their campuses, in their athletic 
conferences, through the NCAA, and nationally: 
ADMISSION AND ACADEMIC FRrrepcc 
1. Institutions should not use admission standards for athletes that are not 
comparable to those for other students. 
2. Acommittee elected by the faculty should monitor the compkance with policy 
relating to admission, the progress toward graduation, and the integrity of the course 
of study of students who engage in intercoUegiate athletics. This committee should 
report annuaUy to the faculty on admissions, on progress toward graduation, and on 
graduation rates of athletes by sport. Further, the committee should be charged with 
seeking appropriate review of cases in which it appears that faculty members or 
administrators have abused academic integrity in order to promote athletic programs. 
AVOIDANCE OF EXPIQITATION 
3. Students who are athletes need time for their academic work. Participation in 
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intercoUegiate athletics in the first year of coUege is iU-advised. Athletes should have 
at least one day aweek without athletic obUgations. Overnight absences on weekday 
evenings should be kept to amaximum of one per week, with rare exceptions. The 
number of events per season should be periodicaUy reviewed by the faculty. Student 
athletes should be integrated with other students in housing, food service, tutoring, and 
other areas of campus life. 
FINANCIAL ATP 
4. Financial aid standards for athletes should be comparable to those for other 
students. The aid should be administered by the financial aid office of the institution. 
The assessment of financial need may take account of time demands on athletes which 
may preclude or limit employment during the academic year. Continuation of aid to 
students who drop out of athletic competition or complete their athletic eUgibuity should 
be conditioned only on their remaining academicaUy and financiaUy qualified. 
FINANCING ATHLETICS: GOVERNANCF 
5. Financial operations ofthe department of athletics, including aU revenues received 
from outside groups, should be under the fuU and direct control of the central 
actaunistration of the campus. Complete budgets of the athletic department for the 
coming year and actual expenditures and revenues for the past year should be published 
in fuU detail Annual budgets, as weU as long-term plans should be approved under the 
regular governance procedures of the campus, with input from elected faculty 
representatives. 
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6. Particular scrutiny should be given to use of the institution's general operating 
funds to support the athletic department. Institutions should establish regulations 
governing the use of and fees for university facilities by private businesses, such as 
summer athletic camps. Fees charged to coaches should be assessed on the same basis 
as those charged to faculty and other staff engaged in private businesses on campus. 
Published budgets should include an accounting of maintenance expenses for sports 
faculties, activities of booster groups, payments by outsiders for appearances by coaches 
and other athletic staff, payments by sports apparel companies, and sources of 
scholarship funds. 
7. Elected faculty representatives should comprise a majority of the campus 
committee which formulates campus athletic policy, and such a committee should be 
chaired by an elected faculty member. 
CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 
8. Paid-for trips to games, and other special benefits for faculty, administrators, or 
members of governing boards involved in the oversight of athletics, whether offered by 
the university or by outside groups, create conflictsof interest and should be eliminated. 
IMPLEMENTATION 
9. In order to avoid the obstacles to unilateral reform efforts, the faculty believes its 
chief administrative officer should join with counterparts in other institutions to pursue 
these reforms and report annually to the academic community on the progress of such 
efforts. 
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10. Beginning five years from adoption of these principles at an institution, athletic 
events should be scheduled only with institutions, and within conferences and 
associations, that commit themselves to the implementation of these principles. 
* * » 
Institutions should redouble their efforts to enroll and support academically able 
students from disadvantaged backgrounds regardless of their athletic ability. Athletic 
programs never should have been considered as amajor way of supporting students 
from disadvantaged backgrounds in institutions of higher education. If these 
recommendations are adopted, athletes who lack academic skills or interests will no 
longer be enrolled, and some of those excluded will be from such backgrounds. In the 
interest of such athletes, institutions and the NCAA should avoid regulations that 





I MINUTES FACULTY SENATE 
APRIL 14, 1992 
1 1. Call to Order. President Luedeman called the meeting to order at 3:33 p.m. 
2- Approval of Minutes. The Faculty Senate Minutes dated March 10, 1992 weref approved as written. 
3- Special Order of the Day. President Max Lennon, Provost Charles Jennett, ViceI President for Research Jay Gogue, and Stassen Thompson of the Strategic Planning Committee 
responded to the Faculty Senate Standing Committee Goals. The chairperson of each committee (Policy, Research, Scholastic Policies, and Welfare) read the goals, suggested one goal to discuss 
1 and discussion followed. 
4. Committee Reports 
I a. Senate Committees 
Research Committee. Senator Marion submitted the Policy on Research Ethics for 
Faculty Senate approval. After an explanation of changes to the policy, vote for adoption wasI taken, and passed unanimously. 
Senator Marion thanked the Research Committee members for their work this year.t 
Scholastic Policies Committee. After a brief historical presentation ofthis issue by
Senator Louderback, Senator Baron moved to remove from the table the Resolution on 
Disapproval of the Policy on Excused Absences from the Commission on Undergraduate Studies,1 
which was seconded. Following discussion, vote was taken and resolution passed (FS92-3-1 P)
(Attachment A). 
I Senator Louderback moved to remove from the table the Resolution on Rescission of 
Early Registration for Student-Athletes, which was seconded. Vote was taken, and resolution 
passed unanimously (FS92-3-2 P) (Attachment B). 
1 Senator Louderback submitted from this Committee the proposed amendment to the 
Faculty Manual regarding the Honors Committee review and recommendation of proposals for 
new Honors courses (Attachment C), and requested approval from the Senate. Vote was taken,1 and proposal passed unanimously. 
Senator Louderback submitted from this Committee a proposed change to the FacultyI Manual regarding admission of student athletes failing to meet minimum requirements (Attachment 
D), and requested approval from the Senate. Vote was taken, and proposed change passed 
unanimously.
I Senator Louderback thanked the Scholastic Policies Committee for its devotion and 





Welfare Committee. Senator Harris submitted from this Committee proposed
changes to the Grievance Procedures (Attachment E). Discussion followed an explanation ofthese 
proposed changes. Senator Vander Mey moved to table in order for senators to have ample time to 
consider these changes. Move to table was seconded, andpassed. . 
Policy Committee. Senator Hare presented the Policy Committee Recommendation 
regarding the evaluation of department heads (Attachment F). Senator Owens offered a friendly
amendment toclarify language, which was accepted. Vote was taken to approve recommendation 
and passed unanimously. Senator Hare then submitted and briefly discussed the Policy Committee 
Minutes dated March 24,1992 (Attachment G). 
Senator Hare thanked the Policy Committee for its hard work and faithfulness this 
year. 
b. University Commissions and Committees 
5. Senate President's Report. President Luedeman referred the Senate to the Report
contained in the Agenda Packet (Attachment H). 
6. Old Business 
a. The Centennial Professorship now totals $90,811. 
b. Senator Wells made a motion that the AAUP Statement on Intercollegiate Athletics 
be referred to the Scholastic Policies Committee for consideration. Motion was seconded, and 
passed unanimously. 
c. Senator Baron submitted a unanimous resolution from the Executive/Advisory
Committee commending President Lennon for his recognition of the sensitivity of the consulting
issue. Resolution passed (FS92-4-1 P) (Attachment I). 
7. President Luedeman thanked and recognized the outgoing senators. Remarks from 
outgoing President Luedeman were then received before he introduced the new Senate President, 
William Baron. New officers were installed at 5:20 
8. New Business 
a. President Baron introduced Alan Schaffer and Lucy Rollin as the Vice 
President/President Elect and Secretary of the Faculty Senate, respectively; and each newly-
installed senator introduced her/himself. 
b. Senator Vander Mey reported that the Draft Policy of the English Fluency Act will 
serve as an interim policy until a subcommittee addresses various concerns. 
c. Senator Vander Mey reported that the subcommittee to study the issue regarding the 
Plus Grading System was dissolved. 
d. Senator Vander Mey submitted a Draft University-Wide Survey Policy (Attachment
J) and urgedsenators to study it carefullyand sharewith colleagues. 
e. President Baron offered his belief that the Faculty Senate is important in the 
governance of Clemson University, but should become a more effective body. He stated that the 
Senate could become irrelevant in the important process of President Lennon's Vision Statement of
Goals andBenchmarks; and that the Senate must decide how toparticipate in this process. 
9. Adjournment. President Baron adjourned themeeting at 5:40p.m. 
Lucy Rollin, Secretary 
Cathy Toth Sturkie, Staff Secretary 
Senators Absent: L. Blanton, J. Brittain, W. Stringer, S. Wallace, F. Eubanks, F. Tainter, K. 
Dieter (J. Waldvogel attended), E. Ruppert, T. Tisue 
Attachment A (1 of 1) 
DISAPPROVAL OF THE POLICY ON EXCUSED ABSENCES FROM THE 
COMMISSION ON UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES 
FS92-3-1 P 
Whereas, the Commission on Undergraduate Studies has 
promulgated a policy regarding excused absences from class; and 
Whereas, there do not appear to be significant difficulties 
with the existing policy; and 
Whereas, the proposed policy greatly reduces the flexibility 
that faculty can now exercise, 
Resolved, that the Provost should not approve the policy. 
Attachment B (1 of 1) 
RESCISSION OF EARLY REGISTRATION FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES 
FS92-3-2 P 
Whereas, the Provost has approved early registration for 
student-athletes, even before on-line registration begins; and 
Whereas, early registration is extremely valuable in hard 
financial times when classes are filling up quickly; and 
Whereas, allowing student-athletes to register before any 
other students suggests that student-athletes are more important 
than other students; and 
Whereas, there are costs associated with this early 
registration; and 
Whereas, student-athletes will register even before 
important information regarding their degree progress is 
available, therefore ineluctably reinforcing the impression that 
a degree is not important to most student-athletes, 
Resolved, that the Provost should rescind his decision. 
This resolution passed unanimously. 
Attachment C (1 of 1) 
PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO FACULTY MANUAL 
Under Honors Committee, after first sentence: 
This Committee reviews and recommends to the University Curriculum Committee all proposals
for new Honors courses. Proposed curricula changes affecting existing Honors courses (e.g., 
changeof title, changeof coursenumber) require the approval of theHonorsDirector. 
Proposed change passed unanimously 
\Attachment D (1 of 1) 
PROPOSED CHANGE IN FACIJLTY MANUAL 
(In description of AdmissionsExceptions Sub-Committee,page 42) 
"Students failing to meet this minimum will be admitted only upon approval of the Admissions 
ExceptionCommitteeor the President" 
Proposed change passed unanimously 
Attachment E (1 of 3) 
FACULTY SENATE 
WELFARE COMMITTEE 
PROPOSED CHANGES IN GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES 
B. FACULTY GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE I 
2. GRIEVANCES 
a. 1) pp. 32, line 1 ... or through moral turpitude: 
change to or through gross moral turpitude; 
2) pp. 32, line 2 ... repeated or significant 
change to repeated and significant 
3) pp. 32, line 4 ... limited to violation of 
confidentiality, falsification of 
change to limited to falsification of 
pp. 32, paragraph 3, last line ... normal duties. 
change to normal duties, as a result of 
disability 
3. PROCEDURE. 
a. pp. 33, first paragraph, 
add after last sentence The thirty day time period is 
waived in cases of alleged discrimination that does not 
result in dismissal or termination. 
C. FACULTY GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE II 
2. DELINEATION OF GRIEVABLE AND NON-GRIEVABLE MATTERS. 
pp. 36, paragraph after item g ... Complaints arising 
replace paragraph with The Provost shall have the 
authority to determine what constitutes a grievable 
matter. The Provost may refer this determination to the 
Grievance Board. 
3. PROCEDURE. 
a. pp. 36, second sentence ... This discussion must take 
place within ninety days of the matter's occurrence. 
delete the sentence. 
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e. pp. 37, If the matter is ... 
i. fourth sentence ... (These parties shall not 
meet with the Panel at the same time.) 
change to Both parties to the grievance shall 
be present during each other"s testimony to the 
Hearing Panel. The Hearing Panel may choose to 
hear from third parties in private. 
ii. pp. 38, ... In the review ... 
replace paragraph with In the review process, 
the Hearing Panel will determine whether 
appropriate university, college, and departmental 
policies were followed. In will also determine 
whether such policies were enforced fairly. The 
Hearing Panel will present its findings to the 
Provost and both parties to the grievance. The 
Hearing Panel will clearly indicate areas of 
disagreement and uncertainty. 
f. pp 38, last sentence in paragraph ... The decision of 
the Provost shall be transmitted 
change to The decision and findings of the Provost 
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*Clemson University information is based on faculty who have over 50% of their salary charged to instruction. 
None of the Agricultural Engineering faculty had over 50% of their salary charged to instruction. 
Source: Oklahoma State Survey in which 79 institutions chose to participate. 
Prepared by Office of Institutional Research, April, 1992. 
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Attachment F (1 of 1) 
Policy Committee Recommendation 
April 14, 1992 
The Policy Committee recommends the following change on page 10 of the Faculty 
Manual: PART II. The University's History and Administrative Structure 
K. The Department Heads 
Amend paragraph 3 to replace the underlined sentence: 
Department heads serve at the pleasure of their respective deans, who 
formally evaluate the performance in office of heads reporting to them every five 
years. All heads of academic departments hold faculty rank and engage in the 
teaching, research, and public service functions of faculty to the extent feasible. 
with the following sentence: 
Department heads serve at the pleasure of their respective deans, who 
formally evaluate their performance in office, subject to the minimum periodic 
review set forth in Section M. 
This change is suggested in order to avoid any confusion regarding the third 
paragraph on page 12, under: 
M. Review of Academic Administrators 
which reads: 
"Before the end of a department head's second and fifth year in office and 
every fifth year thereafter, the appropriate dean shall conduct a formal review of 
that head's performance." 
It is the understanding of the committee that the proper interpretation of any 
apparent conflict, from a legal viewpoint, is to use the section which gives more 
detail. Thus, the suggested change is one of clarification and does not alter the 
interpretation of either section Kor section M. 
Attachment G (1 of 2) 
Policy Committee Minutes 
March 24, 1992 
ThePolicy Committee metMarch 24, 1992, at 330 p.m in Room LL3, Cooper Library Members 
presentwere: J Davis, E Hare, M. L. Moon, W Owens and L Roilin. Members absent were: J. 
Brittain, G Lovedahl, G. Wells. 
The committee recommends the replacement of the underlined sentence in paragraph 3 on 
page 10 of the Faculty Manual PART II The University's History and Administrative 
Structure K. The Department Heads 
Department heads serve at the pleasure of their respective deans, who formally 
evaluate the performance in office of heads reporting to them every five years. All heads of 
academic departments hold faculty rand and engage in the teaching, research, and public 
service functions of faculty to the extent feasible. 
with the sentence: 
Department heads serve at the pleasure of their respective deans, who formally 
evaluate their performance in office. 
When the FacultyManualwas last updated, Provost Maxwell agreed to an initial review 
of a department head at the end of the second year in office. This change was incorporated 
into Section M. Review of Academic Administrators. However, the initial description in the 
third paragraph of Section K could be interpreted as being in conflict with Section M The 
suggested change in Section Kwould avoid such a misinterpretation. It is the understanding 
of the committee that the proper interpretation of any apparent conflict, from a legal 
viewpoint, is to use the section which gives the most detail Thus, the suggested change is one 
of clarification and doesnot alter the interpretation of either section Kor section M. 
The Policy Committee was asked to restore to the Faculty Manual the section dealing with days 
on which nine-month faculty are required to be available. Senator Davis reported that the 
desired clarification is found on page 72, under PART VII. Professional Practices, K. Other 
Leave andHolidays, part 6: "Nine-month faculty receive the regular student holidays listed in 
the University catalog unless special circumstances require their presence." 
Agrievance counselor met with the committee and reported that many of the grievances with 
which she is currently involved pertain to the contents of the retention, tenure and 
promotion folder The fact thatthe applicant may not examine the contents of this folder has 
led to problems that have resulted in grievances. In order that the applicant have an 
opportunity to rebut information which might be misleading, inaccurate or incorrect, It was 
suggested that this file should be available for examination at every step ofthe review process. 
It was also suggested that grievance counselors should report to someone and that the Policy
Committee keep in touch with grievance counselors in order to determine what sorts of 
problems are causing grievances to be filed. Amending the Faculty Manual in response to 
these problems may well decrease the total number of grievances. 
It was suggested thateventually changes may be incorporated into the Faculty Manual'that 
will help avoid many current grievances 
Attachment G (2 of 2) 
Policy Committee Minutes March 14,1992, page 2 
Senator Owens reported over 40% response to the Social audit. Committee members were asked 
to remind their faculty to respond. 
Resolutions were received from Senator Wells regarding the presence of male repairmen in 
the ladies' dressing room at Fike, suggesting that University vehicles should have parking 
stickers, and suggesting that the parking and shuttle services be separated for the purpose of 
financial support. It was decided that the problem at Fike could best be handled by the Senate 
president and the other two matters were referred to the Welfare Committee 
Senator Rollin reported that it is still not clear to whom the Traffic and Parking Committee 
should report, (p 46, FacultyManuallists asSubcommittee ofFacilities Planning but reports to 
VP for Administration) She will ask Vice-President Clausen for his suggestions. 
Senator Moon reported that the Faculty Development Committee, described on page 48 of the 
Faculty Manual, is no longer active. According to the Faculty Manual "This committee 
formulates and recommends policy related to faculty professional development. Membership 
consists of the Vice Provost; one faculty representative from each college; and one 
department head elected by the Organization of Academic Department Heads One of the faculty
representatives shall be designated as chair by the Provost." Senator Davis reported that a 
faculty development committee for every department and every college is included in the 
report of the Strategic Planning Committee and, thus, any recommendation with regard to this 
committee should be delayed. The committee discussed reorganizing the list of committees in 
the Faculty Manual. It was stated that every committee should meet at a designated time and 
have a designated minimum number of meetings. It was suggested that an organizational
chart showing to whom committees reportmight be included in the FacultyManual 
Senator Davis reported themeaning ofthe codes in the study ofadministrative growth. 
U2 full time faculty -12 mos. appointment
Ul full time faculty - 9mos appointment Unci, temporary full time) 
Al Contract services 
CI classified - 12 mos. appointment 
C3 classified - 9 mos appointment 
U3 unclassified staff (coaches, countyagents, etc.) 
EE06 code 1 deans, directors, dept. heads (college administration and above) 
The next meeting of the Policy Committee will be 330 p.m., Tuesday, April 21, in room LL3. 
Cooper Library. 
Attachment H (1 of 2) 
PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
APRIL, 1992 
2. The budget is in a big mess. The House has approved 
one budget and the Senate has sent it back to the House. 
Currently, they are not talking. It may be necessary to pass 
continuing resolutions in the Legislature to keep the state 
financially afloat. 
3. President Lennon has responded to our resolution 
concerning his consulting. He has not consulted for Amick Farms 
since November, and has no plans to resume consulting, for pay, 
for Mr. Amick. He did point out that there is value to the 
University when he consults with business and industry. He also 
pointed out that the misinformation in the resolution could have 
been avoided if the Senate had discussed the matter with him 
early on. 
4. The administration has responded to our resolution to 
the increase in parking fees. A sub-committee of the Traffic and 
Parking Committee has been formed to recommend policy to 
implement our suggestion. I have been selected to chair that 
sub-commi t tee. 
5. The Academic Council has approved a Student Body 
Resolution which implements a Dead Day the Friday before Final 
Examination Week on which only final laboratory examinations can 
be given, and two Reading Days the Wednesday and Thursday before 
final examinations on which only make-up and final laboratory 
examinations can be given. 
6. The Graduate Student Association has proposed that all 
continuing students should be required to make a deposit towards 
their fees. The interest from these deposits will be used for 
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increasing library holdings. 
7 Because of the problems caused by the State budget, 
Clemson University will not be able to offer the Visiting Master 
Teacher Program for 1992-93. Offering of the program in 
subsequent years will be determined by the budget. 
8. The President's Cabinet has endorsed the display of the 
AIDS Quilt on the Clemson Campus. 
9 Fred Sheen authored an amendment to the budget bill 
which would create a superstructure for supercomputing which he 
would head. Presidents Lennon and Palms (USC) have offered an 
alternative which the Legislature appears ready to accept. 
10 Congratulations to Larry Bauer, a former Faculty Senate 
President, upon his receipt of the Master Teacher of the Year 
Award. 
Attachment I (1 of 1) 
FACULTY SENATE 
RESOLUTION TO COMMEND PRESIDENT LENNON 
FS92-4-1 P 
Whereas, the Faculty Senate at its March meeting approved a resolution calling on the 
President of the University to give up a consulting activity with the Chairman of the Board of 
Trustees,in part so as to avoid a publicperceptionof a conflictof interest, and 
Whereas, the President of the University had, in fact, recognized the need to give up this 
consulting activity in November of 1991, and has advised the Faculty Senate that he will no longer 
pursue this activity, 
Resolved, that the Faculty Senate commends the President of the University for 
recognizing the sensitivity of this issue and formakingthis personal sacrifice. 
This resolution was passed unanimously by the 
Executive/Advisory Committee on March 31,1992. 
S' III IBM If 
Attachment J (1 of 1)UNIVERSITY-WIDE SURVEY POLICY 
for planning processes and that the cost, coin "wmKaryw university-wide duplication of efforts 
surveys. 
ThP Universitv Assessment Committee recommends the policy below for all surveys involving program 
1 SSSj^tSSPSASSS: design, and ldent.ca.ion o, targe, audiences. 
At leas, twenty (20) days prior to circulation, submit adraft of the survey to the Office of Institutional 
2. 
Research to: 
a Prevent duplication of existing data 
h Assist with recommendations regarding content and format
c" hSp determine if survey needs approval from t^^ft^*»* office 
4. The Director of Assessment will inform the University Assessment Committee of these surveys on 
a regular basis. 
J—J opinions on different issues, uniibwnuiicw ... h tne resDonsb ty of the 
the University Assessment Committee. 
cU^Lc 
SpecialOrder of theDay 
Discussion on FS Standing Committee Goals 
Lennon, Jennett, Gogue, S. Thompson, 
Policy Committee: 
Eleanor Hare: Read goals. 
Lennon: What I would like to see happen and hopefully, this dialogue will be the next 
step in that process, is for the Strategic Planning Committee to be aware of these goals and 
determine what we can accomplish in a reasonable period oftime and get headed in this direction. 
We hear you and value your input and let's talk now about some of those that you think deserve 
more conversation in terms of what wereally mean. 
Hare: The general idea which is present in many of these that there is more responsibility
ofadministration to faculty and faculty are very unhappy. There is a method for you to listen to us 
to do something about it. 
Lennon: OK, so you have one goal of reviewing the administrators in question of the 
department leader. Right now we review in depth as you know, every five years. You're 
suggesting a little more specific in terms of ability to cause that to happen sooner, is that not in 
place today? Ifthere isareal unhappy department, there's not way to deal with that issue? 
Luedeman: Theonlywaytodealwithit nowis tomeetwith theProvost or theDean. 
Lennon: And that doesn't work? 
Hare: It doesn't work. 
Jennett: 40% vote is clearly a minority in the department. Why would we fire the 
administrators forthe minority and notthe majority? 
Hare: The Policy Committee considered that what that really meant was a new search 
where the previous administrator could be included in the search. That if you have 40% really that 
unhappy you should be looking. 
Jennett: That explains the answer tyranny/minority over tyranny/majority? 
Hare: Not necessarily. One thing you hear is the idea of permanent chairs rather than 
department heads across the college. 
Jennett: There's some wisdom to that, that would imply then that they would be genuine
faculty members, eligible for all endowments and eligible for membership on the Faculty Senate, 
eligibility for searchcommittees andpromotion and tenurecommittees. 
Hare: Yes, that is implied. 
Jennett: It would require a massive change in our current regulations. 
Lennon: Do you think the University should move simultaneously with all colleges oris 
thisandissue that shouldbediscussed college by college? 
Hare: College bycollege. However, at thepresent timeit is notpossible. 
Lennon: Is that true? 
Jennett: I have no idea. At least the college I left... 
Lennon: I guess I am perceiving a feeling of encumbrance that surprises me. 
Hare: May I also comment that this from the Policy Committee, not from the Senate as a 
whole. 
Lennon: We understand that. Are there other comments from the Senate? 
Baron: You should also be aware that the feeling with respect to administrators and so on 
varies considerably from one college to the next Views of individual faculty members certainly 
vary also. 
Thompson: Does this recommendation result in the fact that the current system that we 
have in place is not working because it is not being enforced or because it is ineffective? For 
example, the five year review for department heads. I believe the Faculty Manual says they are 
reviewed aftertwoyears andthen five years thereafter. Is thathappening? Is thatoccurring? 
Hare: The problem is that every five years is not sufficiently frequent. The Senate asked 
for a review for every three years, we were turned down. We came back and asked again for a 
review every three years, and we were given that we would have a review after two years for the 
initial appointment, and then after three years, and then every five years thereafter. But, there was 
a case a couple of years ago in the department where, I believe, the number was 13 out of 20 
tenure or tenure-track faculty members objected very strongly to a reappointment of the department 
head. They went to Provost Maxwell, and there was no recourse. There are several other areas on 
campus at the present time that need looking at. Unless you come up to a five year review, there 
really is no major way to be sure it is looked at, if it is looked at. The faculty really have no say. 
Department heads serve at the pleasure of the dean. 
Lennon: We all, I think, understand there is nothing concrete about five years. What is 
reasonable, I think, is the question to be asked, and certainly that's debatable. 
Behery: To me, it's not the matter of often to do the evaluation. All I care for is how 
meaningful or objective the evaluation is. What is the most accurate procedure. One that would be 
applicable to all departments, and be as objective and honest and fair to faculty and department 
head. 
Lennon: One of the things we might consider doing is asking the department heads 
themselves to work with the Provost's Office to make sure that we analyze that evaluation of 
leadership at the departmental level to make sure that our instruments are the best available. Is that 
a reasonable thing to do? 
Jennett: I can bring it to them. 
Schaffer: You talk about the instrument used for evaluation of department head, is that 
what we are talking about? 
Lennon: Or the process. 
Schaffer: Because we have no instrument, and we have no process. We have individual 
deans who are obligated to evaluate department heads. How that process is carried out is quite 
mysterious to a lot of us, to put it mildly. 
Jennett: There is a process, it just isn't described in the Faculty Manual. The Faculty 
Manual says they will be reviewed. Provost Maxwell rather rigorously enforced interviewing, he 
did not require them...you can make a value judgment. 
Schaffer: He required the dean who was doing the evaluating to interview all members of 
the department, but there is no check on the deans. Each faculty member is interviewed 
individually, and one of the problems is that in a department of 20 people, if 19 voted that the 
department head was despicable, the dean might not necessarily report that, since the dean 
frequently is responsible for hiring that individual. We ought to be more aware of the built in 
problem. 
Jennett: Even more common is where the full professors love or hate the individual 
...assistant professor, now you have a quality measurement that you have to put on there. One 
Nobel prize winner and 19 aren't, which way does the Nobel prize winner vote? 
Schaffer: Nobody knows except the winner and the dean. The problem is we have no 
process in place, we have an instruction that it be done. Dr. Lennon, you indicated that you 
believe there should be a time limit, and I think you used the term 10 years for an academic 
administrator. 
Lennon: I'm accustomed to terms, it doesn't bother me if its three years, or five years, 
something reasonable, and that point we're going to do a serious evaluation, and then the person is 
reappointed for another term. What I said in that first meeting was that is normal, what's unusual 
is to get a third appointment, or a fourth appointment. It would occur on occasion with exceptional 
leadership, but it would be unusual. 
Schaffer: I thought you were suggesting that there should be a ten year limit for academic 
administrators, that ten years is sufficient for most people in that position. Not for all 
administrators, just as a general rule. 
Lennon: Hear me correctly. I said it would be unusual to get a third term, or a fourth 
term. But it could occur, it is conceivable. But rather than write in stone that ten years and you're 
out, that might not be wise, because we might have that unusual gem. What I am hearing and what 
I am encouraging us to do, I'm a believer in process. Let's ask those involved to work with the 
Provost, I'm sure a dean or two might be interested, to develop a process that may even include an 
instrument. We have a draft instrument in place for the review of Vice Presidents. That is 
something this body has talked about historically. The President of the Faculty Senate, do you 
have a copy of that (Luedeman-yes). We have worked interestingly, and the most concerned office 
is down in Columbia. They want to make sure that our review instrument is compatible with all of 
their issues. We think our draft will pass that test. We are now making sure it's going to give us 
the information we need...I would assume the Provost would involve the faculty a great deal. 
Research Committee: 
Russ Marion: Read goals, and chose this item to discuss: "The University will have a 
clear policy outlining a faculty member's responsibilities and status relative to the three major
functions of University; teaching, service, and research. This policy will apply across colleges in 
an equitable fashion.: 
Lennon: At theUniversity level, the policy is thatwe are going to teachwitha commitment 
to excellence, we are going to do research with a commitment to excellence, we will be involved 
with scholarship with a commitment to excellence, and will be involved with public service with a 
commitment to excellence. I would ask the colleges and departments to further define that policy
because they vary from department A to department, between fundamental science vs. applied 
science. 
Marion: Implicit here is our concern that you reward in each of these areas indiscriminately 
and in equitable fashion, so that an individual who is service oriented receives rewards. 
Lennon: My challenge to you the faculty is help us change the scorecard so that excellence 
in teaching means something in terms of promotion, tenure and salary adjustments. Help us 
change the scorecard so that public service means something. I think you pretty well understand. 
How do we document that commitment to excellence, and then reward. 
Marion: Where should the leadership for that come from? Should it come from the 
administration? 
Lennon: I wouldthink that theProvost should be front and centerin causing that debate to 
occur. I think the Provost will accept the challenge. I think it is part of the Strategic Plan. Our 
first priority is to improve the undergraduate experience. What does that mean? Yes, we will be 
leading the discussion. 
Gogue: I appreciate very much your inviting me to be here. I have had a good year
working with the Research Committee and they have beenvery helpful on a numberof issues. I'll 
mentioneach one very briefly,but I also want to add one for you to think about. 
1) Research quality - it is extremely important, very difficult to define, but I think I know 
what you're after, you're after true impact in research as opposed to some of the things, 
accounting, measurements, dollars...I think I understand clearly what you mean. 
2) I won't comment on the second one. 
3) Multi-disciplinary and inter-University programs - as an ecologist by background, for at 
least 15 years, one of the most fundamental principles is that diversity equals stability. I think to 
some extent, we think about stability in a natural system. When we think about the future, we 
have to think very carefully about these interdisciplinary programs and inter-University programs. 
There's going to be a lot of stability that comes by forming those kind of partnerships, those kind 
of teams that will give you the stability that will eventually allow for the growth. So, I think that is 
a very good recommendation. 
4) International Research Programs - we have a long way to go. The state of SC has a 
very parochial view towards a state institution being involved internationally for a long period of 
time. I'm glad to see that it is on here and is solicited. 
5) This is very difficult for me. Very pragmatically, that's probably, it's available in a 
highly competitive fashion. We are fooling ourselves if we think the State of South Carolina is 
going to provide that money for us to have an internal pool to carry out our research. I don't 
know. That one will be difficult. 
6) I totally agree with you. 
7) Please think about this. The growth that you have seen in research as far as people 
nearly all of it has been in the compliance area and so some kind of wordage would be awfully, if 
in fact this group so felt, to talk about the importance of compliance with the federal and state rules 
relative to research. There are 41 federal laws that our institution is subject to, everything to 
animals to human subjects, to the use of carcinogens in labs to machines that emit x-rays and a 
variety of compliance related issues. It's important that we don't want to be in a position where 
entire areas or entire disciplines of study are closed down and our opportunities are not there 
because of non-compliance. 
Scholastic Policies Committee: 
JoeLouderback: Read goals, and requesteddiscussionon items: 
(1) The faculty will support joint efforts with the administration to improve the quality
of graduate and undergraduate education; (2) and the most important criterion for admission should 
be academic promise. 
Lennon: I would simply say thank you for excellent words that we can accept broadly, and 
we have no problem at all. 
Thompson: The only comment I would like to make is that as we go through each one of 
these goals, if you go look at the Planning Committee report, you will find most of your
recommendations in thatreport, except for those that deal with the issues of government. I don't 
think you should be surprised with that as we have had a workshop and got your input, and it is 
reflected. What I would like to encourage you to do is to help us, budget - tomorrow afternoon 
we have a meeting at 3:00 p.m. and we are going to discuss these goals, benchmarks and look at 
what the standards are going to be after this point. I would encourage each one of you to 
encourage each faculty in yourcollege to attend this meeting to provide input. 
Lennon: I would suggest that we ought to think about a discussion like this once or twice a 
year with the Strategic Planning process. You have committees who are working and come up
with ideas. Senator Hare touched on a very important point where in a couple of departments,
things aren't just as they should be. Unless I'm wrong, I think those departments are on a good 
course and things are heading in the right direction. This has to be a way for us to learn about 
some of those problems that are out there. Thank you for some quality time that you have given
and have some very, very good ideas. Regarding governance, I realize what you said in the 
Welfare Committee Report, weremember that Clemson is a maturing institution. Governance will 
playa different role in the future than it has played in thepast. Let's remember the vital roleof the 
faculty in decisions, whatever that means. You can have our attention any time you want it. If 
something is not working, please let us know. I really want to thank you, as President, for the 
input you are giving us. We'll feed it into the system immediately. Charles Jennett is Academic 
Vice President and Provost and is going to be the point person academically and I think you will 
enjoy working with him, there are several things that are already happening. The process is there 
for you to provide input as it is needed. 
Carl Thompson: You made thestatement about a mature university thatis notdirected from 
the top down but really from the faculty on up. Our strategic plan has an excellent idea. It appears 
to me thatwe have these benchmarks andwe are encouraged to fit in those benchmarks rather than 
for us to be creative, and say not everything on those benchmarks...what we're coming up with, 
are they going to be included, or will they be pitched out? 
Lennon: It's like a spideron a rnirror. We're going to effect each other. When it comes to 
benchmarks, don't let anyone stifle the creativity. That would be a serious mistake. Jay said it 
well, diversity equals balance. Invite one or two of us occasionally to come interact with you in 
this process. Don't rush your process, let it take time. 
Thompson: What we will find as we move through this process, we hope to have 
influence on what colleges and departments do. There should be a meshing to some extent of 
departmental and university plans. If that doesn't happen, we going to be ineffective. On the other 
hand when we get to the department level, I think departments are going to be much more 
comfortable looking at more specific benchmarks that will fit your department. 
Lennon: It's highly likely that some of yours will work in other places, we hope they will 
be replicated. What we are trying to do is to find a way to develop a plan in an academic setting
that will allow us to achieve our vision of the 21st Century. That model does not exist. I am 
convinced that we have tobuild a new one. We are embarking on this and we are talking to lots of 
people on other campuses and other places. We have asked the deans to respond to requests for 
proposals to be involved in trying to learn what total quality management means. You are not 
being forced t do it. This is something that we want to experiment with, and learn from it. This 
will require 10-15 years for us tofully understand. Think of the budget process. I can't think of a 
better example because if you're in a department making decisions about resources, what do you
do? You identify a way to have a set of books. Why? The system doesn't give you the 
information, they need to make good decisions. Another reason is you don't trust the other 
members anyway, you want your own. If you're a dean you do the same thing, and also at the 
University level. Technology is out there today. Remember, it doesn't exist anywhere sowe have 
to develop it. We want to identify redundancy and eliminate it and more resources to deal with the 
issues that we have identified. I hope that we have realized that things are indeed much more open
today than it has ever been in the past. 
Gogue: You have accomplished more as a faculty in research than I ever thought was 
possible. When I look and see the things that you do and the things that you are involved with, I 
never in my wildest dreams thought, and it's not that I thought you had incapabilities, but it really
been a satisfying experience for me to watch and see the things that you have done, as you have 
grown - from 500 to 1400 in five years. You are successful 58% of the time on your proposals, 
that is a phenomenal record. Keep in mind that that growth has taxed a lot of the infrastructure at 
Clemson in ways that you run into every day. It's a great situation to be in. I'mproud ofyou and 
excited to work with you to. 
Welfare Committee: 
John Harris: Read goals, and the goal that Senator Harris chose for the President and 
Provost toaddress was, "Departmental budgets should bemade available todepartmental faculty." 
Lennon: I agree. 
Harris: Thank you very much. 
Jennett: It's a part of the Freedom of Information Act 
Behery: The money that comes back from research in our college I don't know how much 
comes to the departmentfrom the overhead and howmuch goes anywhere. Whenwe ask... 
Lennon: There's no reason for that. 
Jennett: If you hang around, you can get it every year. You get what goes to each college, 
now what happens within the college... 
Lennon: Pleaseremember thatnot all of us getequallyexcitedaboutnewopportunities... 
Behery: That issue should be uniform across the University. 
Lennon: I agree. 
Behery: So that the Provost will tell everybody, every dean please follow this rule. 
Lennon: I predict he will. I hope so. 
MINUTES 
FACULTY SENATE 
MAY 19, 1992 
1. Call to Order. PresidentBaroncalled themeeting to order at 3:33p.m. 
2. Approval ofMinutes. TheFaculty Senate Minutes dated April 14,1992were approved 
as written. 
3. Election of Senate/Faculty Representatives to University Committees. President Baron 
noted additional nominations to the Ballot, and received nominations from the floor. Motion made 
bySenator Rollin to suspend normal voting rules andelectbyplurality was seconded andpassed. 
Senators then marked their ballots. 
4. Committee Reports 
a. Senate Committees 
ScholasticPoliciesCommittee. SenatorAlan Schaffer reported that there was no 
report. 
Welfare Committee. SenatorBrendaVanderMeyreferredto AprilCommittee 
Notes in Agenda Packet (Attachment A). She asked that any questions or comments from Welfare 
Committee members regarding her letterto theProvostaboutthe SACS Response on Faculty 
Workloads be directed to her. 
PolicyCommittee. SenatorEleanorHare brieflydiscussedthe PolicyCommittee 
Report (Attachment B). 
ResearchCommittee. Senator Les Carlson reported that there was no report. 
b. University Commissions and Committees 
5. Senate President's Report President Baron briefly discussed the President's Report 
(Attachment C), and responded to questions. 
6. Old Business 
a. President Baron provided the Senate with an update of the proposed Attendance 
Policy, which included the fact that it will be brought to the Academic Council at the June meeting. 
7. New Business 
a. Senator Hare presented a recommendation from the Policy Committee to amend the 
Faculty Senate Procedural Bylaws regarding Resolutions and Standing Committee Reports. After 
a friendly amendment offered by Senator Wells, vote was taken and recommendation passed 
unanimously (Attachment D). 
b. Senator Hare presented a Policy Committee Recommendation to amend the Faculty 
Manual regarding Faculty Participation in University Governance - Athletic Council. Following 
discussion, vote was taken and passed unanimously (Attachment E). 
c. Senator Conover introduced an Alternative Attendance Policy from Senators 
Conover, Hare, and Owens (Attachment F). Due to the expediency of this issue, much discussion 
took place. After friendly amendments were accepted, vote to adopt alternative attendance policy 
was taken and passed (Attachment G). 
d. Senator Hare made a motion to remove from the table Proposed Changes in 
Grievance Procedures from the Welfare Committee, and transfer to the Policy Committee for 
consideration. Vote was taken and passed. Senators Schaffer and Vander Mey discussed the 
possibility of this issue being undertaken by both the Policy and Welfare Committees. President 
Baron requested that after consideration the two committee chairs report to the Senate next month 
in which committee this issue will be undertaken. 
e. Senator Schaffer questioned the procedure to follow through on the Provost's 
response to the Senate regarding the proposed change to the Faculty Manual which concerns the 
Admissions Exception Committee. President Baron asked the Scholastic Policies Committee to 
study this response. 
f. President Baron commented on his recent FOCUS trip throughout the state, and 
stated that he would like to meet with different groups on campus in an informal setting to promote 
better communication. 
8. Adjournment. President Baron adjourned the meeting at 4:40 p.m. 
LucyRollin, Secretary 
Cathy Tom Sturkie, Staff Secretary 
Senators Absent: L. Blanton (J. Bertrand attended), B. Bridges, M. Bridgwood, F. Eubanks, J. 
Gilreath, H. Goodall, J. Liburdy, G. Lovedahl, J. Mumford, S. Oldaker, E. Ruppert, F. Tainter, 
G. Waddle, R. Williams 
C 
Attachment A (1 of 1) 
College ofLiberal Arts 
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY 
11 May, 1992 
TOi Faculty senate $TFROMi Branda J. Vandar May, Chair 
Faculty Sanata Waifare Committee 
ft£t Motes from the April Meeting of the Welfare Committee 
The Welfare Committee met at 4»15 p.m. on Tuesday, April 28, 1992. Members 
present! John Gilreath, Gerald Lovedahl, John Mumford, Jim Rathwall, and Brenda 
Vender May. 
The Committee identified its focal priorities for AX 1992-1993. These are: 
A. Responding to SACS regarding faculty workloads. 
.SACS has recommended that there be a "clear written policy concerning the 
division of faculty members• time obligations between research and other 
academic activities." 
The Welfare committee will ask the Provost to assist the Committee in securing 
documents relative to current policies on faculty workload distributions. 
A aubcomittee, comprised of John Mumford, Gerald Waddle, and Brenda Vender 
Mey, will study theee documents, and will propose a written policy. 
B. Responding to cU's Strategic Planning Committee Recommended Coals and Bench-
'marks. Full committee report to be made. 
Salaries end Benefits. 
Jim Rathwell will chair the subcommittee to study the current status of 
salaries and benefits. John Gilreath and Gerald Lovedahl will work with 
him. Thie subcommittee hae several major iesuaa before them, including full 
explanation for salary changes for some faculty during AX 1991-1992, the 
projected effects of recent salary freezes, and assessing current health 
plane. 
D. Other 
The next meeting of the Committee is scheduled for Tuesday, May 26, 1992 (3i30 
p.m.). At that time, the committee will study the Coals and Benchmarks, and work 
toward a response. 
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Attachment B (1 of 1) 
Policy Committee Report 
May 19, 1992 
The Policy Committee met April 21, 1992, at 3:30 p.m. in Room 113, Cooper 
Library. Members present were: Hassan Behery, Jere Bnttain, Jams 
Cheezem, Eleanor Hare, John Huffman, Mary Lynn Moon, Walt Owens, Gary 
Wells. 
The Faculty survey now has over 62$ response. We are verifying the data 
and are currently fine-tuning programs to process the data. 
The following change to the Faculty Senate Procedural Bylaws. 3. 
Resolutions and Standing Cnmin-ittee Reports was approved by the committee 
for presentation to the Senate: 
"Normally, a written copy of all resolutions and standing 
committee reports will be provided to the Secretary for 
distribution to the members of Faculty Senate with the agenda 
for the forthcoming meeting. Otherwise, a resolution may be 
placed on the floor only after written submission to the 
Secretary and to members of the Senate with the approval of 2/3 
of the members present." 
The addition of the category "Permanent Committees" and the creation of a 
Finance Committee as a permanent committee were approved at the General 
Faculty meeting on May 7. The Policy Committee is considering another 
change to The Constitution of the Faculty of Clemson University that 
would move the Grievance Board from Section § PnmmH-faBg to Section 7. 
Permanent Cnmrn-ittees. At the same time, the pool from which members of 
the Grievance Board are selected would be expanded to include former 
members of the Faculty Senate. Procedures for the nomination of Grievance 
Board members. Grievance Counselors and officers of the Faculty Senate are 
being developed. Other changes may also be considered. 
An ammendment to the Faculty Manual (page 51) to formalize the custom that 
the Faculty Senate President represent the Faculty Senate on the Athletic 
Council was approved for presentation to the Senate. 
In order to better inform the Faculty of the contents of the Faculty 
Manual, the committee recommended that Inside Clemson be asked to 
periodically print a box containing "Faculty Manual Facts." Four such 
"Faculty Manual Facts" were approved by the committee. Comments 
favorable to this proposal were expressed at Executive/Advisory Committee. 
Inside Clemson has been contacted and will let us know whether or not they 
can print such a box for us. 
We have suggested to Inside Clemson that it would be helpful to write an 
article ("Don't Copy That Floppy") to publicize the software copyright 
policy passed by the Senate. They have agreed to do this. 
The next meeting of the Policy Committee will be Thursday, May 21, at 3:30 
p.m. in Room LL3, Cooper Library. 
Attachment C (1 of 1) 
PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
MAY, 1992 
1. Council of Academic Deans (April 13th). No significant action taken at the general
meeting. The Provost asked the Academic Deans and the Director ofthe Libraries to stay after the 
general meeting for a private meeting. TheFaculty Senate President was not invited to attend the 
private meeting. 
2. President's Cabinet (April). No significant actions taken at the general meeting. 
3. Council of Academic Deans (April 27th). The Faculty Senate President was advised 
thathewas notneededat themeeting of theDeans. 
4. Academic Council (May 4th). No significant action taken. Dr. Lennon advised the 
Council that the budget picture is bad to worse. Dr. Reel advised that the Proposed Attendance 
Policy willcome to theCouncil at its Junemeeting. 
5. Parking fees have been raised. As requested by Student Senators, the Commission on 
Classified Staff Affairs, and the Faculty Senate, President Lennon has appointed a committee to 
consider parking fees for users other than students, staff, and faculty. John Luedeman will chair 
this committee, and Richard Conover will represent the Faculty Senate on the committee. 
6. The Executive/Advisory Committee has been advised that the position of Head of the 
Department of Entomology was filled without the process of a formal search. The reasons and 
details for this action have not been fully defined. The Executive/Advisory Committee asked the 
Senate President to request from the Provost an explanation regarding this matter. 
Attachment D (1 of 1) 
POLICY COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION TO AMEND 
FACULTY SENATE PROCEDURAL BYLAWS 
MAY 19,1992 
The Policy Committee recommends the following change to the Faculty Senate Procedural Bylaws. 
3. Resolutions and Standing Committee Reports 
which currently reads: 
"A written copy of all resolutions and standing committee reports should be submitted to the 
Secretary at the time of presentation." 
The Committee recommends that the following text replace the current text: 
"Normally, a written copy of all resolutions and standingcommittee reports will be provided to the 
Secretary for distribution to the members of Faculty Senate with the agenda for the forthcoming 
meeting. Otherwise, a resolution may be placed on the floor only after written submission to the 
Secretary and with the approval of 2/3 of the members present." 
The Constitution of the Faculty of Clemson University. Article II: The Faculty Senate. 6. Rules 
of Order states: 
"The Faculty Senate shall be empowered to develop those procedural bylaws which facilitate the 
achievement of its purposes." 
Unanimously passed by the Faculty Senate 
May 19,1992 
Attachment E (1 of 1) 
POLICY COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATION TO AMEND 
THE FACULTY MANUAL 
May 19,1992 
The Policy Committeerecommends the followingchange on Page 51 of the FacultyManual: 
PART VI. FACULTY PARTICIPATION IN UNIVERSITY GOVERNANCE 
F. Committee Reporting to the Vice President for Student Affairs 
2. Athletic Council 
Amend Paragraph 3 to replace the underlined sentence: 
The Athletic Council is composed of 23 voting members chosen or appointed as follows: 
a. ... 
L One member of the Faculty Senate appointed hv the Advisory Committee of the Faculty 
Senate 
with the following sentence: 
L The President of the Faculty Senate or a member of the Faculty Senate nominated by 
the President of the Senate and elected bv the Advisory Committee of the Faculty Senate. 
Since it is customary for the President of the Faculty Senate to represent the Senate on the Athletic 
Council, the Policy Committee endorses making that custom explicit in the composition of the 
Athletic Council, as stated in the Faculty Manual. 




Attachment F (1 of 1) 
Alternative Attendance Policy 
Proposed by DickConover.Walt Owens, and Eleanor Hare 
May 19.1992 
The current attendance policy is found on page 64 of the Faculty Manual under PART VII. 
PROFESSIONAL PRACTICES. E.Teaching Practices. 1. Attendance Policy. We propose adding the 
underlined paragraph. 
"The full attendance policy for undergraduates is set forth in the Student Handbook but key points are as 
follows. The faculty member is obligated to inform students in writing about attendance policy during the 
first full week of classes. In some departments attendance policy is established on a departmental basis. 
Students are expected to attend all sessions of lectures and laboratories punctually and regularly. Absences 
are matters to be resolved between faculty member and student, and it is the student's responsibility to 
make up work missed due to absence from class. The Student Health Service does not issue official "medical 
excuses." Students in the infirmary are provided an in/out slip, and a faculty member can telephone the 
Health Center to confirm an illness. (No diagnosis or other confidential information is given.) 
"If a student feels that he/she is being penalized for unavoidable absence from class, he/she may appeal to 
the head of the department in which the class is taught. If the department head is unable to resolve the 
problem to the student's reasonable satisfaction, the department head will appoint one member to an ad hoc 
arbitration committee of departmental faculty created to resolve the problem, and the student and teacher 
will each appoint one member. In departments too small to accomodate a committee, some members may be 
drawn from other departments in the college. The committee s determination will be binding on both the 
faculty member and the student. An "unavoidable absence" shall be defined for this purpose as an absence 
due to: a) the death of a student's close relative, b) the student's participation in scheduled University 
sponsored extracurricular or co-curricula activities, whether related to receiving or retaining a University 
scholarship or otherwise, or c) the student's documented inability to attend class due to illness or injury, 
In the case of extracurricular and co-curricula activities, the student shall provide a form executed by the 
sponsor to the instructor, no later than two weeks prior to the event, listing the student's name 
identification number, the date of the event, and the nature of the event. 
"A student who incurs excessive absences in a given course may be dropped from a course by the instructor 
in accordance with stated course policy. Students may withdraw from a course by obtaining a Schedule 
Change Form from the Registrar s Office and having it signed by the instructor. The signature indicates that 
the instructor has been notified of the student s intention to drop the course and is not to be construed as an 
authorization for so doing. Students who withdraw after the first four weeks of classes shall have grades 
recorded for those courses. Prior to the last five weeks of classes, this grade would normally be "W." 
Students are limited to nomorethan fourteen hours of "W" grades during their academic careers. Transfer 
students, however, may withdraw from no more than ten percent of their total academic work (up to fourteen 
hours of course work, whichever is fewer) remaining in their chosen undergraduate curriculum at the time of 
their transfer to Clemson University." 
This policy isan alternative to that proposed by the Undergraduate Commission. We find it 
preferable because: 
1. The policy proposed by the Undergraduate Commission seems likely to require yet 
another administrator. Asthe percent increase of administrators has beenmuch greater than 
the percent increase of faculty recently, the creation of even one unnecessary administrative 
position should surely be avoided. 
2. The policy proposed by the Undergraduate Commission encourages students to 
take aweek of "personal absences." This is equivalent to saying that we do not place a high 
value on class attendance. Is this the message wewish to send to parentsand students? 
3. This proposed alternative places the responsibility for reasonable attendance 
policies with the faculty, thus supporting the principle of faculty governance. Since one 
assumes that there are only a few faculty with unreasonable policies, peer pressure should 
correct the problemwithoutmuchextrawork for anyone. 
Attachment G (1 of 1) 
ALTERNATIVE ATTENDANCE POLICY 
Friendly amendment offered by Senator Webb Smathers: 
"If a student feels that he/she is being penalized for unavoidable absence from class, he/she 
may appeal to the head of the department in which the class is taught. If the department head is 
unable to resolve the problem to the student's reasonable satisfaction, the dean of the college in 
which the course is taught will appoint one member to an ad hoc arbitration committee of 
departmental faculty created to resolve the problem, and the student and teacher will each appoint 
one faculty member. In departments too small to accommodate a committee, some members may 
be drawn from other departments in the college. The committee's determination will be binding on 
both the faculty member and the student. An "unavoidable absence" shall be defined for this 
purpose as an absence due to: (a) the death of a student's close relative, (b) the student's 
participation in scheduled University sponsored extracurricular or co-curricula activities, whether 
related to receiving or retaining a University scholarship or otherwise, or (c) the student's 
documented inability to attend class due to illness or injury. In the case of extracurricular and co-
curricula activities, the student shall provide a form executed by the the sponsor to the instructor, 
no later than two weeks prior to the event, listing the student's name, identification number, the 
date of the event, and the nature of the event." 
Passed by the Faculty Senate 
May 19, 1992 
MINUTES 
FACULTY SENATE 
JUNE 9, 1992 
1. Call to Order. President Baron called the meeting to order at 3:33 p.m. 
2. Approval of Minutes. The General Faculty Minutes dated May 7, 1992 were 
approved as corrected, and the May 19, 1992 Faculty Senate Minutes were approved as 
written. 
3. Committee Reports 
a. Senate Committees 
Scholastic Policies Committee. No report. 
Welfare Committee. Senator Brenda Vander Mey referred to Notes from the 
WelfareCommittee Meetingdated May 26, 1992 (Attachment A), and noted changes in the 
Rough Draft Letter to Provost Jennett regarding the SACS Recommendation for a 
Workload Distribution Policy (Attachment B). 
Finance Committee. Senator James Davis reported that this Committee has met 
and made assignments, but has nothing to report at this time. 
Policy Committee. Senator Eleanor Hare submitted the Policy Committee 
Report dated June 9, 1992 (Attachment C). Senator Hare stated that Professor Roger 
Rollin hadmet with this Committeeand it was decided a change in the Universitypolicy on 
Equal Opportunity and Affirmative Action regarding sexual orientation was not appropriate. 
Dr. Rollin will return to discuss the non-discrimination policy contained in the Faculty 
Manual. This Committee continues to finalize results of the Faculty Survey, and would 
appreciate any ideas regarding presentation of these results. 
Research Committee. No report. 
b. University Commissions and Committees 
Community Relations Strategic Planning ad hoc Committee - Senate Alternate 
Jerry Waldvogel called attention to the existence of this Committee which has been charged 
to develop a strategic plan to define interactions between the community and the University. 
Faculty Salaries and Fringe Benefits - Senator Vander Mey reported that this 
Committee will meet with the Provost on May 11, 1992 to consider the use of monies 
which appear to be available. She offered thanks to those who submitted suggestions as 
priorities for this expenditure of monies. Senator Vander Mey noted that the Welfare 
Committee will also meet with the Provost on May 12, 1992 to offer their opinions, and 
asked that any ideas be forwarded to President Baron. 
4. Senate President's Report President Baron referred to the updated President's 
Report (Attachment D) and a memorandum to the Senate containing items and their 
disposition discussed at the Council of Dean's Meeting of June 8, 1992 (Attachment E). 
President Baron informed the Senate of the creation of a Commission on Public Service 
within the University by President Lennon. President Baron's major concern is the 
participation of faculty and rewards received: if a tenure and promotion recommendation is 
based solely on public service and some teaching, will this be acceptable for promotion? 
This question will be asked of the President and the Provost. Input and opinions from 
senators regarding this important faculty issue were requested by President Baron. 
5. Old Business (None) 
6. New Business 
a. Senator Bill Stringer introduced Professor Marty Davis, from the College of 
Architecture, who discussed the concept of the renovation of the Sheep Barn and provided 
an accompanying slide presentation. Senator Stringer then presented a Resolution to 
Renovate the Sheep Barn Into an Inter-Faith/Inter-Cultural Chapel (Attachment F) (FS92-
6-1) which was seconded. Following discussion, Senator Wells made a motion to refer 
this issue to the Policy Committee, which was seconded. Vote was taken and motion to 
refer was passed. 
b. Senator Vander Mey proposed a Resolution on Parking Fees for University 
Vehicles (Attachment G) (FS92-6-2). Discussion followed. During discussion, President 
Baron stated that when he would like to address an issue now and in the future as 
President, he will - unless a senator requests that he "step down"; at which time he will turn 
the meeting over to Secretary Lucy Rollin. Vote on parking fee resolution was taken, and 
failed. 
c. Senator Vander Mey presented a Resolution to Uncouple the Charges for 
Parking and Shuttlebus Services. Following discussion, vote was taken and resolution 
passed (Attachment H) (FS92-6-3 P). 
d. Senator Hare introduced a Faculty Senate Procedural Bylaw Change regarding 
the Nomination of Senate Officers, Grievance Board Members and Grievance Counselors. 
After discussion, vote was taken and Bylaw Change passed unanimously (Attachment I). 
e. Senator Hare, as Chair of the Policy Committee, submitted a request to reinstate 
the publication of the Senate Special (Attachment J). After discussion, Senator Hassan 
Behery made a motion to table this issue, which passed. 
f. Senator Walt Owens made a motion to bring to the floor for consideration a 
Sense of the Senate Vote regarding the Attendance Policy. Vote to bring to floor was taken 
and passed. A second to the motion for consideration was seconded. Following 
discussion and acceptance of changes made to the Sense of the Senate statement as 
presented, vote to accept was taken, and passed unanimously (Attachment K). 
g. President Baron asked for volunteers to assist Professor Gloria Bautista, 
Project Coordinator for "Books for the World," in sorting books to be sent to Third World 
countries. 
7. Adjournment. President Baron adjourned the meeting at 5:27 p.m. 
Lucy Rollin, Secretary 
Cathy Toth Sturkie, Staff Secretary 
Senators Absent: H. Allen, L. Blanton, B. Bridges (J. Bertrand attended), M. Bridgwood, 
R. Conover, K. Dieter, F. Eubanks, J. Liburdy, G. Lovedahl, J. Mumford, E. Ruppert, 
A. Schaffer (L. Duke attended), G. Waddle 
Attachment L (1 of 2) 
NOTES FROM WELFARE COMMITTEE MEETING 
Meeting of 26 May, 1992 
Members present: John Gilreath, John Mumford, Jim Rathwell, Brenda Vander Mey 
A.) Meeting with Policy Committee Regarding proposed Changes to Faculty 
Grievance Procedures. 
Committee believes this to be a reasonable conjoint endeavor. Senator 
Hare first indicated to Senator Vander Mey that the third Tuesday in 
June was preferable, then changed it to the fifth Tuesday in June. 
Not all members will be able to meet on either of these days. Concluded 
that on either day at least three members would be able to meet with the 
Policy Committee. Committee waits for Senator Hare's invitation. 
B.) Work Toward a Response to The Strategic Planning Committee Goals and 
Benchmarks. 
Committee conducted its initial workshop/brainstorming session. Agreed 
that the most constructive orientation regarding this task is an attitude 
of optimism and a commitment to cooperation. All criticisms should be 
constructive in nature and intent. 
Taking an overall view of the goals and benchmarks, the members agreed 
that there is a pressing need for at least the following: reallocation 
of resources; as per SACS recommendation, a clear written policy 
regarding workload distributions; and changes in any policies which at 
the present time obviate the approximation of goals. 
The Committee intends to have a full report ready by the end of October, 
1992. This report will systematically address the goals and what changes 
(e.g., in policy, structure, university resources) seem necessary in 
order to realize these goals. Overall, the Committee intends to submit 
a report emphasizing action rather than more paperwork on the goals per 
se. 
C.) Salaries and Benefits 
Senator Rathwell's subcommittee is busy collecting the information 
necessary to analyze current salary systems, and projected impact of 
salary freezes. Will seek explanation for recent increases in some 
salaries. See also Point 3 below. 
D.) Response to SACS Recommendation for a Policy on Workload Distribution 
Committee thought that Vander Mey's letter to Provost Jennett regarding 
information needed to make a response to this SACS recommendation was 
fine as written. Would like to get on with the information collection 
and analysis processes. (Has been revised since.) 
/±tachment 7. (2 of 2) 
Welfare Committee Meeting of May 28, 1992 
Notes; Page 2 
E.) Other 
1. Reviewed two resolutions, presumed to be originating from the Policy 
Committee. 
a. Resolution to have units that "own" University vehicles to purchase 
parking stickers for these vehicles. 
—Committee agrees with this sentiment. Believes, however, that 
Motor Pool vehicles should be exempted. Also sees as an alternative 
the possibility that units with permanent access to University 
vehicles be required to park these vehichles in each unit's own 
designated area (or, one large area). 
b. Resolution to uncouple the charges for parking and the shuttle 
service. 
Committee basically supports this. Thinks that the resolution 
needs to be rewritten for greater clarity (e.g., expunge side 
statements and consider not including the statement indicating 
that "the current parking fee structure comprises an income 
transfer from faculty and staff to students"). One alternative 
to said resolution might be implementing a token system of 
payment for the students who do use the shuttle service. 
NOTE: These 2 resolutions are now before the Faculty Senate to be voted on. 
Although the Welfare Committee had its own views on wording and such, the 
resolutions come from a faculty member, pertain to faculty welfare, and deserve 
consideration by the full Faculty Senate. 
2. Discussed a concern brought to the attention of one member by a faculty 
member. The faculty member wants to know why summer teaching salaries 
have not increased. This person was under the impression that a 1/4* 
(from 3% to 3 1/4% per semester hour) increase was to be forthcoming 
this session. 
Chair has asked for a transcipt of the portion of a recent faculty 
meeting wherein this issue was discussed. There is a vague 
recollection that said increase was to be forthcoming. 
NOTE: This has since been clarified. The statement made in Faculty Senate was 
to the effect that if an increase in summer salaries is forthcoming, it would not 
appear until next summer. 
3. Discussed possible priorities for faculty raises if a limited fund 
becomes available. 
—Seemed most inclined toward those recently promoted, those who had 
high annual evaluations, and those still in need of salary adjustments. 
Questioned the wisdom of giving raises only to "threateners." 
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College of Liberal Arts 
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY CLiaeoN 
uwrvERsmr 
3 June, 1992 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: J. Charles Jennett, Provost 
and Vice President for Academic Affairs 
THROUGH: Bill Baron, President, Eaculty Senate $ 
FROM: Brenda J. Vander Meyfthair, 
Faculty Senate Welfare Committee 
RE: SACS Recommendation for a Workload Distribution Policy 
SACS has recommended that there be a "clear written policy concerning the 
division of labor of faculty members' time obligations between research and other 
academic activities." The SACS report indicated that while "the University 
Research Policy Manual discusses research policies in reasonable detail... there 
is not a similar document with a clearly written university policy on either the 
distribution of the faculty member's time nor the manner in which research funds 
are used to support a faculty member's salary." 
Workload distribution systems appear to be an issue of growing concern for 
faculty. As Clemson University advances itself as a research institution, many 
questions arise regarding how workloads are distributed, and the maintenance of 
quality education and public service. In this vein, the SACS recommendation 
seems both reasonable and necessary. 
However, one certainly could ask why SACS wants this clear written policy. 
Currently, the Faculty Manual (p. 62) indicates a general policy that allows for 
tremendous variation within and between units based upon the emphasis and goals 
of that unit. If SACS intends that there be created a "one size fits all" work 
load policy, then the recommendation for a clear written policy can not be 
honored. The reason is simple: As we look ahead to attempting to realize the 
Goals and Benchmarks identified by the Strategic Planning Committee, it is clear 
that flexibility and fluidity in workload distributions are necessary. As the 
Welfare Committee worked through its first brainstorming session on the Goals and 
Benchmarks, it became obvious that rigidity (e.g., a monolithic policy) would 
impede if not obviate success. Moreover, the Committee also saw that analyzing 
current workload policies, and perhaps suggesting some revisions, may be 
if we are genuinely dedicated to approximating the various Goals and 
Benchmarks. Furthermore, the question of equity in reward systems may also 
arise. The question before us is this: Are current workload and reward policies 
sufficent for the realization of the Goals and Benchmarks? If the workload 
policies are not sufficent then a different and more clear policy is necessary. 
If they are sufficient, then the SACS recommendation must be dismissed as merely 
that. But, if the answer is no to equitable reward systems, then suggestions for 
changing the reward system will be in order. 
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The Welfare Committee has been charged with responding to this SACS 
recommendation. And, of course, we perceive a need to review current practices 
vis-a-vis the Goals and Benchmarks. Thus, we respectfully request that you help 
us by securing copies of departmental and college workload and reward policies, 
criteria, and procedures. The Welfare Committee will then analyze these 
materials. 
Objectives of Collecting and Analyzing Workload/Reward Distributions;
I 
--To identify the range and types of workload distribution and reward systems 
extant at Clemson University; 
--To identify the criteria used to establish various workload distributions and 
reward systems; 
--To identify consistencies and inconsistencies within and between unit(s) with 
regard to workload distributions and reward systems; 
--To discern the relative weight given research, teaching, and service within and 
between units; 
--To evaluate the "fit" between current workload and reward policies and the 
Goals and Benchmarks identified by the Strategic Planning Committee. 
Goals;
I 
--As per the SACS recommendation, to propose "a clear written policy concerning 
the division of faculty members' time obligations between research and other 
academic obligations" -- if such a policy is deemed necessary;I 
--To make recommendations regarding workload policies and reward systems vis-a 
vis the Goals and Benchmarks identified by the Strategic Planning Committee.I 
I We appreciate your help with this task. Thank you. 
I 
I xc: Professors Michael Bridgwood (224 Riggs), John Gilreath (308 Kinard Lab), 
Gerald Lovedahl (G-01 Tillman), John Mumford (164 Lee Hall), James Rathwell 
(283 Barre Hall), Gerald Waddle (252 Sirrine), members of the Welfare 
Committee.I 
I 
Attachnant C (1 of 2) 
I 
I 
Policy Committee Report 
June 9,1992 
The Committee met May 21, at 3:30 p.m. in Room LL3, Cooper Library. Members 
present: Hassan Behery, Jere Brittain, Eleanor Hare, John Huffman, Mary Lynn 
Moon, Walt Owens, Webb Smathers (for Gary Wells). 
Roger Rollin met with the Committee to request a change in University policy on Equal
Opportunity and Affirmative Action that would prohibit discrimination on the basis of 
sexual orientation. He requested that "... [Clemson University] does not discriminate 
on the basis of race, color, national origin, religion, sex, sexual orientation, or 
handicap in any of its policies, procedures, or practices ..." be included in the 
statement printed inside the back cover of the Clemson University Announcements. 
Several members expressed reservations because of a possible conflict with South 
Carolina law. Professor Rollin will attend the next meeting of the committee with 
another proposal designed to take into account the objections raised to an affirmative 
action policy. Committee members will discuss such a policy with the constituents 
before the next meeting. 
A method of coding and organizing comments for the Faculty Survey is in progress. 
The draft of the University-wide survey policy was discussed. The committee was 
unanimously opposed to this policy, seeing it as detrimental to academic freedom and 
faculty participation in University governance. A resolution opposing this policy will 
be considered at the next committee meeting. 
It was unanimously agreed that our own newsletter, the fiftnatfi Special, should be 
reinstated and sent to all faculty following each Faculty Senate meeting. It was further 
stated that the SftDfllfl Spflgal should include "Faculty Manual Facts." 
It was reported that the Clemson University Bookstore buys books marked 
"Complimentary copy - not for sale" from both Clemson University faculty and from 
wholesale book dealers and others. It was noted that the Senate adopted a policy
opposing the sale of complimentary books by faculty. There was discussion of whether 
or not this policy was incorporated into the Faculty Manual- If not, a resolution to 
incorporate it will presented to the committee at the next meeting. Aresolution that 
the bookstore be asked to adhere to our policy and not buy complimentary copies from 
any source will also be presented at that time. 
Attachment C (2 of 2) 
The Committee recommended the following addition to the Faculty Senate Procedural 
Bvlaws: 
7. Nomination of Senate Officers, Grievance Board and Grievance 
Counselors. 
"The Executive and Advisory Committees in a joint meeting shall serve as a nominating 
committee. Nominations from the floor may also be made at the Senate meeting 
immediately prior to the election meeting, and from the floor at the Senate election 
meeting. 
"Each nominee (or a sponsor, if the nominee is unable to attend) shall give a brief 
statement at the election, and shall provide a one page handout to Senate members 
detailing their relevant Faculty Senate and professional experience. Whenever 
possible these handouts will be provided to the Secretary for distribution to the 
members of Faculty Senate with the agenda of the election meeting." 
The next meeting of the Policy Committee will be June 11, at 3:30 p.m. in Room LL3, 
Cooper Library. There is discussion of a possible joint meeting on June 30 with the 
Welfare Committee to discuss amendments to the grievance procedure. 
I 
Attachment D (1 of 1) 
PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
JUNE, 1992 
1. At the request of the Executive/Advisory Committee and in light of the State Ethics 
Bill, I asked Mr. Francis Canavan, Associate Vice President for Public Affairs, whether it was 
appropriate for a faculty member to sell a book given to him or her by a publisher. Mr. Canavan 
responded by saying thathe advises faculty no! to turn booksreceivedfrom a publisherinto cash. 
2. The Academic Council accepted a third proposal with regard to a revised attendance 
policy. Consideration of an attendance policy is tabled until March, 1993. In the interim, the 
Provost will issue a statement to Deans, Department Heads, and Faculty reminding faculty of legal 
and appropriate responsibilities when dealing with both scholarship and non-scholarship students, 
and absences from class for University activities. The Provost will also appoint a working group 
to examine the issue and report to the Academic Council at the March, 1993 meeting. 
3. A University Commencement Committee met and accepted proposed changes for 
theMay commencement. It was agreedthat we would divide the graduating class into two parties 
for two graduation exercises: one in the morning and one in the afternoon. It was agreed that the 
individual graduation ceremony, beginning with the processional, should take not more than two 
hours. The ceremony will be modified accordingly. These recommendations have been forwarded 
to the President. 
4. On June 2nd, the Provost formed a University Public Service Commission to be 
chaired byDeWitt Stone. The objectives are not yet delineated, but appear to be to define what is 
public service and the University's role. At a meeting attended by all the Deans or their 
representatives on June 2nd, the President indicated his interest in Public Service and his vision 
that this represented the future of the Land Grant University. The Commission will have 
representatives from each college, each academic unit dealing in public service, the Faculty and 
Extension Senates and others. I have previously expressed concern as to the professional purpose 
of Public Service activities for faculty. I will continue to question. 
5. I met with the Library faculty. It was, for me, informative. You will have to ask 
theLibrary faculty if they foundthemeeting to be purposeful. 
6. TheState's Budget Billis now law. TheUniversity's funding will apparently allow 
for two means ofproviding faculty raises. The first, a two percent raise mandated by the State; the 
second, a $600,000 faculty salary supplement included in next year's University budget. The 
President and Provost have both asked for advice from the Senate on how the supplementary 
money might be distributed. From another source, I have been advised that the Deans have asked 
that ten (10%) percent of the supplementary fund be distributed at their discretion, and that the 
Provost may convene a committee to review the Oklahoma Salary Survey, and to establish a 
formula for adjusting salaries based on variances from the Survey's norms. This Friday, the 
Provost will meet with the Senate's Welfare Committee and me to discuss the distribution of salary 
monies. If you have any suggestions, please get them tome inwriting by Thursday morning. 
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College of Engineering 
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MEMORANDUM 
TO: Faculty Senate 
FROM: Faculty Senate President 
DATE: June 9, 1992 
Items discussed at the Dean's Council meeting of June 9, 1992 and their dispositionSUBJECT: 
1- Aproposal for summer school revenue disposition was accepted by the 
Council with an amendment from the Senate President. The amendment 
called for the Library and the Computer Center to receive fixed amounts 
of $250,000 and 125,000 respectively. 
2- The establishment of aspecial undergraduate advising unit was rejected. 
3 - Dean Waller advised the Council that the University's Assessment 
Committee is giving the graduating seniors an exit assessment form. I 
will obtain copies of the form and make it available to you. 
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vice provost and dean June 2 1992 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES ' 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: J. Charles Jennett 
Provost 
FROM: Jerome V. Reel, Jr. 
Vice Provost 
Jerry A. Whitmire 
Assistant Dean 
RE: Summer Revenue Proposal. 
We of-fer-the-following proposal for distribution of revenues for 
summer school to take effect for fiscal 1993-94: 
1. Attributed costs. 
A. Annual allotment to deans with accompanying 
course and credit hour goals. 
1. Salaries and fringe benefits for teaching 
personnel. 
2. Other direct expenses (fi.g., teaching supplies 
and travel. 
B. Library expense (5% of previous year's revenue. 
C. Computer expense (2.5% of previous year's revenue). 
D. Advertising (1.5% of previous year's revenue). 
E. Minority recruiting ($340,000). An option would be 
to take this off the top. 
F. Programming (1.5% of previous year's revenue) 
including concert, lecture, and play sponsorship. 
The designation of these would be made by the Vice Provost with 
the concurrence of the Provost and the Vice President for Business 
and Finance. This would be included in the regular budget. 
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2. Revenues in excess of needs listed above. 
A. Provost's Office (50% of excess). 
B. Business and Finance (10% of excess). 
C. Colleges (40% of excess). 
1. Based on credit hour production in excess of 
goal. (l.A.) 
The transfer, which would not be in the base but would be treated 
as one-time funds, would occur in August of each year and would be 
based not on the summer school year but on the fiscal year. 
bms 
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College of Liberal Arts 
OFFICE OF THE DEAN 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Provost J. Charles Jennett 
FROM: Robert A. Waller, Dean fi% /}- WQX&*, 
Chair, ad hoc Committee on Freshman Program 
DATE: May 20, 1992 
RE: Proposal for Advising Program, "University Studies' 
Earlier in the spring semester you assigned Jim Barker, Bill Barlage, George Carter, Jerry Reel, 
and myselObfi.task.of.examining.".the entire issue of academic advising and the progress of our 
freshmen" as they concerned a student's ability to transfer between colleges with varying 
standards. Our deliberations were enriched with the presence of Bill Beckwith, Walt Castro, 
Ron Moran, and Sixto Torres. 
On Monday of this week, the enclosed proposal for a non-degree granting advising office to be 
identified as "University Studies" was unanimously endorsed. The rationale, purpose, and 
budget are embedded in the report. Assuming endorsement by the Council of Deans, we 
recommend that this administrative action be referred to the Committee on Advising and 
Retention and to the Faculty Senate's Committee on Scholastic Policies so that these University 
efforts to serve students more fully may be coordinated. 
ilasYthat you place this item on the agenda for the meeting scheduled for June 8. /It would be 
helpful to have George Carter in attendance as both architect and executor of the proposed 
advising services for the displaced student. There is an urgency to have the concept approved 
prior to the beginning of freshman registration on June 15. 
I believe you will find this recommendation responsive to the concerns raised by Bill Beckwith 
and to the charge to the committee. 
ks 
Enclosure 
cc: Members of the committee 
•«S 2 1 S2 
PROVOST'S OFFICE 
CLEiwOt-l u.MiVcRSlTY 
•08 STRODE TOWER • CLEMSOfl SOUTH CAROLINA 2963-i- Ml • 'ELEPHONE 803/656-3263 • FAX 803/656-0917 
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MEMORANDUM 
A. 
TO: Dr. Robert H. Waller, Chairmanjy^ Freshman Program Committee 
FROM: J. V. Reel, Vice Provost and Dean of Undergraduate Studies OfI^ 
"GteoTg^E. Carter, Jr^TJtrector orUndergraduate Academic Services 
W. F. Beek^thrDirectorr-Freshmarr-Engmeering and Enghreering 
Graphics flyffc 
RE: University Studies Proposal 
Proposed is a new advising program to serve students who wish to pursue a 
curriculum into which they are not allowed to enter by transfer due to their low 
GPR's. Such situations arise because the University's continuing enrollment 
policy is, in many cases, more liberal than collegiate transfer and/or continuation 
policies. For example, in Freshman Engineering alone, there are approximately 
75 students who wish either to move into a specific engineering discipline or to 
transfer into another major but are prevented from doing either due to low GPR's. 
It is estimated that as many as 300 students University wide are in similar 
dilemmas. 
The new advising program, University Studies, would be directed by Dr. George 
Carter, Jr., Director of Undergraduate Academic Services, and would be housed 
in the new Undergraduate Studies area of Brackett Hall. University Studies 
would employ two full time Student Services Program Coordinators III to do 
student advising and to assist personnel in the Career Planning Center and in the 
Counseling Center with the large number of referrals anticipated from this 
program. University Studies would also employ one secretary, have a modest 
operating budget for advising materials and work in a cooperative arrangement 
with the College of Education to maintain an internship. 
University Studies would be available to students who had completed a minimum 
of two long semesters at Clemson University. It is not designed to be a new 
admissions or transfer admissions program. Placement into the program would 
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be-accomplished by transfer of students by the major department according to 
criteria established by that department or college (e.g. insufficient GPR to attempt 
upper level courses). Students could also place themselves into University Studies 
if, after a minimum of two long semesters at Clemson University, they realized 
that they were in the wrong majors and lacked the GPR's to transfer to the majors 
of their choices. 
While in University Studies, students will receive academic advising on an 
intensive basis. Advisors will develop a Retention Management System for each 
student through use of the Noel/Levitz College Student Inventory. Referrals will 
be made to the Career Planning Center and other appropriate organizations. 
Students- in this program will be guided in making the academic and social 
transition to college life. Results of this type of intervention should be improved 
major selection, increased retention, and improved graduation rate. Precedents 
fbT these'Outcomes"h_a^ve"Deerrestablished"by"flfe Science and TechnologyEntrance 
Program, PROACT, and the Clemson Scholars Academic Assistance Program. 
Exit from University Studies would be accomplished by the student's raising 
his/her GPR to the level required for transfer into the appropriate major. 
Students who failed to do this would eventually fall below the University's 
minimum continuing enrollment policy and would be academically suspended 
from the University. No student will graduate directly from the University 
Studies program. 
We request funding so that this program can begin in Fall 1992. An estimated 
budget follows: 
Personnel 
Executive Support Specialist (grade 23) $16,883.00 
Two Student Services Program Coordinator III 
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Provost J. Charles JennettTO: 
FROM: Robert A. Waller, Dean J \^,wlfa> 
DATE: May 29, 1992 
RE: Information Item for June 8 Council of Deans Meeting 
t ^ iMtaaeBtt m appearing in - ***** "f "1a"- »T^  nf nnr 7r^ nn thP nrf 
toe committee you appointed afew weeks ago, Bill Barlage and Ibecame aware of asurvey 
hffjng nwd with gradnf^"ff seniors .   
The existence of this instrument, let alone its use, came as news to us. It seems appropriate that 
this assessment activity be more broadly known among academic decision makers. Thus, IfuggS™ou placate enclosed on the agenda as an information item for the next Council of 
Deans meeting on June 8. 
ks 
Enclosure 
cc: Dean Bill Barlage 
Assessment Director David Underwood 
;ps»wq 
a o 1 92 
F- ^,,._o.'- C"F1CE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY, 
. TELEPHONE 803/656-3263 • FAX 803/656-09,703 STRODE -OWER • CLEMSON SOUTH CAROLINA 29634.,501 






Congratulations on completing your degree requirements at Clemson! 
I knowyou have worked hard to achieve this goal and you should be justifiably proud ofyour accomplishment. I hope the years you have 
spent at Clemson have been enjoyable and I am certain that you will find 
them to be an excellent foundation as you pursue your chosen career or 
continue your education for an advanced degree. 
'^nfa'ur^ereonaT 
to Clemson as we strive to improve the educational experiences of those 
wTnnoTtow you. I would very much appreciate your taking a few minmes 
to complete the attached questionnaire. The questionnaire asks for your 
opinion about manyof the programs and services offered byClemson. 
Be assured that we will take the results of this survey seriously and use 
the results to identify those areas which are in need of improvement as 
well as those which are currently strong. Your responses will be kept 
strictly confidential and will be used only for our own improvement. 
Please return the completed questionnaire when you file your Application 
for Diploma in the Student Records Office. 
Thank you in advance for assisting us in our search for excellence. I 
wish you all the best as you embark upon your future. 
Sincerely, 
^MaxrLennon 
POST OFFICE 90X992 • CLEMSON. SOUTH CAROUNA 29633 C992 • TELEPHONE 803/656-34,3 . EAX 803/656-4676 
Attachment F (1 of 1) 
RESOLUTION TO RENOVATE THE SHEEP BARN 
INTO AN INTER-FAITH/INTER-CULTURAL CHAPEL 
FS92-6-1 
Whereas, the preservation of Clemson University's agricultural traditions plays an 
important role in defining theUniversity of the future; and 
Whereas, the Clemson University Sheep Barn is the last architectural manifestation of this 
rich historic past, and 
Whereas, the presence of students, faculty, and staff from many faiths and cultures is 
essential to meet the global commitment of Clemson University, 
Resolved, that the architectural integrity of the Sheep Barn be preserved as a reminder of 
the University's past, and the building be renovated into an inter-faith/inter-cultural chapel for the 
University community. 
Referred to Policy Committee 
June 9, 1992 
Attachment G (1 of 1) 
RESOLUTION ON PARKING FEES FOR UNIVERSITY VEHICLES 
FS92-6-2 
Whereas, parking has been designated an auxiliary service; and 
Whereas, an auxiliary service is intended to generate enough revenue to pay costs; and 
Whereas, at any given time, numerous University vehicles are parked on campus without a 
parking decal; and 
Whereas fees paid by faculty and staff cover providing the spaces used by these University 
vehicles, 
Resolved, the Faculty Senate recommends that the units responsible for University 
vehicles which are normally parked on campus be assess a parking fee for each vehicle equal to the 
fee paid by University employees for their first vehicle. 
Attachment H (1 of 1) 
RESOLUTION TO UNCOUPLE THE CHARGES 
FOR PARKING AND SHUTTLEBUS SERVICES 
FS92-6-3 P 
Whereas, parkinghas beendesignated an auxiliary service; and 
Whereas, a shuttle service hasbeenadded aspartof theparking fee; and 
Whereas, the shuttle serviceroutes aredesignatedto beof most benefit to students; and 
Whereas, the shuttle service is little used by faculty and staff, especially staff who work 
non-standard hours; and 
Whereas, the shuttle does not run when classes are not in session; and 
Whereas, the bulk of the parking fee goes to pay for the shuttle service; and 
Whereas, theparking fee is regressive and burdens the lowest paidemployees most; and 
Whereas, the concept of an auxiliary service is that payment is made for the service 
received; and 
Whereas, the current parking fee structure comprises an income transfer from faculty and 
staff to students; 
Resolved, that the Faculty Senate recommends that charges for the two services (parking 
and the shuttle service) be decoupled. 
Attachment I (1 of 1) 
Policy Committee Recommendation 
to Amend 
Faculty Senate Procedural Bylaws 
June 9, 1992 
The Policy Committee recommends the following addition to the Faculty Senate Procedural 
Bylaws. 
L. Nomination of Senate Officers. Grievance Board and Grievance Counselors. 
"The Executive andAdvisory Committees in a joint meeting shall serveas a nominating committee, 
and these nominations shall be presented at the Senate meeting immediately prior to the election 
meeting. Nominations from the floormayalsobe madeat the Senate meeting immediately priorto 
the election meeting, and at the Senate election meeting. 
"Each nominee (or a sponsor, if the nominee is unable to attend) shall give a brief statement at the 
election, and shall provide a one page handout to Senate members detailing their relevant Faculty 
Senate and professional experience. Whenever possible, these handouts will be provided to the 
Secretary for distribution to the members of Faculty Senate with the agenda of the election 
meeting." 
The Constitution of the Facultv of Clemson University. Article II: The Facultv Senate. 6. Rules 
of Order states: 
"The Faculty Senate shall be empowered to develop those procedural bylaws which facilitate the 
achievement of its purposes." 
Attachment J (1 of 1) 
From the Policy Committee 
June 9,1992 
The Senate Special should be reinstated and sent to all faculty following each 
Faculty Senate meeting. 
Tabled 
June 9, 1992 
Attachment K (1 of 1) 
MOTION 
SENSE OF THE SENATE 
JUNE 9, 1992 
It is the sense of the Senate that the Faculty Senate President shall support 
the efforts of the Provost of the University in making the Faculty aware that they 




AUGUST 18, 1992 
1. Call to Order. President Baron called the meeting to order at 3:34 p.m. 
2. Approval of Minutes. The Faculty Senate Minutes dated June 9, 1992 were 
approved as written. 
3. Committee Reports 
a. Senate Committees 
Scholastic Policies Committee. No report. 
Welfare Committee. Senator Brenda Vander Mey referred to Welfare 
Committee Notes (Attachment A), and noted that this committee will meet with the Finance 
Committee on August 25,1992. 
Finance Committee. Senator Jim Davis stated that a report will be presented 
at the September meeting. 
Policy Committee. Senator Eleanor Hare submitted the Policy Committee 
Report (Attachment B). 
Research Committee. Senator Bill Bridges reported that the National 
Science Foundation has asked that Clemson University come up with a policy for disclosing 
potential conflicts of interest upon submission of proposals for funding. A draft policy must be 
prepared byClemson University, and Senator Bridges asked that comments besent tohim. 
b. University Commissions and Committees 
Strategic Planning Committee of University Interactions ad hoc Committee 
- Senate Alternate Jerry Waldvogel stated that subcommittees have been formed to discuss issues 
such as financial and academic matters. The strategic plan will be prepared by the end of this 
semester and will be sent to the President and Vice Presidents. 
ad hoc Graduation Ceremony Review Committee - Senate President Baron 
reported that this committee will report back to the Graduation Ceremony Committee, and through
them to the Undergraduate Commission and the Academic Council. This committee has met for 
the last time and has prepared a final report which contained two items of importance: proposal
that the May Graduation will be two exercises; and that the exercise will not be longer than 
approximately two hours and ten minutes. 
Facilities Planning Committee - Senator Alan Schaffer announced that the 
proposal to build a Visitor's Center on Highway 93 passed on the first reading, and asked that any 
comments be given to him. 
Joint Cirv /I Jniversitv Committee - Senator Schaffer stated that he had heard 
of a travel committee that was set up to establish a travel policy for the University which will 
involve using approved travel agents and offices. Itis unclear exactly what is being proposed and 
howit will affectfaculty, but SenatorSchafferwill keep theSenate informed. 
Faculty Salary and Fringe Benefits Committee - Senator Vander Mey 
submitted the final report of this committee (Attachment C). 
4. President's Report President Baron discussed important items contained in the 
updated President's Report (Attachment D). 
5. New Business 
a. President Baron encouraged senators to attend the Board of Trustees 
Breakfast hosted by the Faculty Senate on Saturday, September 12,1992 at 8:30 a.m. 
b. Secretary Lucy Rollin submitted a resolution, Resolution on Procedures for 
Hiring Academic Administrators, from the Executive/Advisory Committee. After a provision of 
rationale for this resolution, vote was taken and resolution passed (Attachment E) (FS92-8-1 P). 
c. Senator Eleanor Hare presented a Resolution to Preserve the Architectural 
Integrity of the Sheep Barn from the Policy Committee. After discussion, vote was taken and 
resolution passed (Attachment F) (FS92-8-2 P). 
d. Senator Eleanor Hare submitted a Resolution of Affirmation to Support the 
AAUP Statementon Discrimination (Attachment G) from the Policy Committee. Senator Schaffer 
offered a friendly amendment (Attachment H), which was seconded. Friendly amendment was 
accepted by Senator Hare, and discussion followed. Vote was taken on amended resolution, and 
resolution passed (FS92-8-3 P). 
e. Senator Eleanor Hare presented the University-Wide Survey Policy 
(Attachment I) for discussion. 
f. As a member of the University-Wide Parking Task Force charged to work 
with the issue of parking on campus, Senator Jack Flanigan encouraged each faculty member to 
provide input as to their individual views on parking. Any suggestions may be submitted through 
Senator Flanigan or directly to Vice President Almeda Jacks for review. 
6. Adjournment. The Faculty Senate Meeting was adjourned at 4:57 p.m. 
Lucy Rollin, Secretary 
CathyToth Sturkie,Staff Secretary 
Senators absent: L. Blanton, J. Brittain, F. Eubanks, H. Behery, M. Bridgwood, H. Goodall, S. 
Oldaker, K. Dieter, R. Williams (J. Waldvogel attended) 
Attachment A (1 of 4) 
NOTES FROM MET.vaRF COMMITTER METTTTNnS: Summer. 1992 
I. Friday, June 12, 1992. 
A. The Welfare Committee met with Provost Jennett and Bill Baron. 
1. Discussed faculty salary increases for AY 1992-1993. Fairly general 
discussion. Priorities previously identified by the Comnmitee (see 
Committee Notes placed in packet for May meeting of the Faculty Senate) 
were in line with notes, letters, and comments sent to the Conmittee and 
to Bill Baron. Vander Mey represents the Welfare Committee and Faculty 
Senate on the Faculty Salary and Fringe Benefits Comnittee (a.k.a., the 
Adjustments Comnittee; the Catch 'Em Up Committee). Vander Mey indicated 
that the Adjustments Committee had met the previous afternoon. Faculty 
concerns and priorities were mentioned. The Adjustments Committee meets 
again on Thursday, June 18, 1992 at 3:00 p.m. 
2. Discussed request for pertinent information in order to respond to 
SACS request for a "clear written" policy on faculty division of labor 
and to respond to the Goals and Benchmarks identified by the Strategic 
Planning Committee. Committee noted that changes in workloads will 
probably be in order. Committee discussed their approach to responding 
to the goals and benchmarks via a systems approach to the University and 
its goals. Provost Jennett indicated his willingness to help in any way 
that he could. 
II. Thursday, June 16, 1992. 
A. The Welfare Comnittee met with Jim Davis, Chair, Faculty Senate Finance 
Committee. 
1. Discussed several issues and concerns regarding faculty salaries, 
salaries of non-academic employees, and the apparent expansion of 
some units of the University. It was decided that a systematic
analysis of university growth and salary changes was needed. Davis 
agreed to work with the Welfare Committee to a) collect necessary 
information and b) to analyze this information. Davis agreed to send 
a letter to David Larsen requesting a copy of the CU Salary Roll. 
Vander Mey agreed to locate an organizational chart so that the 
Committees could chart growth patterns. The chart(s) are dated 1-31-
88. It was agreed that the Finance and Welfare Committees would meet 
at 1:00 p.m. Tuesday, July 14, 1992, to proceed with their analyses. 
2. Senator Rathwell continues to collect salary and budget information. 
The Committee inspected a report on salaries for faculty making $50,000
and higher, 1987-1991. It would be premature to draw conclusions (see 
paragraph above). 
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3. A faculty member requested that the Welfare Committee demand that the 
$400,000 allocated to Classified Employees be given to faculty instead. 
The Conmittee will not honor this request. 
• 
4. The Committee reviewed a raw draft of the letter to be sent to Deans 
and Department Heads as per the SACS recommendation and making a 
response to the Goals and Benchmarks. 
5. The Welfare Comnittee truly appreciates Senator Davis1 willingness 
to help slide them up the "learning curve" on matters related to budgets 
and salaries. The Committee looks forward to working with him and the 
rest of the Finance Comnittee on key questions regarding university 
growth patterns and patterns of salary allotments. 
III. June 30, 1992. 
A. Welfare Committee Meeting with the Policy Committee 
1. Reviewed and discussed each proposed change in grievance procedures 
(as per a proposal from John Harris, Chair of the Welfare Committee AY 
1991-1992). By consensus, all proposed changes except for the last 
one listed were rejected. The accepted change is as follows: 
p. 38 (Faculty Manual), last sentence in paragraph . . . The decision 
of the Provost shall be transmitted 
change to The decision and findings of the Provost shall be 
transmitted. 
2. By consensus, the members present agreed to make one additional 
change: 
p. 38 of the Faculty Manual, first sentence under "Protection of the 
Faculty Members and Others Involved in Grievance Procedures." 
All persons involved in grievance procedures shall be free.... 
change to All persons involved in grievance procedures, including 
the Grievance Board, shall be free.... 
3. By consensus, it was resolved that future proposals to change 
grievance procedures would be handled by and through the Policy 
Committee. 
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IV. July 14, 1992. 
A. Joint Meeting of the Welfare and Finance Conmittees. 
1 Studied Jim Rathwell's raw data summary of salary patterns for CU 
faculty and staff making over S50,000, 1987-1991. Asked that categorical
analyses be done. Senator Davis agreed to work on a similar analysis for 
employees making $30,000-50,000. 
V. July 28, 1992. 
A. The welfare and Finance Committees held a joint meeting. 
1. The members reviewed the preliminary analyses of salary information 
as per calculations and summaries by Jim Davis and Jim Rathwell. It 
was decided that a few more breakdowns of data categories were 
necessary. It also was decided that the analyses completed thus far 
are too preliminary to be distributed. 
2. Members received a copy of CU organizational charts dated January, 
1991. 
3. Department Heads have been returning workload distribution surrmaries 
to Vander Mey, as per her request on behalf of the Welfare Conmittee. 
(Sent from Provost Jennett's office.) 
4. There was general discussion about the outcome of the work done by 
the Salary Adjustments Committee. 
5. There was general discussion about administrative growth within 
academic units, where the money came from for raises during AY 1991-
1992 and FTEs per.academic unit. These discussions were phrased as 
questions that probably will be raised vis-a-vis growth and salary 
pattern findings. 
6. The Committees agreed that, given the small turn out, neither 
Committee should conduct official business until the school year 
resumes. 
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The next meeting of the Welfare Conmittee is scheduled for Tuesday, August 25, 
1992. in LL3. Time: 3:30 p.m. The Welfare Committee will meet with the 
Finance Committee. Members will review salary pattern analyses. Then, the 
Welfare Conmittee will have a separate meeting. All members should bring with 
them all requests from faculty that they have received over the summer. In 
addition, the Conmittee will discuss the status of the responses to the request 
for workload distribution information. 
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Policy Committee Report 
August 18, 1992 
The Policy Committee met June 11 and August 4. 
Todd May (Phil. & Rel.) presented several proposals for including non-discrimination clauses in the Faculty 
Manual. The committee did not recommend changing the Faculty Manual, but supports a resolution endorsing the 
AAUP position with respect to discrimination, p. 87 ofPolicy Documents &Reports. 1990 Edition. 
Farrell Brown presented concerns regarding the under-representation of female and minority students on 
committees ofthe Commission onGraduate Studies (p. 44, Faculty Manual). The committee will study this issue. 
Aresolution (excerpted from Senator Stringer's original resolution) requesting preservation ofthe Sheep Barn as 
a reminder of the University's past was approved for presentation to the Senate. 
President Baron has been requested to appoint an adhoc committee to further examine the possibilities for useof 
thesheep barn, including cost, financing possibilities, heat/air-conditioning (if needed), etc. 
We have been told that the "University Commencement Committee" that recommended two graduations next May is 
not the Graduation Ceremony Committee, which the Faculty Manual states "formulates and recommends policy 
related to academic ceremonies...." The committee requested President Baron to insure that the Faculty Manual is 
followed. 
The commute considered the following twoquestions suggested by the Provost: 
(1) Should Department heads and deans beallowed to run for Faculty Senate? 
(2) Should we have a policy that might allow for directed funding for endowed chairs for 
department heads and deans? 
It wasdecided that these, and other questions, shouldbediscussed with the Provost. 
Francis Canavan. Associate Vice-President for Public Affairs, met with the committee August 4 to discuss the 
problem ofcomplimentary copies oftext books, as it relates to the local bookstores. At the request of the Policy 
Committee, President Baron had written to Mr. Canavan, suggesting a letter to the three local bookstores in 
support of the Faculty Senate position on sale of complimentary copies of textbooks. After discussion with the 
committee, Mr. Canavan suggested that the procedure should be a resolution from the Senate, rather than a letter 
from him. Aresolution presented to the committee will be revised for submission to theSenate. 
The data processing on the social audit is neaft completion. Asummary of the data will soon be ready for 
distribution to the Faculty Senate and to the Provost and President. Copies will go to the Provost and President 
before distribution to the Faculty Senate membership. 
Aresolution strongly objecting to the proposed University-wide survey policy was approved. 
The next meeting of the Policy Committee is scheduled for 3 p.m. Monday, August 24. Please note that the time is 
one-half hour earlier than our usual meeting time. 
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MEMORANDUM 
TO: J- Charles Jennett, Provost 
FROM- Faculty Salary and Fringe Benefits Committee 







^Brenda Vander Mey 
be more competitive with other institutions. 
The enclosed report distributes $450,000 of .he $610 000 -££***£££ 
faculty salary studies except for the total amouut to be dtstnbuled. 
„was our understanding that we should direct•"-J-^S?££J3T-
line with those of peer hutitutau. ^"^"^JSrSSTu™ such variables asinstructors/lecturers were not included ™™^^^£££to. adjusts for past 
assesssffistt'ssfi i ***** -. 
We make a few specific recommendations for distribution: 
Sat money from one rank not be moved into another rank. 
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3. That college deans utilize other funds coming through their college for individual 
inequities in faculty salaries such as: 
a. Those returning from Sabbatical or leave and who 
were not counted because of the Oklahoma State 
University reporting guidelines. 
b. Those who were acting department heads or 
department heads. 
c. Other cases of low faculty salaries which were not 
otherwise covered in our calculations. 
The Committee gives special recognition to John Newton for his extreme helpfulness and to 
Herman Senter for his statistical work on the data. 
I 
m Attachment C 13 of 8) 
t 
SELECTED INSTITUTIONS IN SALARY STUDY 
IFORCLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
.. ,in University of North Carolina at Chapel Bill 
Auburn University V.AU 
Florida State University North Carolina State University at Raleigh 
Georgia Institute of Technology Cornell University (NY) 
, _ Clemson University (SC)
Unta^ersity of Georgia 
., . .. ,tkA University of South Carolina 
Pu due University UN; 
University of Tennessee at Knoxville 
University of Kentucky 
ti . „.. „ I -t-.. Texas A i. M University
Isiana State University 
University of Maryland at College Park University of Virginia 
 „ . Virginia Polytechnic Institute i. State UniverMi ligan State University virgini y 
.. • •,. West Virginia UniversityMississippi State University wesL vir* 
TOTAL INSTITUTIONS - 20 
„l0 State Unl».r.it, did not respond to the Oklahoma State University 1991 Faculty Salary Survey. 
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1992 FACULTY SALARY ADJUSTMENT RECOMMENDATIONS 
BY RANK AND COLLEGE, 
EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1992 
(Based on Fall 1991 Salary Survey) 
College Professor Associate Assistant Total 
Agriculture * 
Architecture 






















































Total Matching PSA Funds $ 81,954 $ 16,263 $ 16,591 $ 114,808 
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Attachment D (1 of 2) 
PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
AUGUST, 1992 
1. We have invited the President of the University, Dr. Max Lennon, to meet with the 
Senate at our meeting of September 8; the Provost, Dr. Charles Jennett, on October 13; the Vice 
President for Institutional Advancement, Dr. Gary Ransdell, on December 8; and the Vice 
President for Research, Dr. Jay Gogue on January 12. We have also invited the Chair of the 
Boardof Trustees, Mr. BillAmick, to meetwith us at our February or March meeting. I expect to 
devote 45 minutes of each meeting to a dialogue with our guests. We will make every effort to 
restrain ourselves and others during the remainder of our agenda. To make effective use of our 
time, I will ask each of our guests to make opening remarks limited to 15 minutes. We will then 
proceed with written questions. If you wish to submit a written question, send your question in 
duplicate to Senator Rollin. She and a second senator of her choosing will select those to be sent 
to our guest. Senator Rollin will not serve as an editor or censor, rather, she will sort to avoid 
duplication and try to choose those questions that can be answered within our time frame and those 
thatwill be of interest to the greatest number of the Senate. Senator Rollin will make copies of the 
questions available to us prior to the Senate meeting. Questions must be in Senator Rollin's office 
(315 Strode Tower) one week after the Senate meeting prior to our guest's appearance. Following 
written questions, we will ask our guest to take questions from the floor. 
2. The Clemson University Board of Trustees organized a three-day retreat with 
members of the University administration. The President of the Faculty Senate could not be there -
he wasn't invited. To date, the Senate's President has not been invited to the Provost's private 
meetingwith the CollegeDeans and theDirectorof the Library. 
3. We have invited the Board of Trustees to join us for breakfast on Saturday, 
September 12th, in the Shanklin Room of the Clemson House. Breakfast will be at 8:30 a.m. 
Upon receipt, please respond to your invitation as soon as possible. The cost of this event will be 
covered by the Vending Machine Committee, so please drink some extra cola between now and 
September 12th. 
4. Dean Waller is so pleased to have the "Books for the World" out of his basement 
that he has invited the entire Senate to dinner. He just doesn't yet know that he extended us the 
invitation. Our thanks to Professor Gloria Bautista for organizing the drive. Some 75 cartons of 
books were sent off. We also owe Professor Hassan Behery a great debt of thanks. We found to 
our dismay that it was to cost approximately $7,000 to ship the books. Senator Behery reached the 
cultural attache at the Egyptian Embassy who offered to take the books from us and see that they 
were delivered to people who could use them. Thank you, Hassan. 
5. An explanation from the President of the Senate regarding the resolution relating to 
the Department of Entomology: In December, 1991, the faculty in the Department of Entomology 
petitioned the administration of the College of Agriculture to appoint the Acting Department Head 
as the permanent Head without following the search process defined in the Faculty Manual. The 
Petition was signed by every faculty member in the department. The Petition was accepted by the 
College and University administration. The matter was brought to the attention of the 
Executive/Advisory Committee. The Committee asked*the Provost for details. We also invited 
two of the faculty members who initiated the Petition to meet with the Executive/Advisory 
Committee. The attached resolution is a result of our deliberations. 
Attachment D (2 of 2) 
6. Mr. Alan Godfrey, of the Budgets and Financial Planning Office, will conduct the 
second of our business seminars for faculty Senators on Thursday, September 17th at 3:30p.m. in 
a location to be announced. The third seminar entitled, "Institutional Private Revenues and Their 
Use," will be presented by Dr. Gary Ransdell, Vice President for Institutional Advancement, on 
Thursday, November 5th at 3:30p.m. 
7. Campaign to Fund the Centennial Professorship Update: Total now equals 
$ 94,515. 
8. In a memo to the Provost, Dean Waller expressed concern as to the availability of 
faculty during the Fall semester break to hear appeals from students dismissed as a result of the 
mid-semester check. At the August 3rd meeting of the Academic Council, I offered the services of 
the Faculty Senate in finding faculty to meet this need. Dr. Reel said it was not necessary. Dr. 
Lennon, then, assured me that the mid-year probationary check would be initiated this December. 
He advisedme to check with the Provost who, subsequently, indicated to me the mid-checkwould 
proceed At the Provost's Council meeting of August 10th, a motion was made to suspend the 
mid-year check. The motion was passed unanimously, less one. The motion is now on the 
agendaof theAcademicCouncil's September7thmeeting. 
9. Parking - The Provost's response to the Senate's resolution, To Uncouple the 
Charges of Parking and the Shuttle Bus System, is attached. A memorandum from Vice President 
Almeda Jacks relating to parking is attached. Ms. Jacks now has the responsibility for traffic and 
parking issues on the Clemson campus. 
10. Attached please find a legislative report on insurance costs. The statement indicates 
that the legislature has covered this year's increased insurance. Had they not, it certainly appears 
as if our increased health insurance costs would have exceeded our expected salary increase. 
What's going to happen next year? Is anyone concerned? I have asked the College of Nursing to 
consider a forum on this issue. I will also ask the Director of the Thurmond Institute if they might 
have an interest in examining this issue. 
11. There is high expectation that a four to six percent budget cut will be announced 
within this next week. If this does not occur at this time, there is concern that if there is no 
significant economic improvement, a budget cut will occur at mid year. 
Attachment E (1 of 1) 
RESOLUTION ON PROCEDURES FOR HIRING ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATORS 
FS92-8-1 P 
Whereas, twice in the recent past academic administrators have been appointed without 
following the procedures established in the Faculty Manual, and 
Whereas, in neither case did the University administration consider it important to justify its 
disregardfor the clearly statedFacultyManualprovision calling for the establishmentof searchand 
screeningcommittees and the other procedures for hiring academic administrators, and 
Whereas, such actions undermine the integrity of all hiring procedures established by joint 
action of the University administration and the Faculty Senate, and approved by the Board of 
Trustees, 
Resolved, that Page 24, Paragraph 1 of the Faculty Manual be revised as follows: 
...Such cases may be justified when a qualified individual may be promoted from within 
the institution, when time is of the essence, when University operations would suffer as a result of 
an interim appointment, or when a person is availablewho is uniquelyqualifiedfor a position. By 
their very nature, such cases are rare. Such an appointment must be made on an acting basis only, 
with the understanding that a proper search, including adherence to all affirmative action 
guidelines, will be conducted as soon as possible. The acceptability of such cases... 
(The clause to be deleted, the sentence to be added) 
This resolution was passed by the 
Faculty Senate on August 18,1992. 
Attachment F (1 of 1) 
RESOLUTION TOPRESERVE THEARCHITECTURAL INTEGRITY OFTHESHEEP BARN 
FS92-8-2 P 
Whereas, the preservation of Clemson University's agricultural traditions plays an 
important role in defining theUniversity of the future; and 
Whereas, the Clemson University Sheep Bam is the last architectural manifestation of this 
historic past, 
Resolved, that the architectural integrity of the Sheep Bam be preserved as a reminder of 
the University's past. 
This resolution was passed by the 
Faculty Senate on August 18,1992. 
Attachment G (1 of 1) 
Policy Committee Resolutions 
August 18, 1992 
Resolution 1: 
fiesotad. the administration be requested to affirm its support of the AAUP statement on 
discrimination. 
Attachment H (1 of 1) 
RESOLUTION OF AFFIRMATION TO SUPPORT THE AAUP STATEMENT ON 
DISCRIMINATION 
FS92-8-3 P 
Resolved, the Faculty Senate affirms its support of the AAUP statement that 
"discrimination on a basis not demonstrably related to the job function involved, including but not 
limited to age, sex, physical handicap, race, religion, national origin, marital status, or sexual or 
affectional preference" isimproper practice inan academic community. 
Resolved, the Faculty Senate requests the administration to affirm its support of the 
AAUP statement on incrimination. 
This resolution was passed by the 
Faculty Senate on August 18,1992. 
,'' 
? Attachment I (1 of 1) 
UNIVERSITY-WIDE SURVEY POLICY 
The policy below is intended to insure that the surveys of the university community provide relevant dataJorplanning processes and that the cost, both monetary and human, is maintained at an acceptabk, level As the 
number and scope of surveys increase, the likelihood exists for university-w.de duplication of efforts and a 
reduction in response rates resulting from individuals being asked to compete a large number of surveys. 
The University Assessment Committee recommends the policy below for all surveys involving program
evaluation wrth respondents beyond the immediate unit from which the survey originated^ That is, an 
academic department or division would be free to circulate a survey among its own members a any time.However rfa department, college or division were to seek responses from faculty, staff, students or alumn. 
from other departments, colleges or divisions, then the policy below must be followed. 
The policy will be used solely for program evaluation. Any evaluation involving research must be sent to 
ln«onal Review Board (IRB), D-140 Poole Agricultural Center (656-5034), for rev,ew and approval. 
1. 
The Office of Institutional Research (OIR) will, upon request, assist any academic or administrative unit 
on campus with the development of questionnaires. Assistance will be limited to recommendations 
regarding format, content, scoring/analysis design, and identification of target audiences. 
2. 
At least twenty (20) days prior to circulation, submit adraft of the survey to the Office of Institutional 
Research to: 
a. Prevent duplication of existing data 
b Assist with recommendations regarding content and format 
c. Help determine if survey needs approval from Institutional Review Board office 
Submit the results of each survey along with afinal copy of the instrument to the Office of Institutional 
Research as soon as the results are compiled to be maintained for future reference. 
The Director of Assessment will inform the University Assessment Committee of these surveys on a 
regular basis. 
Beainnina in 1993 the University will survey faculty and staff every three years to gather their opinions on 




SEPTEMBER 8, 1992 
1. Call to Order. PresidentBaroncalled themeeting to order at 3:33p.m. 
2. Approval ofMinutes. TheMinutes of theFaculty Senate Meeting dated August 18,
1992 were approved as written. 
3. Special Order of the Dav. A. Max Lennon, President of Clemson University,
shared his current perceptions of important items. Nine colleges are now involved in developing a 
planning and assessment model, which involves planning strategically in an academic setting.
Continuous improvement will be associated with that activity, and ultimately, everyone will be 
involved in one way or another. Certain people will be identified to assist in developing strategies 
to achieve our goals. Dr. Lennon believes that this process is fundamental because in his 
judgement, most successful land grant institutions in the next century will look different. It is 
possible Clemson may re-organize in order to achieve these goals. The problem at Clemson is not 
the people, but the organization that is in their way. Continuous improvement will force us to look 
at teaming and how to work across the institution in order to accomplish goals and soften 
constraints. The experience is that this process works. We are asking Clemson University to be 
aware that we have a very aggressive strategic planning process in motion, and we now have our 
priorities. Drivers include the budget and the permanent restructuring in the world economy. We 
have to develop the environment where faculty and students will want to be. 
President Lennon introduced David R. Larson, Vice President for Business & 
Finance, and each responded to questions from the Faculty Senate which were previously
submitted. Questions and answers are on file in the Faculty Senate Office, and are available upon 
Committee had met and considered a proposal from the Commission on Undergraduate Studies 
request. 
4. Committee Reports 
a. Committee Reports 
Scholastic Policies Committee. Senator Alan Schaffer reported that this 
regarding the proposal of a plus/minus grading system. The Committee voted to support this 
grading system with the proviso to include an A+ grade. 
Senator Schaffer then introduced a Resolution on Admissions Policy
(Attachment A). Following the unanimous passage of a two-thirds vote to bring resolution to the 
floor of the Senate, discussion followed. Senator John Huffman moved to table resolution which 
was seconded. Vote to table was taken, and failed. Vote to accept resolution was taken and passed 
(FS92-9-1 P). 
Welfare Committee. Senator Brenda Vander Mey referred to Welfare 
Committee Notes dated August, 1992 (Attachment B). 
Finance Committee. Senator James Davis submitted the Finance Committee 
Report (Attachment C), and noted that this Report was for informational purposes only. 
Policy Committee. Senator Eleanor Hare referred to Policy Committee 
Report dated September 8, 1992 (Attachment D), and urged senators to share Findings of the 
Faculty Survey with colleagues. 
Research Committee. Senator Bill Bridges brought forward, as an 
information item, the memorandum regarding the restructuring of URGC and the Provost Awards 
(Attach (Attachment E), and asked that any comments be directed to him. 
b. University Commissions and Committees 
Facilities Planning Committee - Senate Alternate Joanne Deeken reported
that this Committee had a first reading andwaived a second reading on the disposal of radioactive 
waste, and requested that any knowledge or feelings to share be given to her. 
5. President's Report. President Baron referred to the President's Report dated 
September, 1992 (Attachment F). Additional items President Baron discussed included: 
(1) the Academic Council had voted to suspend the Mid-Year Check indefinitely
(during discussion Jason Elliott, President of the Student Body, referred to people who may be 
suspended and have been at Clemson at least three semesters as "dead-wood". Mr. Elliott and two 
additional students ontheCouncil voted against suspension ofpolicy); 
(2) the faculty in Agricultural Sciences are part of a faculty and we support their 
difficulties and want to assist. The people in Extension are going through a painful process now 
which should be impacted by all. A newspaper stated that there might be a need for furloughs in 
January. An Extension Director said that a furlough would not mean a reduction in work, but a 
reduction in pay. That's unacceptable. PresidentBaron's proposal wouldbe thatExtension should 
take the furlough days as days where Extension simply closes down. If the pain of a furlough is 
felt only at the University and makes no impact across the state, then we can expect to have this 
every year. 
6. Old Business 
a. President Baron encouraged senators to attend the Board of 
Trustees/Faculty Senate Breakfast on Saturday, September 12,1992 at 8:30 a.m. 
7. New Business 
a. President Baron informed the Senate that calls for nominations for the Class 
of '39 Award for Excellence have been mailed to the Deans and Department Heads, and that 
information regarding thisAwardmaybe obtainedfrom theFacultySenateOffice. 
b. Senator Hare submitted from the Policy and Welfare Committees three 
Faculty Manual changes (Attachment G) to be considered by the Senate. A vote was taken on each 
individual change, and all passed. 
8. Adjournment. President Baron adjourned the meeting at 5:46 p.m. 
j
J>. ~U^: 
Lucy Rollin, Secretary 
Cathy Toth Sturkie, Staff Secretary 
Senators Absent: W. Stringer, J. Liburdy (D. Leigh attended), R. Williams 
J. Waldvogel attended) 
I 
I 
Attachment A (1 of 1) 
Scholastic Policty Commttee 
Resolution on Admissions Policy 
"Students failing to meet this minimum may be 
admitted upon approval of the Admissions Excep 
tion Sub-Committee. Students rejected by the 
Sub-Committee may appeal to the President of 
the University who may accept or reject their 
application." 
Attacliment B (1 of 2) 
Welfare Committee 
August, 1992 
The Welfare Committee met with the Finance Committee on Tuesday, Almost 25, 1992, 
at 3:30 p.m. in LL3 of Cooper Library. 
1 By consensus, it was agreed that JJm Rathwell's report "JfSJSf8^1
SlarTes ($50,0004) by Categories, 1988 and 1991" (see attached) and 
Jim Davis' report "An Analysis nf D^tlgot Changes" were ready to be 
released. (Davis* report appears inthe Finance Committee minutes.) 
2 Holly Ulbrlch sent mlftter to Senator Vender Key asking that the
Sl2r« SSttw review and evaluate the use of emeritus faulty and 
the rights and privileges accorded them. At the present time, Wjo_,
S^ltvSnuat cp. 21) indicates that emeritus faculty can participate
fully in a^faculty Stings. In addition, tteU^»lgJ-^Jjgj,
emeritus faculty to use ** many of its services •*>«*"*£••1CS~-
Thus, emeritus faculty can be given office space if »^ *?J^^J^ 
. for instance. Emeriti faculty can be granted P£*2 ***"*??!' 2 °£
Fike facilities for a reduced f*», and so on. The only cond t on for
these privilege to that they are not to "exert undue financial burdens 
upon the University." 
Given the economic press now apparently upon ^^y^11^^JJlfj!*Coimuttee has postponed responding to Professor Ulbrlch. The Committee
asks that each^enator ask his/her constituents for input regarding this 
matter. 
3. The Cotrmlttee postponed responding to arequest that the f^J******
re-examined. A^rently, two faculty members are c°£«^0^£*^
hand smoke in buildings with closed HVAC systems. More ^formation about
health hazards from second-hand smoke and other el«r«nts in^ the air in 
buildings with closed HVAC system? and inoperable windows «™*J*
studiedbeforc any conclusions are reached. CarxejMy^***•**"« *"<*
permits smoking in enclosed private offices. The PolicyJPP"" }» full 
iTciemson's f>fnnn»l Policies and Badfltttti Manual, Section VIII, 
Subject C, Page 3. 
4. There was ageneral discussion about responding to ^"f*^"*"_"J"*
for input on the possibility of RtFs. Persons in »»«*»» S!lnSi2
their responses tohlm. There v«s, however, aperception that more informa 
tion was also needed. 
The next meeting of the Welfare Committee is scheduled for Tuesday, September 22, 
1992, at 3:30 p.m. in LL3, Cooper Library. 
Attachment: "Faculty/Staff Salaries ($50,000*) by Categories, 1988 and 1991. 
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Attachment B (2 of 2) 
F»cwlty/$t»ff SaUHn ($50,000+) by C»t»goMe». 1988 199V 
19911987 GROSS AVER CROSS PERCENT AVER CHC
tO. CROSS AVE* NO 
SAURY SALARY CHANCE CHANCE Pf» ™ 
SALARY SALARYPOSITION 
ACT OH/ASSIC PROP 0 
ACT OH/PROF 2 
ALUM! PROF 10 
ASSY DtRRAECT 0 
ASSOC OtR 2 
ASSOC PtOF * 
ASSOC DEAN 3 
ASSOC VT> 5 
ASST DEAN 1 
ASST bit * 
ASST ON/PROF 3 
ASS W/ 0 
ASST PROF 0 
ASST TO OEAN 0 
ASST VP 0 
ATHLETIC COACH 5 
CO EXT 01* 0 
COORDINATOR 1 
DATA PtOC Rfll II 0 
DEAN/PROF ♦ 
OEPT MO/ASSOC PROF 0 
DEPT HO/LECT 3 
OEPT HD/PROF 21 
OIK/ RON ACADEMIC 0 
DIR/ACADEHIC 2 
DIRECTOR 10 
D1ST EXT DIR/ASSOC 2 
ENOOUEO CHAIR * 
EMC ASSOC/ 0 
EXEC ASST TO PRES 2 
cxt assoc i 




NAMED PROF 10 




RES DIR 5 
ST EXT LOR/ASSOC P 1 
STU AFF/STU SER 1 
VICE PROV * 
SUPV CRANTS 0 












































































































































































































































































































































•SOURCE: Offlet of Institution*! Rtwrch, Ct«««on Unfvtr*tty. 
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Attachnent B (2 oi 2) 
Faculty/Staff Salaries C$50.000O by Catasoried. 1988 and 1991* 
19911967 
PERCENT AVER CHGCROSS AVER C»OSSCROSS AVER NO 
CHANCE P£B Y*SALARY SALARY CHANCESALARY SALARYPOSITION 
ERR ERR2 112293 561*7 561470ACT OK/ASSIC PROF 0 2*.3*X 4,87*68973 13503* 275891
2 110939 55*70ACT OH/PROF 
8171 14.18* 2,84*6578018 118*0*110 576090 57609AlUMi PROF ERR50800 ERR1 50800 50800 
ASST DIRR/LECT 0 0 
18.68X 3.7*X 
57530 * 273111 68278 107*8 2 115060ASSOC DIR 
53607 -3623* •6.33X -1.27X57 30555714 228918 57230ASSOC PROF 
ERR ERRERR ERR 
3 196993 6566* 0ASSOC DEAN 
16*69 30.76* 6.15X910151 700125 267712 535*2 13ASSOC VP 10.41X 2.08X5*551 57863 578631 52408 52*08ASST DEAN 16.18X 3.2** 
6 461258 76876 10706 4 26*680 66170ASST DIR 16.75X 3.35X10563* 294439 73610189141 63047ASST DN/PROF 3 ERR61370 ERR* 245479 6137000ASS HD/ 45170 ERR ERR
16 722726 *51700 0ASST PROF ERR18*797 61599 61599 ERR 
0 0 3ASST TO DEAN 
ERR ERR 
0 0 1 63503 
63503 63503 
ASST VP -4.BOX -0.96*-315522 1377750 62625 5 328900 65780ATHLETIC COACH 
ERR52783 ERR 
0 0 158350 52783 CO EXT DIR ERRERR ERR ERR 
1 60000 60000COORDINATOR ERR55246 ERR110*92 552*6
0 00ATA PROC NGR II 
18517 24.63X *.93X 
676509 75168 11 1030528 9368* DEAN/PROF 9 
59818 59818 ERR ERR2 119635
OEPT MO/ASSOC PROF 0 0 
6597 11.*8X 2.30*5 32033* 6*0673 172*10 57470DEPT HD/LECT 
12096 18.07X 3.61X46 3636275 7904921 1*06019 66953OEPT HO/PROF ERR56620 ERR11 622821 56620DIR/ RON ACADEMIC 0 0 2.87*14.3**
56871 16 10*0*10 65026 8155 2 1137*2DIR/ACADEMIC 
47.57* 9.51X191488 957*4 30862 
10 6*8820 6*882 201 RECTOR -28.78X -5.76*397*5 •1606355808 3 11923501ST EXT DIR/ASSOC 2 111615 
15.70X 3.H*11622513857 856*34 296085 7*021 6ENDOUEfi CHAIR 
ERR ERR16855* 56185 56185 0 0 3ENC ASSOC/ 
170*3 29.48* 5.90*149692 7*8*62 115607 57804 2EXEC ASST TO PRES 
10.94* 2.19* 
50544 2 112150 56075 5531 1 505*4EXT ASSOC 
ERR ERR
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Report of Finance Committee 
September 1992 
Analysis of Budget Changes 
(in thousands) () = decreases 
1990-91 vs. 1991-92 
Unrestricted Funds 
Basic E & G $ 1,586 
Ag. Exp. Station 384 
Coop. Ext. Service (930) 
Regulatory and Pub. Service (51) 
Livestock & Poultry Health 10 
Forest and Recreation Resources (131) 
State Energy Program (9) 
Bioengineering Alliance (3) 
Total Unrestricted $ 856 
Auxiliary Enterprises 5,751 
Restricted Funds 304 
Subtotal* $6,911 
Capital Improvements 22,828 
Debt Service 422 
Total Budget Change $30,161 
♦Breakdown One Dollar Chanqe Percent Chanqe 
Classified Salaries $ 2,780 4.8% 
Unclassified Salaries 3,710 4.5 
Graduate Assistants (576) -5.5 
Salaries & Wages, Other (127) -1.9 
Fringe Benefits 1,517 4.9 
Travel (584) -7.9 
Supplies (1,137) -1.5 
Scholarships, Fellowships & Grants 1,545 16.3 
Equipment (2,200) -16.1 
Special Codes (323) -20.2 
Mandatory Transfers 481 15.0 
Nonmandatory Transfers 1,179 359.4 
Total $6,911 2.3 
Special Codes - Professional Development, P. Plant services to user depts. 
Mandatory Transfers - Required by state statute, e.g., student fees to plant 
funds, percent of revenue to debt services, etc. 
Nonmandatory Transfers - from one fund group to another, e.g., to E&G from 
Auxiliary Services when shortfalls occur. 





Research, Ag. Exp. Station 19 
Extension & Public Service 90 
Extension & Pub. Ser. Cooperative (684) 
Extension & Pub. Ser. Regulator (104) 
Academic Support (521) 
Dept. Administration 408 
Student Services (435) 
Institutional Support (915) 
Physical Plant 552 
Scholarships and Fellowships 568 
Nonmandatory Transfers (1,289) 
Auxiliary enterprises 5,932 
Total $6,911 
Research 




Research, Ag. Exp. Station N/A 
Total Research 25,335 
Extension & Public Service N/A 
Extension & Pub. Ser. Cooperative N/A 
Extension & Pub. Ser. Regulator N/A 
Total Extension and Public Service 12,869 
Academic Support N/A 
Dept. Administration N/A 
Total Academic Support 14,424 
Student Services 1,420 
Institutional Support 2,428 
Physical Plant 6,404 
Scholarships and Fellowships 4,665 
Nonmandatory Transfers N/A 
Auxiliary enterprises 23,054 
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Policy Committee Report 
-September8, 1992 
The Policy Committee metAugust 17 andAugust 24. 
The Findings of the Faculty Survey has been distributed to President Lennon, Provost Jennett, Deans, Department 
Heads, Faculty Senators and Alternates (both 1991-92 and 1992-93). At President Lennon s request, copies 
have also been sent to the Board of Trustees, the Strategic Planning Committee, and the Leadership Development 
Council. The Findings of the Faculty Survey was printed on recycled paper (except for a few copies printed on 
borrowed paper, which was replaced with recycled paper). The study was completed without the use of direct 
public funds. 
The Committee discussed the purchase of textbooks clearly marked "Complimentary Copy - Not for Resale" by the 
Clemson University Bookstore. A resolution dealing with this problem has been sent to the Bookstore Committee 
for comment. 
The next meeting of the Policy Committee is scheduled for 3 p.m. Tuesday, September 15. in the conference room of 
Cooper Library. Please note that the time is one-half hour earlier than our usual meeting time. Dr. Tom Keinath, 
Dean of the College of Engineering, has been invited to meet with us to discuss chaired professorships 
Atta<dment E (1 of 2) 
College of Sciences 
CLSMSON 
UltlVCIUilTT 
OFFICE OF THE DEAN 
-
April 15, 1992 
MEMORANDUM 
To: Charles Jennett, Provost 
From: University Research Grants Committee -0K*U. 
Re: Restructuring of URGC and Provost Awards 
After more than a year of deliberations, drafts, consultations, and iterations, the 
University Research Grants Committee would like to propose several fundamental changes
to the organization and implementation of the URGC and Provost Awards programs.
Although the past programs have been extremely valuable in fostering research scholarship
at Clemson, we believe that there are several improvements in efficiency and quality that 
can further enhance those programs. These proposed changes and implementation strategies 
are described below. 
Provost Awards for Scholarly Achievement 
Each Spring, a competition will be held for up to ten Provost Awards for Scholarly
Achievement. These awards are not for lifetime achievement, but are to be based upon a 
recent, well-specified, and distinct scholarly accomplishment, as documented by impact on 
the professional field and scholarly community. The awards will be $1,000 cash prizes, to 
be accompanied by a plaque or medallion and awards banquet, and if possible by named 
recognition at the May commencement. 
Early each Spring semester a call for nominations will be circulated among all 
Deans, Department Heads, and faculty. Candidates may be self-nominated, although
Department Head and Dean signatures will be required on the application cover page. An 
application will consist of a cover page and no more than two pages of text describing the 
nominee's distinctive achievement, and with attached supporting materials as appropriate
(documentation of peer recognition, professional prizes or awards, citations, and external 
reviews). In addition, at least three letters from professional colleagues should be included 
attesting to the merit and importance of the nominee's scholarly contribution. 
A selection committee will be comprised of one representative from each College, 
with the representative appointed to a three-year term by the College Dean. Committee 
members will not be eligible for the award. Furthermore, named and distinguished 
professorships, having already received the University's highest honor for scholarly 
achievement, also will be ineligible (and therefore are preferred representatives from 
Colleges with such a faculty member). A faculty member can be nominated for this 
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Attachment F (1 of 2) 
PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
SEPTEMBER, 1992 
1. Dr. Hassan Behery is home and doing well. He recently spent some "vacation" 
time in Anderson Memorial Hospital as a result of heart distress, not the amorous kind. We wish 
Hassan goodcheeranda speedy recovery. Hecan receive madphone calls andvisitors. 
2. The Faculty Survey has been compiled by the Policy Committee and released. 
Copies of the survey were sent to the President, Provost, Faculty Senators '91-'92 and '92-'93,
Deans and Department Heads. They were not sent to each faculty member. I suggest that each 
colleges' Senate delegation make arrangements to see that each faculty member in their college
receives at least the first pages of the Survey. 
3. From the Athletic Council: The Admissions and Scholarships sub-Committee of 
the Athletic Council reviewed the average GPR for each of the University's intercollegiate athletic 
teams. The Committee reported to the Council, that for scholarship athletes, five teams had 
average GPR's that exceeded the average GPR of the Student Body. These teams were described 
as exceptional. There were seven teams that had average GPR's for scholarship athletes that were 
near or approaching the grade point average of the Student Body. These teams were described as 
acceptable. Two teams, men's football and basketball, had average GPR's for their scholarship
athletes, which were significantly below that of the Student Body's. These records were deemed 
unacceptable. Amotion was introduced bytheChair of theCommittee which called onthe coaches 
of the Men's Football and Basketball teams to take actions to improve the situation and to provide a
writtenresponse by the end of the Fall semester, 1992. 
4. From the Provost's Council: At the August 24 meeting of the Provost's Council,
the University Assessment Committee reported on the CHE Component 15 Assessment of 
Administrative and Financial Processes and Performance. Dr. Trapnell advised the Council that the 
Assessment Committee would be choosing or developing an assessment process for 
administrators, including deans and department heads, which would make use of a subordinate 
questionnaire. The Council voted to accept the proposed procedure. A pilot program, with the 
evaluation of two department heads, using a standardized questionnaire, hopefully, will take place
this academic year. A concern that I have is as to the rigor of the evaluation process for 
administrators. In the first run-through in developing assessment programs for individual 
departments, Dr. Maxwell chastised the faculty and returned to us, our proposed assessment 
programs, because they were not sufficiently specific or rigorous in either goals and benchmarks,
or in the assessment procedure. It seems to me the proposed assessment of administrators lacks 
the rigor that was expected of departmental programs. 
There was a discussion of confidentiality of peer review files. No conclusion was 
reached.
5. Attached is the final report of the Salary Adjustment Committee. I would suggest
that you distribute copies of this report toall of the faculty inyour college. 
6. President's Cabinet - Budgetary Comments: At thePresident's Cabinet Meeting of 
August 24, Dr. Lennon advised the Cabinet that the University's E&G Budget would be cut by 3.3 
million dollars, and Extension's, by 1.2 million dollars. Heasked whether wewould prefer to see 
the University's budgeted salary adjustment monies used for that purpose or retained to offset a
possible reduction of personnel necessitated by the budgetary shortfall. It was for this reason I
requested an opinion from each Senator on this issue. The opinions from the Senate appear to be 
1 
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evenly split between the two given alternatives. At a subsequent meeting with the President I 
reminded him that under Grievance Procedure I, a matter of State Law, that faculty terminated due 
to financial exigency had to be given twelve months' notice. This would make reduction of faculty
an ineffective process to accommodate this year's budget crisis. This procedure may also preclude
furloughs. This interpretation of State Law was substantiated by Mr. Dick Simmons of the
University Personnel Office. Recognizing that faculty could not be immediately terminated, I have
suggested to the President and Provost that staff not be terminated for the specific purpose of
meeting this year's budgetary crisis. I have spent several hours with the senators in Agriculture
We met with Mr. Whitmire and Mr. Gable to discuss the financial crisis in the PSA budgetary
process. During one of our meetings, I was told that Extension is continuing to advertise for a 
number of positions presently unfilled. I informed both the President and the Provost of this 
situation and suggested that they consider freezing these positions. I will suggest to both ofthem 
at future meetings that all faculty and staff hiring be temporarily frozen until such hirings can be 
rejusuned. It would seem appropriate for the faculty to offer suggestions for budgetary restraint 
and savings. In fact, several of you have already done so. Let me suggest that you direct
proposals of this sort directly to the President and the Provost as the matter is rather urgent
Please copy your proposals to me. Let me suggest that your proposals be specific, succinct and 
positive in attitude. Telling the Provost that you can do without your dean probably won't get a 
favorable response. * 6 
f.u J' • I-have i£YitelM?\,Jason E1Uott' Student Body President; Ms. Sandy Smith, Chair
ofthe Commission on Classified Staff; Frank Bartek, Graduate Student Association President- and 
i^arry Hudson, President of the Extension Senate to join us at our Breakfast with the Board of 
Trustees. Please be especially nice to Jason. On more than one occasion I have suggested to him 
that this would be a marvelous place to work if we could get rid of the students He has
responded by suggesting that there might be less ofa need for faculty if there were no students 
He does have a point. 
8. The Provost will meet with us at our October meetings. Please forward written 
questions to Senator Rollin. 
•i ui9"r Ihave m" *** me Ubrary faculty and the Faculty Senators in Agriculture. I am
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evenly split between the two given alternatives. At a subsequent meeting with the President, I 
reminded him that under Grievance Procedure I, a matter of State Law, that faculty terminated due 
to financial exigency had to be given twelve months' notice. This would make reduction of faculty 
an ineffective process to accommodate this year's budget crisis. This procedure may also preclude 
furloughs. This interpretation of State Law was substantiated by Mr. Dick Simmons of the 
University Personnel Office. Recognizing that faculty could not be immediately terminated, I have 
suggested to the President and Provost that staff not be terminated for the specific purpose of 
meeting this year's budgetary crisis. I have spent several hours with the senators in Agriculture. 
We met with Mr. Whitmire and Mr. Gable to discuss the financial crisis in the PSA budgetary 
process. During one of our meetings, I was told that Extension is continuing to advertise for a 
number of positions presently unfilled. I informed both the President and the Provost of this 
situation and suggested that they consider freezing these positions. I will suggest to both of them 
at future meetings that all faculty and staff hiring be temporarily frozen until such hirings can be 
rejustified. It would seem appropriate for the faculty to offer suggestions for budgetary restraint 
and savings. In fact, several of you have already done so. Let me suggest that you direct 
proposals of this sort directly to the President and the Provost as the matter is rather urgent.
Please copy your proposals to me. Let me suggest that your proposals be specific, succinct and 
positive in attitude. Telling the Provost that you can do without your dean probably won't get a 
favorable response. 
7. I have invited Mr. Jason Elliott, Student Body President; Ms. Sandy Smith, Chair 
of the Commission on Classified Staff; Frank Bartek, Graduate Student Association President; and 
Larry Hudson, President of the Extension Senate to join us at our Breakfast with the Board of 
Trustees. Please be especially nice to Jason. On more than one occasion I have suggested to him 
that this would be a marvelous place to work if we could get rid of the students. He has 
responded by suggesting that there might be less of a need for faculty if there were no students. 
He does have a point. 
8. The Provost will meet with us at our October meetings. Please forward written 
questions to Senator Rollin. 
9. I have met with the Library faculty and the Faculty Senators in Agriculture. I am 
available for meetings with other faculty groups. 
Attachment G (1 of 1) 
Policy/Welfare Committees 
Proposed Changes to the Faculty Manual 
September 8, 1992 
(l) In Part V. Grievance Procedures, C. Faculty Grievance Procedure II, 
3. Procedure, Sections a and b (p. 36) currently read: 
"a. A faculty member with a grievance shall first meet with the department 
head ... b. If the matter cannot be resolved at the level of the academic 
department, the faculty member shall meet with the dean ..." 
Append to paragraph b: 
"In the case of non-reappointment or of denial of tenure, the requirements to 
meet with the Department Head and the Dean are waived." 
(2) Section f, (p. 38), should be changed to read: (addition is underlined) 
"Upon receipt of the Hearing Panel's recommendation, the Provost shall 
review the matter, requesting any persons involved to provide additional 
information as needed. The Provost shall render a final decision no later than 
fifteen days after the receipt of the Panel's recommendation. The decision and 
findings of the Provost shall be transmitted in writing to the faculty member, 
the Hearing Panel, and other parties directly concerned." 
O) Section 6. Protection of the Faculty Members and Others Involved in 
Grievance Procedures, (p. 38), should be changed to read: (addition is 
underlined) 
"all persons involved in grievance procedures, including the Grievance 
Board, shall be free... " 
QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
DR. LENNON'S VISIT 
FACULTY SENATE MEETING 
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, 1992 
1. Recently, local newspapers have quoted Vice President Larson as saying that the 
administrative portion ofClemson University has already sustained "major hits" asaresult 
ofstate budget reductions, and that there is little ornoroom forfurther cost savings in 
administrative areas. Thus, says Larson, the academic activities of the University must 
now be cut, resulting in fewer classes of larger size. 
a) Couldyouplease specifically identifythose"major hits" whichthe administrative
budgethas taken, andmakea case forwhyno furthercuts arepossible? 
David Larson: That comment refers to, I don't know howfamiliar you are 
with the way the budget is put together, categories, such as they are and how they are spread
amongst the colleges. Has there been a lot of information shared about that? In July 1 we 
obviously implemented a series of cuts and last fiscal year we implemented series of cuts. My
comments today will refer to the fact that in every case those cuts were tiered in a way that the 
percentage reductions were much higher in the administrative areas throughout the University,
including the deans' offices, the President's budget, my budget, and so on. The lower percentage
of cuts impacted the college. To give you a specific example, there is also another side to the 
equation, that the cuts that we are experiencing now are so sizable, that there is really not much 
way to avoid cutting all parts of the campus. That doesn't mean the administrative units are not 
being cut more...!'II give you some specific examples. In July 1 when we cut the budget, prior to 
this latest cut, there were small cuts in the colleges totaling about $600,000, just the colleges
themselves. The administrative units considerably more than that, dollar-wise and percentage
wise. That's only the tip of the iceberg. At the same time, 1.3 million dollars in research money 
was added to the college budgets. $470,000 infunds have been added to the college budgetsfor 
additional enrollment, and there was a small discretionary account available to the Provost for 
about $300,000. My point is, as of July 1, in the college setting there was almost 2 million 
dollars in positive additions and a cut of$600,000. The net was positive. I'm not saying that's a 
lot ofmoney, I'm just quoting the numbers. Administrative cuts were justcut. They do not come 
out of the positive numbers. That was quite intentional. All along the cuts have been tiered,
lower percentages were in the colleges, higher percentages were in the administrative areas, and 
any of the positive allocations all bottomed out...enrollment, what we call the enrollment 
management fund, innovation fund. None of those go to any administrative units. Research 
money, 90-something percent of the 25 %money goes to the colleges. With this latest cut, ifyou
look atit in total, the tiering effect, total cuts nowfor thisfiscal year, the low is25% and the high
is 5%. All lowpercentages are in the colleges. Thefive percent is all in the administrative units. 
At the same time there is still that positive addition to the academic area, now the net effect of that 
is about zero right now, in the academic area, whereas the administrative cuts are definitely in 
negative numbers. There are two things at work that's in the budget. This is why I made that 
statement. Not to say that the administrators can't be cut. The range of these cuts is 25-5%. 
You've got these tiering percentages, with the lower percentages always being in the college area, 
the higher the percentage is always from administration. The positive allocations for research, 
enrollment and so on exceptfor salary adjustments for classified staff, all have to do with the 
academic area. In thepast, thosepositive allocations were canceled outin total. The impact of the 
cut, that's no longer true. These cuts arefinally so deep, thatwe will actually see a reduction in 
the academic area. That's a first, that hasn't happened before. In thepriorfiscal year there was 
over 15 million dollars inresearch allocations and that cancels out the net effect. I'm not saying it 
doesn't impact every college, but this is the first time when all of a sudden there is a net reduction 
in the academic area ofcollege. 
Bill Baron: You mentioned$400,000 thatwas addedfor tuition, or to the colleges for instruction. 
Our enrollment is approximately 200-300 students more than we had anticipated. Two hundred 
students would bring in about $400,000, so that additional money was essentially needed for 
instructional resources that had not been plannedfor orpredicted beforehand. So, I think it is a 
little unfair to saythe colleges were getting some additional money. 
Larson: I'm not trying to diminish the impact of the cuts on anybody. Whether they had zero 
change ofdollars with an increase in activity, I'm not aware ofthat. I know there is considerable 
differences among the colleges because some college. Some colleges had plus and minus' 
enrollment. Some college did not perceive a positive increase through the research money, and 
therefore didn't get any from the research allocation. The cuts are serious all over campus. I'm 
just trying to make a point that just by looking at the cash flows, the negatives are on the 
administrative side, considerably higher. 
Rathwell: Howdoes the balancing in cuts come now basedon the growth over the lastfour or 
five years of the administration. Are you saying these cuts were based on the fact...there are 
people who have indicated the administration has grown more rapidly over the lastfive years, than 
has the colleges, so the impact of the cuts to the administration are probably less cut than the 
impact to the colleges because the administration has grown rapidly. In 1987, we had five 
associate v.p.s and today we have 13;we had twelve directors and wehave 27 now. 
Larson: The way that the cuts were determined, the tiering as I call it, David Maxwell called it 
progressive taxation system. What we did for each college and each administrative institutional 
support which is the broad definition of institutional costs, physical plant, and academic support,
those were our categories. We specifically looked at theformula dollars generatedfor those units,
and looked at the actual dollars they were receiving internally, deducted their research money so 
we could see what each college, or what I refer to as each budget center was receiving as a share 
ofstate appropriations...we then calculated an internal percent offormulafunding to seewho was 
better off, or worse off. Who was doing better in regards, the money was being generated to the 
institution. That behavior rangedfrom a low of 68% formula to a high of 86% offormula. That 
percentage was used as a basis for breaking the cuts into four tiers and varying percentages and 
the higher your percentage offormula funding, which deals back to administrative units, resulted 
in a much higher cut. Ifyou feel that those increases on administrative costs over the last few 
years have been unjustified, then you're right, maybe the net of that is about the same. You're 
cutting a higherpercentage, ofa higher number. 
Lennon: I would suggest that some of these issues need to be separated. You need to invite 
David back to talk atmore length than we will today about administrative growth or issues in his 
area. It's all in here, the numbers are all there, and if it can't be defended then we need to know. 
Also, I think you need to invite Gary Ransdell because his area has also been criticized by some 
faculty. Some people that were called something else are now called associate and assistant vice
presidents, or whatever. On the other hand, I've added people very deliberately. We need to 
better understand what they do and what has happened, and then we'll make ajudgment. 
Larson: I might add that recent studies done, I want to know as vice president where the growth
incurred in my area ofresponsibility since I came to Clemson, in dollars and in FTE's, and then
why did it grow? What new programs are being offered, what new initiatives have been made,
what were costs ofadditional staff The report lays exactly where Iput additional positions^ and 
attempts to get at what causes the administrative area to grow. I'm not saying its perfect, it's the 
first oneI have tried todo that way. 
I 
Schaffer: It would help thefaculty tremendously if we were given, not percentages, but what are 
you losing? What is each administrative unit over the next year giving up specifically? How 
much travel are you losing, how much supplies are you losing? How much of what? We know 
you aren't losing positions because, I think very wisely, this university decided not to do that. 
Whereare the cuts being made? 
Larson: We are losing positions. The President asked of each of the vice presidents and the 
provost was to come back with a summary and exactly detail the cuts by September 23rd. So, 
we'll actually have in place what each budget center or each vice president did to achieve the cuts 
and quote what they gave up. We did that quite intentionally because we have been asked that 
question. 
b) Since the principle mission of the University is education, has consideration been
given to administrative furloughs and/or salary reductions as a possible way of 
saving money during the current budget crisis? How about combining departments 
that have low enrollments? 
Lennon: I just said that there are state laws and any person at Clemson 
would have all sorts of rights and all those have to be respected. The combination of departments
makes incredible sense but I can assure you that if a dean began to lobby for the merger of 
departments as a major priority, or if the president or provost said we were going to merge 
departments, all you would do was find a new dean, provost, or president. Based on my
experience, we should concentrate on developing our priorities, learn to use the skills of 
continuous improvement. I wish politics weren't what they are, but let's work on continuous 
improvement. 
c) If so, what would be the relationship between academic and administrative budget 
cuts? Would the same percentage reduction apply to, for example, Vice-Presidents 
and Deans as would apply to Faculty? 
Lennon: Last year, this year, again I can assure you that the budget reduction, 
administratively, on a percentage basis, will be higher. The smallest percentage will be in the 
academic area. That is a statedpriority, and it will continue to be so. 
d) Furlough/reductions in hours deal with symptoms of our budget problem. Are you 
ready to implement measures that deal with causes? An example is to provide an 
incentive for retirement. 
Lennon: I agree completely and please have every confidence that is our top 
priority, how to convince the state to develop some sort of incentive that would encourage early 
retirement rather than deal with furloughs and a reduction in force. That would be a last resort, 
believe me. There are all sorts ofrules either at Clemson or in state law or in labor law and those 
are very difficult. Given that and given the negative morale associated with it then why don't you
recommend something like this and that is our first message to us and to Columbia, please if it 
takes legislation then let's be there in January with some. We do not think this is a temporary
problem, the world economy is changing, it's changing significantly and permanently. So, we 
agree completely. 
e) Is there any truth to the persistent rumors of widespread hiring and promotion
within Business & Finance during these times of fiscal crisis? 
Larson: No, the only way I can promote individuals in Business & Finance last 
year as with any campus unit, I would have the authority to propose re-classifications with the 
state personnel office, we did do that. We did re-classify individuals, they did receive raises, 
there is a master list of all those, and I think if you look at that you will find numbers of 
individuals inmyarea being re-classifiedis perfectly consistent given the size of our organization 
on the whole campus. I'll be happy to share thatwithyou. The only way I can promote and re 
classify this year is if you recall there were two allocations made that allowedsome discretionary
decisions on salaries. There was a $600,000 allocation for salary adjustments for faculty, and 
there was a $400,000for re-classifications for classified staff. That's distributed based on the 
number of employees you have. From that $400,000 pool, because I have 750 employees, I 
received $125,000. I am right nowworking on a list of individuals to nominatefor consideration 
to receive some kind ofpromotion. 
2. Clemsonhas advertised that it is seeking to fill administrativepositions, such as a graduate 
dean and a position in TTWET. How can we justify such hiring and at the same time 
anticipate furloughs and reductions in force? 
Lennon: Graduate dean pressure came from faculty, the TIWET issue it is my
understanding thatthe outsidesearch is notgoing to occur, but rather, people are being reassigned 
within the university temporarily. 
Larson: Temporarily Charles Tegan has been assigned to serve as Business Manager 
probably until the close of thefiscal year. At that time they will try to hire a permanent business 
managerfor the Toxicology Institute. 
3. Dr. Wise stated during the recent Division-wide meeting that you dictated a solution to the
TTWETbudget deficit problem. This solution imposed costs on the general E&G budget 
($600,000) and the Experiment Station budget ($600,000). Should not the units involved 
nave been allowed to manage this budget problem? Is not this particularly the case given: 
(1) that TTWET was brought to Clemson as a self-supporting unit and (2) the projections of 
a continued drain on budgets as the result of TTWET? 
Lennon: Any time you look at our budget process if something "on the bubble" is 
going to appear so the date on when to look at it, this year, back two years ago, we are making 
some University decisions and are looking at some of these activities very carefully. Whether we 
are talking about Clemson Scholars, or a whole host of what I would call university decision 
impact us. Impact you. A decision to be aggressive with compensation, it's a university decision 
because obviously, if you are aggressive there will be fewer of us. TIWET surfaces because of 
the audit that we did and the resulting investigation and talking with the media, and therefore, 
everyone becoming very concerned, very anxious and any time that happens to that degree, there 
business is going to be impacted. So, they had a significant downturn. There's a lot in the 
pipeline, some major projects that you will read about very soon, that that group will undertake. 
So, if we didn't believe completely that this is and will be an asset in a lot of ways then obviously 
other decision will be made. 
4. The recent Faculty Senate survey suggests a negative view among faculty of some areas of 
administration. How will you address these concerns? 
Lennon: Personally, I will spend more time on campus this next year, than I have 
ever spent. Given the decisions thatI can make, I just turneddown today, two invitations to go to 
other universities to talk, I couldn't learn very muchfrom those. Given our situation, I would be 
better off spending my timehere at Clemson, rather than takea day off and take a trip like that. I 
will say to the vice presidents, "I think you need to be on campus to find out what the real 
problems are." I will say to the deans, "I think you need to be out working with yourfaculty and 
developing partnerships with the rest of us to try tofind resources we need topull us through this 
issue. That's what I plan to do. 
5. What can you, as President, do to encourage administrators to be more aware of their
obligationto act in accordancewith policies set forth in the FacultyManual and in
departmental and college by-laws? 
Lennon: We will continue to say to, in my case, the vice presidents, we have 
asked the Provost to talk with the deans, about the importance of the Faculty Manual. I will trust 
thatanytime you see someone ignoring it, to let us know. 
6. What canyou, asPresident, do to alleviate the situation where some Deans and Department
Heads actively discourage Faculty from serving on the Faculty Senate? 
Lennon: I really think that number 6 is going to take care of itself as we at Clemson 
continue to mature. The role of the faculty is becoming more and more significant, not less and 
less. You know that and I know that. We are learning together how to develop a way to 
communicate so that faculty aren't overused, but that we have an orderly process of decision 
making. Quite frankly, folks, I am proudof you. I think you have come a longway. I think you 
are respected significantly more today than you have ever been in the past as a Faculty Senate. I 
think that's going to continue. I can encourage others to love you, but it's awfully hard to make 
them love you. You areearning that respect, and I don't want youto take that lightly. 
7. Charles Dunn, theprevious headof thePolitical Science Department, haspublicly
announcedhis filingof a suit againsttheUniversityand againstseveral facultymembers.
Will theUniversity providelegalcounseland liabilityinsurance to thefaculty members 
involved? 
Lennon: It's awfully hardto talk about litigation, particularly with ourgoodfriend 
from the Greenville News with us. The University will do everything possible to provide sound 
legal counsel for people at the University. Most of the time, that is sufficient, sometimes it 
depends on the nature of the suit. I am generalizing now. In some cases, individuals will be 
encouraged to retain their own attorney. Where possible, the University legal counsel, and 
remember that thestate attorney general is ... We do everything we do legally in consort with the 
attorney general's office andagain, depending on the nature of the case, the attorney generalmay 
encourage us (the University) to obtain additional legal counsel. I think the faculty would be 
well-advised at somepoint to talk aboutrisk as it relates to theworldin which we live. It may be 
in our best interest to have an ad hoc committee approach and look at this issue because, many
times, are giving advice and so forth, what is involved here, what is the need for "additional 
insurance" ? I think this issue should be addressed from time to time and we should be at a 
comfort level, and we are doing it right nowfor our Board ofTrustees. 
Jim Davis: Is it more complicated in this case because it's employee against employee versus 
student vs.faculty member or an outsider ofthis University? 
Lennon: I think no two cases are the same, and what we'll do again, is analyze it very carefully, 
and will base it on the advice we get from our legal counsel and the attorney general. No two 
cases are the same. 
Schaffer: In thisparticular case, no decision has been made? 
Lennon: That's true. We do not know what action has been taken. We have not been so notified. 
It will take some time to get everyone informed. I mention risk assessment because I think it's, 
from time to time, important. We have some very bright people who have been helping with that, 
but I think thefaculty can contribute to that study and look at other universities to see what they 
I 
are doing. 
8. Where do you see the operating budget for the Brooks Center for the Performing Arts 
coming from? Will this unit be considered a separate University budget item (i.e., do you
expect the State to give us extra money to run the Center), or will this expense be taken as a 
proportion of the budgets of all of the colleges, or will the operating expenses for the 
Brooks Center come from the operating budget of the College of Liberal Arts? If there is 
an endowment provided to operate the Center will you please share with us the available 
amount and where the donations came from? 
Lennon: I touched based with a fewfolks to get more accurate information. Dean Waller 
is here and he might be able to help us. What we are trying to do is take advantage of any 
efficiencies as we can because ifyou remember, we did have a performing arts series and there is 
a great deal ongoing, a student union, activities, events. Those people have been talking since the 
very beginning about how we can structureourselves so that we have a ticketoffice, withouta lot 
of redundancy. A lot ofplanning has taken place, some very brightpeople have been working. I 
might also point out that it is my belief that in order to minimize thefinancial risk it is essential to 
have whatI call "decision ...that includes us but it includes others. Those activities began eight 
months ago receptions, dinners, activities depending on what those people wanted to tell about 
what is happening, what the plans are, get them involved. There is a large number ofpeople now 
from different areas in addition to faculty and staff that are so involved. That is a continuing 
effort. The response was more in number and enthusiasm than we thought might be possible. 
The key here is very good leadership and very tight control. As a result, we can enrich the 
campus in a variety of ways without losing a lot of money. You know and I know, if activities 
like this are attended, it is like having about 1000 horses in the pasture-you are looking at a lot of 
money. I knowfrom experience. With good leadership though, it's a great thing to have, and the 
costs oren't that great. It takes involvement. 
Schaffer: The question was very clear. It says where do you see the operating budget coming 
from? 
Lennon: Existing operating budgets, we are asking the public to become more aggressive in their 
support, and therefore, will minimize the amount needed. It is a University commitment. We are 
going to leverage performing arts all we can, we're going to leverage the college all we can, and 
then we'll leverage the Provost. That's after we do all these other things. Again, I perceive very 
little criticism for this commitment on the part of the University. My assumption from the 
beginning we have to manage it from a fiscal standpoint extremely well. Those numbers are 
public information so we will be responsible. 
Brenda VanderMey: I'm notfully sure that I understand this completely. With the budget crisis 
is it possible that some of the units in liberal arts will actually be punished by the institutional 
supportof theBrooksPerformingCenter, andpart of the liberal arts total budgetgoes over toward 
that Center? Is there any punishment or take away from other academic units in Liberal Arts 
because ofthe support thatmustgo to theCenter? 
Lennon: I really hope not. If we manage well we should attract more resources because of that 
event. There is a risk involved. It's reasonable to help them with a birthing process. It's a tough,
butreal,philosophy. Those activities should help us; they shouldn't drain our resources. We are 
doing things because it's the right thing to do given our circumstances. At some point, let's cut 
our losses. 
Jerry Waldvogel: Is it safe to assume there is a time limit, at least implied, on this birthing 
process. Given that the primary mission of the University as stated in our strategic plan is 
educational excellence, andgiven that supporting institutions like TIWET, andperhaps the Brooks 
Center, if it doesn'tcome in as a money-making operation right away, or self-supporting, that take 
awayfrom existingfunds that are our primary goal. There is a distinct time line associated with 
the birthingprocess, and we can trustyou will stick to that. 
Lennon: Without question. We are getting ourselves organized and we have an assessment 
concept as we think of strategicplanning. It becomes real. These questions are extremely fair 
questionsfor all ofus. Ifyou're not comfortable, then let's evaluate what we do. 
I 
OPTIONAL QUESTIONS 
1. Are or have University affiliated foundations purchased life insurance policies that build 
case value for individual employees (i.e. whole life or universal policies)? If so, are these 
policies viewed as part of the compensation package? 
Lennon: I have been unsuccessful in finding a situation where foundations are 
purchasing life insurance. Please, remember we have a large number offoundations, am I 
missing something? What have you heard? Point me in the right direction, I guess is what I'm 
saying. Can you give me more information? We have tried to get out of the business of 
supplements at Clemson from foundations, but there are obviously, large contributions from the 
foundations faculty, that is, endowed chairs. I know you aren't questioning that, but some do 
oddly enough. Point me in the right direction and we'll check that out. 
2. Is Clemson Extension headed toward charging fees for all services? How about the 
campus-wide extension effort? 
/ think there will be great a greater expectation in the future for individuals to pay for 
certain services. This would be truefor Extension. Parenthetically, let me add something that is 
very important. We talk about strategically planning a great deal at Clemson, and most of that 
dialogue has to do with teaching and scholarship. Most of us can identify what we need by the 
terms teaching and scholarship. We have asked a group of people to develop for us very
specifically, the strategic plan for service. Obviously, a large piece of that is cooperative
extension. Every college has a significant service component. We have asked that group to look 
at it this way: traditional teaching is 8-5 on campus; research and scholarship, we think we know 
what that is, now service is all the teaching that occurs other than 8-5. Evening programs, on and 
off campus. Whatis our strategic plan for thatpart ofour land grant mission. I have alerted that 
group thatyours will be the most difficult task of any of our strategic plan because some people 
will want to protect things others won't fully understand it, we don't have an award system, and 
so on. Thatpart of it will be extremely complicated, and more difficult in our process. With 
budgets being what they are, I would predict that most new extension activities will be grant-
funded orpaidfor by the user. A lot of the traditional activities will continue. It's not necessarily 
pleasant, butI thinkit is the reality. 
3. Are you aware of the contractual arrangements AmickFarms has recently had with
Clemson? Were the departmentsinvolved fairly compensatedfor their work? 
Lennon: Yes, I am. Bill Amick is one of the most conscientious people I have ever 
known. For example, he hada group, at my urging, to do afeasibility studyfor him. In hisfirst 
discussion with me about it, he was going to hire a consultant to do the feasibility study. My
suggestion was, "why don't you getfaculty at Clemson, because they can do that." The point is 
people in his industry do not see Clemson as a source. They see Georgia, NCState, and Texas 
A&Mas a source, but not Clemson. It was a very difficultproject to manage, but in every case an 
effort wasmade so that we could go back anddo an audit. We made sure that we compensated
Clemson appropriately , why? Because he is on the Board. He's going to be very concerned 
about this. If there is a concern, we cansendan auditor overto check it outor whatever. Again,
if you learn more, let me know because he would really be embarrassed if someone thought that 
hewas doingsomething inappropriate. 
4. Should theFaculty Senate continue toconduct surveys liketheonejust released? 
Lennon: Ofcourse, I would prefer that you come closer to the strategic planning activity 
called, assessment. They haveaccumulated lots of instruments thatmightbemore effective. One 
of the issues in any organization is morale. Well, there are instruments therefor that purpose, and 
howfrequently do you need to measure? Well, regularly, but not the entire organization. You can 
do the entire organization every couple ofyears, but you do a sample everyfew months, so that 
you know what the morale is, as an example. We are going through a lot of change and there are 
lots of issues like those suggested in the survey that are extremely important . With a certain 
amount of naivete, we can really get ourselves into a lot of difficulties. The strategic planning 
group is trying to learn more about this part of assessment. I would hope that you could stay 
close to them in theprocess so that we don't have redundancy. 
5. How do you see the public service mission of Clemson University changing over time, 
with respect to state funding and distribution of faculty involved? 
Lennon: I think I have talked about that. Teaching research and service are equally
important in the mission of a land grant institution. My dream is to get every discipline at 
Clemson appropriately involved and people and communities, o have an award system, a system 
that provides incentives, etc. I would hope that we can organize it ourselves with as little 
redundancy as possible. This is not centersand institutes, this is re-directing that thing we used to 
call cooperative extension to include the entire university and to broaden the curriculum in the 
community. That's much more difficult to accomplish, but if we have an institutional 
commitment, it survives several presidents. Ifweform institutes, and the director of that institute 
leaves...This can't be personality commitment; it's much, much more important than that. We at 
Clemson are one of thefew land grants in the country, and I am one of thefew presidents that is 
convinced that this is the way to do it. I may be wrong, but I have studied this issue perhaps as 
much as anyone and I thinkI am right. 
6. Since the Legislature doesn't fund us according to formula, wouldn't it be more economical 
for the University to admit only the number of students for whom the formula provided? 
Lennon: Interesting question. If one were to carry that thought to the extreme, and I 
know that wasn' t the intended case, during these difficult times we would simply put ourselves 
out of business. We are funded, currentformula, based on numbers. We are trying to reduce the 
undergraduate population, but as we reduce that enrollment and replace them with graduate 
students, the graduate student attracts more money to the formula than does an undergraduate. 
That's another reason about 1,200 would be a target for suggested by the strategic planning 
process. If we happen to be funded at 50% of the formula and if we then suddenly decided to 
accept only 50% of the students, we would have a dramatic reduction in student fee income that 
year. This would be a self-defeating philosophy. Fortunately, even though we had budget cuts, 
we have more graduate students and therefore, more fees. Fortunately, we had more, because 
without them we wouldn't have..J would also point out that Almeda Jacks would argue with us 
that ifwe had more students, she had more expenses, notjustmore instructionalfees. 
That is the list of questions that you provided. I appreciate the invitation. Please invite me as 
often as you would like to talk. Your president is very aggressive in communicatingfor you. He 
is a memberofseveral groups, and is very good at saying, "Whoa, we thefaculty need more time 
to study this issue." That is his responsibility, he is articulate, he expresses thepoint ofview very 
well, and I congratulate you on growing in stature on this campus, and we encourage you to 
continue to do that. One of the most important things you could do this year, is what you are 
planning to do by bringing the vice presidents to your meetings and have them respond to a 
standard set of questions about administrative growth in their area - what are we gettingfor our 
investment in you? Are you worthwhile? Can we get along without you? Again, these are 






1. Call toOrder. PresidentWilliam Baron called themeeting toorder at 3:32 p.m. 
2. Approval of Minutes. The General Faculty Minutes dated August 19, 1992 were 
approved as written. The Faculty Senate Minutes dated September 8, 1992 were approved as 
written, subject to a response to the question posed by Senate Alternate David Leigh: the two-
thirds majority vote on the passage of FS92-9-1 P, Resolution on Admissions Policy. (After 
checking theFaculty Manual and notes, it provedto be that two-thirds vote is necessary in order to 
change the Faculty Manual, and that the vote was 19 votes in favor of resolution, with 10 votes 
against.) Therefore, resolution failed; and the Minutes of September 8, 1992 will be revised to 
reflect this action. 
3. Special Orderof theDay. Provost J. Charles Jennett responded to questionswhich 
had been previously submitted by the Faculty Senate. Answers to these questions are on file in the 
Faculty Senate Office, and will be made available upon request. 
4. Committee Reports 
a. Committee Reports 
Scholastic Policies Committee. Senator Alan Schaffer reported that this 
committee will studythe success of the STEPProgram to determine the possibility of extending it 
to other students. This program has an excellent record of raising grade point averages of 
students. 
Welfare Committee. Senator Brenda Vander Mey referred to the committee 
report (Attachment A) citing that the resolution in Item #2 was rejected, not killed; and informed the 
Senate that the Provost will meet with the Welfare Committee to discuss morale issues on October 
27rd. A meeting will also be held with members of the Student Government and the Graduate 
Student Association on this same topic on October 23th. 
Finance Committee. Senator Jim Davis made reference to the Finance 
Committee Report (Attachment B) which is an analysis of the reductionof this year's budget. 
Policy Committee. Senator Eleanor Hare presented the committee report 
(Attachment C), and stated that the committee is considering a resolution to empower the Faculty 
Senate to elect the faculty representative to the NCAA and the ACC. Senator Hare noted possible 
Faculty Manual violations that are being examined by this committee. 
Research Committee. Senator Bill Bridges stated that there was no report. 
b. University Commissions and Committees 
. 
1) Senator Gerald Waddle reported that the Commission on 
Undergraduate Studies met and voted to recommend to the President and Provost that the Mid-Year 
Check be implemented as soon as possible. President Baron noted that the Scholastic Policies 
1 
Committee will examine aresolution from the Student Senate that would allow students to repeat
two courses with the option to change the originalgrade. 
2) Senator Vander Mey informed the Senate that the 1893 Centennial 
Committee is considering three items: student as citizen, student as whole person, and student as 
intellectual. Names of Clemson graduates who are exemplary in their areas and would be good
speakers during this celebration are tobedirected toSenator Vander Mey. 
3) Senator Vander Mey reported that the Salary and Fringe Benefits 
Committee isdiscussing how salary adjustment procedures could beimproved inthe future. 
4) Senator Schaffer stated that the Joint City/University Committee 
discussed the issue of conflict between the business activities of the University and the business 
activities of the businessmen in Clemson. 
5- President's Report- President Baron discussed the President's Report (Attachment
D), and particularly noted that the Budget & Control Board is now preparing for next year's
budget. If things go forward as is, Clemson University would face an additional minimum six 
million dollar reduction based on this year's budget. President Baron further stated that if 
Freshman enrollment is limited next year, he understands that there would be a reduction of two 
million dollars. The budget picture does not look much better than this year, and could possibly be 
worse. 
6. Old Business 
a. Senator Bridges submitted and explained results of a review by the ad hoc 
Committee on Graduate Studies (Attachment E). Senator Schaffer moved that the Faculty Senate 
accept this Review. Vote foracceptance was taken, and passed unanimously. 
7. New Business 
a. Senator Gary Wells presented the issue of course selection priorities, and 
suggested that this pohcy be evaluated by the Scholastic Policies Committee for review. After 
discussion, President Baron referred this issue to the Scholastic Policies Committee. Any
informationconcerning this topic should be directed to Senator Schaffer. 
b. Senator Hare brought to the floor proposals to amend the Constitution 
(Attachment F) regarding standing committees, the Executive Committee, and the Grievance 
Board. Following an explanation of each recommendation, vote to accept recommendations was 
taken and and passed unanimously. 
c. Senator Hare submitted two proposed Faculty Manual changes (Attachment
G) for consideration. Following a discussion of the change regarding composition of the 
Commission on Graduate Studies, Senator Vander Mey moved to table the issue which was 
seconded. Vote to table was taken, and passed. This issue will be re-considered by the Policy 
Committee. Senator Hare provided information regarding the description of the Fine Arts 
Committee. Vote to accept this changewas taken, andpassedunanimously. 
d. Senator Richard Rice submitted a Resolution on Mid-Year Check 
Suspension and Dismissal by the Academic Council (Attachment H) which was seconded. After 
the history of this topic was provided, the vote was taken. This resolution was unanimously 
passed by the Senate (Attachment I) (FS92-10-1P). 
e. Senate Alternate Leigh sought information regarding the recent altercations 
on campus, and asked if levels of security had been lessened due to budget cuts. Senator Vander 
Mey responded, and provided the names of Thea McCrary and John McKenzie for more 
information. 
f. President Baron announced that the seminar, "Institutional Private Revenues 
and Their Uses" with Gary Ransdell, Vice President for Institutional Advancement, will be on 
Thursday, November 5, 1992 at 3:30 p.m. in the Nancy Thurmond Room of the Thurmond 
Institute. 
President Baron informed the Executive Committee of the Faculty Senate of 
a meeting on Thursday, October 15, 1992 at 8:00 a.m. in the Provost's Office to discuss special 
admissions. 
g. Senator Mary Lynn Moon informed the Senate of two Library issues: the 
improvement of the recall process (any suggestions may be directed to Senator Moon); and that the 
Anti-vandalism Committee of the Clemson University Libraries is conducting a major campaign to 
keep food, drink, and tobacco out of the Library. Patrons of the Library are asked to please adhere 
to this policy. 
8. Adjournment. The meeting was adjourned at 5:34 p.m. 
Lucy Rollin, Secretary 
Cathy Toth Sturkie, Staff Secretary 
Senators Absent: H. Allen, W. Owens (L. Duke attended) 
Attachment A (1 of I) 
WELFARE COMMITTEE REPORT 
For meeting held September 22, 1992. 
3:30-5:15 p.m.; LL3 Cooper Library. 
1. In early July, Senator Vander Mey requested that all Department Heads 
fill out a modified Form 2 so that workload distributions could be 
studied. This request was sent through Provost Jennett's office. The 
response rate is too low for an informed response to the SACS recommenda 
tion that there be a "clear written policy" regarding workloads. Senator 
Vander Mey sent a note to Provost Jennett asking him to remind the Deans 
of the importance of this matter. Provost Jennett has done so. The 
Welfare Committee anticipates making its response to SACS at its (the 
Welfare Committee's) next meeting. 
2. The Committee passed the following resolution as a proposed addition to 
the Faculty Manual: 
"All personnel matters are confidential and matters of trust. Persons 
responsible for current, pending, and future personnel decisions/matters 
are required to restrict revelation of their opinions, the deliberations 
of personnel committees, the decisions and deliberations of others also 
charged with personnel matters and decisions, and so on. to only those 
directly involved in these matters." 
This change would become the new second paragraph on p. 25, under the^ 
heading "Procedures for Renewal of Appointment, Tenure and Promotion." 
As such, that would then make the existing second paragraph the new 
third paragraph, the existing third paragraph the new fourth paragraph, 
and so on. 
NOTE: ALTHOUGH NO OFFICIAL VOTE WAS TAKEN, THIS RESOLUTION WAS KILLED 
IN THE LAST MEETING OF THE EXECUTIVE/ADVISORY COMMITTEE. One person
apparently perceived this change as denying candidates right of access to 
their files. Another person did not like the way the second sentence was 
written. THE CHAIR OF THE WELFARE COMMITTEE REQUESTS THE FOLLOWING: 
a.) That all Senators recognize the need to make it explicit - in the 
Faculty Manual - that personnel matters are confidential and matters 
of trust. Those of us responsible for these matters must maintain this 
confidentiality; 
b.) That those individuals who have criticized the proposal as it was 
passed by the Welfare Committee now help create a statement that 
they find more to their liking yet still gets done what needs to be 
done (i-e., make this matter explicit); 
c ) That the Faculty Senate give consideration to the proposal as it was 
passed by the Welfare Committee, suggesting changes as you see fit. 
It is the opinion of the Welfare Committee that achange such as this must 
be made -and must be made soon. We appreciate your comments and help with 
this matter. 
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3. Several individuals had requested that the Committee conduct a morale 
study of the faculty. The Committee perceived it to be too soon after 
the release of the Faculty Survey to get a reliable reading. However, 
it was felt that a study that specifically measures morale might be 
feasible in about six months. The Chair called David Fleming to discuss 
this issue and to see if his office had morale scales and instruments 
that had been tested for validity. Fleming indicated that all Clemson 
Faculty will have an opportunity to participate in the nation-wide 
UCLA Faculty Survey. (Clemson also participated a few years ago.) This 
survey has the advantage of giving us a comparative view on our faculty 
opinions and morale issues. The Survey should be distributed early next 
semester. 
David Fleming agreed to let the Welfare Committee preview this Survey, and 
suggest some specific "local" questions if they seem necessary. 
The Welfare Committee encourages all Senators to make their constituents 
aware of this Survey. Please encourage full faculty participation. 
4. The narrative for the salary patterns ($50,000+) was edited and appears as 
Attachment A. 
5. Senator Rathwell is reviewing the Business & Finance Productivity Study. 
6. Senator Vander Mey submitted some questions to USA WEEKEND for their 
upcoming special on health dangers in the 1990s. Her questions revolved 
around office environments and potential health hazards in buildings with 
closed HVAC systems and inoperable windows. The special issue of USA 
WEEKEND is scheduled for the first Sunday in January. (This news magazine 
appears as a supplement to the Sunday edition of the Anderson-Independent 
Mail.) Based on the call for questions from readers, it appears that the 
editors of this magazine have hired a panel of experts to address an array 
of health issues confronting us in the 1990s. 
7. The Committee discussed its responsibility to respond to morale issues and 
concerns. Several ideas were shared. This included sending an open letter 
to all faculty. While this was considered a good idea, the exact content 
was not articulated. However, it was agreed that the Committee should meet 
with members of Student Government and the Graduate Student Association to 
get their views on morale concerns among their constituents, and to find 
any common ground. While one individual voiced displeasure with this at 
the Executive/Advisory Committee meeting, the Welfare Committee strongly 
believes that they should respect this part of their charge. We welcome any 
suggestions that you and your constituents might have. 
8. The next meeting of the Welfare Committee is scheduled for Tuesday, October 
23, 1992, at 3:30 p.m. in LL3, Cooper Library. There are three main agenda 
items: Responding to the SACS recommendation regarding workloads; 
Responding to the Goals and Benchmarks; and, Morale Concerns/Issues. 
ATTACHMENT A: SALARY PATTERNS, $50,000+, 1987 AND 1991. 
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Report on Salary Patterns, $50,000+, 1987, 1991 
Report Submitted by the Faculty Senate Welfare Committee 
Clemson University 
September, 1992 
For data reduction purposes, positions were classed as follows: professor,
college, directors, president/vice-president, and, other. (See Table attached.) 
Given the small number of some positions within a class, the percent numerical 
change may not be useful (e.g., going from 0 to 4). 
Excluding "other," it appears that the class professor at $50,000+ increased the 
most from 1987 to 1991. This class increased by 135%. Second in increase was 
the class directors (120%). College came in third (95.23% increase), followed 
by president/vice president, with an increase of 44.4% in this salary category. 
No doubt, some of the expansion in this salary category can be attributed to 
raises, promotions, seniority, salary adjustments, and cost of living increases 
that would "push" individuals toward the $50,000+ category. The "graying" of the 
faculty/administration (as per the "graying" of the general population) also may 
be a factor. However, these data will not yield information about new hires in 
this category between these time points. 
Professor Class. $50.000+. Numerically, rank professor predominated in both 1987 
and in 1991, although the percentage increase in full professors making $50,000+ 
was only 103.45%. The average salary change for faculty of this rank was 8.13%. 
This salary growth contrasts with the 26.26% average salary change among named 
professors, the 15.70% average change among endowed chairs, and the 14.18% 
average change among alumni professors making $50,000+. Moreover, the average
salary change for associate professors making $50,000+ declined by 6.33% from 
1987 to 1991. This decline may be associated with the tremendous increase (from 
4 to 57, or 1,325%) in associate professors at this salary rank. 
College Class. $50.000+. According to the available figures, associate deans 
numbered three in 1987 and none in 1991. Since 1987, the number of assistant 
deans has increased by three and the various categories of department head/some
faculty rank (excluding professor) have increased by one or two. The number of 
assistant department heads has increased from three to eight (collapsing
subcategories of assistant department heads). There has been a 119.5% increase 
in the number of department head/professors making $50,000+. In 1987 there were 
21; in 1991 there were 46. 
From 1987 to 1991, there was a95.23% increase in academic administrators in the 
salary category $50,000+. Some of this increase may be related to the growth of 
colleges and departments themselves. It also may be that some of this increase 
is attributable to the need to respond to more laws, policies, and procedures. 
Again, the data do not yield the reasons for the patterns. 
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Overall, the average salary change in the dean/professor rank increased (24.63%) 
the most during these time periods. The second highest average change increase 
in salary was found among acting department acting head/professors (24.34%), 
followed by department head/professors (18.07%), assistant department 
head/professors (16.75%), department head/lecturers (11.48%), and then by 
assistant deans (10.41%). Increases could not be calculated for some categories 
within the class college because these positions were not in existence at this 
salary level in 1987. 
Directors Class. $50.000+. This is the class with the second highest rate of 
overall numerical increase (120%; from 25 to a total of 55). As the table 
illustrates, several new categories of director paid $50,000+ have emerged since 
1987. No category of director has seen a decline in average yearly salary from 
1987 to 1991. Furthermore, academic directors paid $50,000+ increased by 700% 
(from 2 to 16). In addition, while no nonacademic director positions at $50,000+ 
existed in 1987, there were 11 such positions by 1991. 
President/Vice Presidents Class. $50.000+. This class has seen a numerical 
increase of 44.44% (from 18 to 26 positions). This increase is concentrated at 
the associate vice president rank, which grew by 8 positions (160%). 
In this class, the largest average salary change was in the position of president 
(32.61%), followed closely by associate vice president (30.76%), and then by 
executive assistant to the president (29.48%), vice president (28.93%), vice 
provost (21.46%), and last by provost/vice president (18.96%). 
Other Class. $50.000+. In this class, the greatest increase for the salary 
category was among athletic coaches (340%). In 1987, CU had five coaches in this 
salary category; by 1991 there were 17. However, the average salary change for 
persons in this class and salary category declined by 4.8% - perhaps for reasons 
similar to the decline in yearly average salary among comparably paid associate 
professors. A similar decline is shown for student extension leader/associate 
professor, which grew from one to four positions in this salary category while 
evidencing a 6.44% decline in average salary. 
This class also reveals an increase in positions paying $50,000+ (e.g., data 
processing manager, engineering associate, supervisor of grants, and so on). 
Again, it is not possible to discern whether these positions existed before 1987, 
but in a lower salary rank - or if these positions were created between 1987 and 
1991 at this higher salary rank. 
SUMMARY 
No class in the $50,000+ salary category evidenced an overall numerical decrease 
nor overall decrease in yearly average salary, though some decreases are to be 
found within some of the classes. These within-class exceptions (e.g., associate 
professors and athletic coaches) tend to have grown substantially in numbers, 
thus probably depressing the average salary figure for the entire rank. 
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In absolute numbers, the greatest increase in persons making $50,000+ was 
professors (by 150 persons; or, 103.45%), followed by associate professors (by 
53 persons, or 1,325%). The largest decline was among directors/non specified, 
from 10 to 2, followed by associate deans (from three to none). For positions 
existing in both 1987 and 1991, the greatest average salary change was among 
director/non specified ($30,862; 47.57%), followed by the president ($28,998; 
32.61%). The greatest average salary decrease ($3623, or 6.33%) was among 
associate professors, followed by athletic coaches ($3155, or 4.8%). These 
average salary decreases are probably a function of the numerical increases in 
these ranks. (Note: Salary decrease among student extension leader/associate 
professor is less notable because of the small absolute increase, from one to 
four, in that category.) 
It is important to note that this report focuses only on positions paying 
$50,000+. 
In all classes, seemingly "new" positions have appeared in the $50,000+ range. 
Some of these positions probably existed before 1987, but in a different salary 
range (e.g., associate professors). It is not possible to discern how many of 
these positions were "created" in this salary range from 1987 to 1991. The 
Committee attempted to unravel this question by comparing organizational charts 
from 1988 and 1991. However, the charts were not fully comparable and 
information was missing from some units. 
The Committee has suggested some possible factors that may have prompted the 
salary patterns discerned herein (e.g., promotions, "pushing," aging/seniority). 
The reader may wish to offer other reasons for these patterns. The Committee 
welcomes your input. 
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SALARY GROUPINGS BY SELECTED CLASSES ($50,000 AND UP) 
987 1987 991 1991 CHANGE %CHG 
CLASS 1987 GROSS AVER 1991 GROSS AVER CHANGE %CNG AVER AVER 
NO SALARY SALARY NO SALARY SALARY NO NO SALARY SALARY 
PROFESSOR 
ALUMNI PROF 10 576090 57609 18 1184041 65780 8 80.00% 8171 14.18% 
ASSOC PROF 4 228918 57230 57 3055571 53607 53 1325.00% -3623 -6.33% 
ASST PROF 0 0 16 876726 54795 16 54795 
ENDOWED CHAIR 4 296085 74021 6 513857 85643 2 50.00% 11622 15.70% 
INSTRUCTOR 1 52907 52907 3 185208 61736 2 200.00% 8829 16.69% 
LECTURER 4 225889 56472 8 481303 60163 4 100.00% 3691 6.54% 
NAMED PROFESSOR 10 582656 58266 17 1250579 73563 7 70.00% 15298 26.26% 
PROFESSOR 145 8208163 56608 295 18056364 61208 150 103.45% 4600 8.13% 
VISITING/? 2 108875 54438 3 174850 58283 1 50.00% 3846 7.06% 
TOTAL 180 423 243 
COLLEGE 
-3 -100.00%ASSOC DEAN 3 196993 65664 
1 57863 57863 0 0.00% 5455 10.41%ASST DEAN 1 52408 52408 
3 184797 61599 3 
DEAN/PROF 9 676509 75168 11 1030528 93684 2 22.22% 18517 24.63% 
ASST TO THE DEAN 
2 112293 56147 2 
100.00% 13503 24.34% 
ACT DH/ASSOC PROF 
ACT DH/PROF 2 110939 55470 4 275891 68973 2 
ASST DH/PROF 3 189141 63047 4 294439 73610 1 33.33% 10563 16.75% 
4 245479 61370 4ASS DH/ 
2 119635 59818 2 
320334 64067 2 66.67% 6597 11.48% 
DH/ASSOC PROF 
DH/LECT 3 172410 57470 5 
12096 18.07%DH/PROF 21 1406019 66953 46 3636275 79049 25 119.05% 
4082TOTAL 42 
DIRECTORS 
ASST DIR/LECTT 1 50800 50800 1 50800 
115060 57530 4 273111 68278 2 100.00% 10748 18.68% ASSOC DIR 2 
4 264680 66170 6 461258 76876 2 50.00% 10706 16.18% 
3 52783 
ASST DIR 
3 158350 52783 
56620 
CO EXT DIR 
11 622821 56620 11DIR NON ACADEM 
113742 56871 16 1040410 65026 14 700.00% 8155 14.34% 
-80.00% 30862 47.57% 
DIR/ACADEM 2 
10 648820 64882 2 191488 95744 -8 
1 50.00% 10604 19.00% 
DIR/? 
55808 3 199235 66412 
1 57185 57185 1 
DIST EXT DIR/ASSOC 2 111615 
57185 
PER DIR III 





13 910151 70012 8 160.00% 16469 30.76%5 267712 53542 




17043 29.48%115607 57804 2 149692 74846 0 0.00% 
88917 1 117915 117915 0 
EXEC ASST TO PRES 2 
0.00% 28998 32.61% 1 88917 
1 108250 108250 0 
PRES 
0.00% 17250 18.96% 
PROV/VP 1 91000 91000 
292828 97609 -1 -25.00% 17247 21.46% 4 321449 80362 3 
5 491330 98266 
VICE PROV 
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OTHER 
ATHLETIC COACH 5 328900 65780 22 1377750 62625 17 340.00% -3155 -4 80% 
COORDINATOR 1 60000 60000 -1 -100.00% 
DATA PROC MGR III 2 110942 55471 2 55471 
ENG ASSOC/ 3 168554 56185 3 56185 
EXT ASSOC 1 50544 50544 2 112150 56075 1 100.00% 5531 10 94% 
FAC DESIGN ASSOC I 1 50433 50433 1 50433 
LIBRARIAN 1 50043 50043 -1 -100.00% 
ST EXT LDR/ASSOC P 1 61710 61710 1 73839 73839 0 0.00% 12129 19 65% 
STU AFF/STU SER 1 60753 60753 4 227370 56843 3 300.00% -3911 -6 44% 
SUPV GRANTS 1 53597 53597 1 53597 
SYS MGR 3 162140 54047 3 54047 
VETERINARIANS 4 214093 53523 4 53523 
TOTAL 10 43 33 
SOURCE: SELECTED VOLUMES, OFFICE OF INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH, CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
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Finance Committee 
October Meeting, 1992 
SUMMARY OF CU E & G FUNDS REDUCTION PROPOSAL SUMMARY 
Revised cut per Supreme Court ruling: 
Education and General Adm. (E & G) $3,179,586 
PSA 1,723,513 
Total $4,903,099 
E & G Deficit covered by Savings and Revenues and 
increased by other (Deficits) 
Budget Center Reductions $2,260,384 
Additional Student Fees 554,460 
Additional Indirect Cost Recoveries 300,000 
TIWET FY 1992-93 (580,021) 
Salary savings (Oct. raises, etc.) 162,130 
Utility savings (mild summer) 240,000 
Misc. adjustments* 242,633 
Total $3,179,586 
* Items such as Auxiliary Surcharge, Performance Credits, and Fringe Benefits. 
PSA Deficit to be covered by programs, details not publicly available at this 
time. 
Agriculture Research $ 600,000 
Cooperative Extension Service 390,000 
Forest and Recreation Resources 117,000 
Regulatory and Public Service Programs 97,000 
Livestock and Poultry Health Program 96,000 
Other Budget Center Reductions 423,513 
Total $1,723,513 
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Policy Committee Report 
October 13.1992 
The Policy Committee met with Dean Thomas M. Keinath on September 15 to discuss the interpretation
of the Faculty Manual with regard to a department head holding an endowed chair. Dean Keinath 
would like to combine the search for a Department Head of Environmental System Engineering with 
the search for an endowed professorship in hazardous waste management. There are currently two faculty vacancies, one ofwhich the department wants to fill with a junior person. The departmentalfaculty see this as an opportunity to bring in a truly outstanding person in hazardous waste 
management as department head. There are currently no faculty in this area. The department head 
will be expected to both teach and do research. The committee will attempt to draft a proposal for a 
Faculty Miami change that addresses this situation. 
The committee unanimously recommended an addition to the Faculty Manual to allow the Dean of the 
Graduate School to request the Advisory Committee of the Faculty Senate to appoint up to two additional 
womenorminority faculty membersto the Commission on Graduate Studies. 
The committee discussed a proposal that administrators be eligible to serve on Faculty Senate. The 
committee was unanimous in opposing administrators serving on Faculty Senate, butwould consider it 
appropriate for department chairs, who are elected by the faculty and subject to recall by the faculty, 
to serve on Faculty Senate. 
The support given by administrators for Faculty Senate service was discussed. The possibility of an 
exit interview for Faculty Senators will be considered. (What incentives/support did you receive for 
your service? What creditwere you given? Was it reflected in yourannual evaluation? etc.) 
Some members of the Board of Trustees asked questions about the Faculty Survey at the breakfast 
September 12. Board members were observed to have copies of the Findings of the Faculty Survey 
with them. Since so much interest was shown. President Baron will be requested to invite the Board of 
Trustees to meet with the Policy Committee to discuss the mechanics of the survey. This invitation 
should be extended through President Lennon. 
The committee gave final approval to recommendations to amend the Constitution that: 
• Addthe word "standing" to the heading "Section 5- Committees." 
• Add the Executive Committee to "Section 3. Standing Committees." 
• Move the Grievance Board to its own section: "Section 8. Boards." 
expand the membership from seven to eight members, and 
enlarge the pool from which members may be elected to include 
former members of the Faculty Senate 
A list of Violationsof the Faculty Manual is being prepared. Information is being gathered on several 
possible violations and lettersarebeingsent requesting information pertaining tosearch committees. 
A form is being constructed, having a place for the signature of the chair of the search committee. 
This form will be submitted to Provost Jennett for his approval. We hope that such a form will 
decrease the number of appointments without a proper search. 
A substitution for the current description of the Fine Arts Committee, which was unanimously 
proposed by the Fine ArtsCommittee, wasapproved by the Policy Committee: 
All present favored a resolution giving the Faculty Senate the authority to elect the faculty 
representative to the NCAA. Such aresolution hasbeen drafted. 
The October 6 meeting of the committee is cancelled. The next meetings of the committee will be 
October 20 ( 3 p.m.. LL8 Cooper Library) and November 17 (3 pJn.. Library Conference Room). 
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1 The budgetary crisis is for real. People will be laid off in Extension. Cuts in services,
labor, supplies, travel, etc. are real in the Colleges. But the worst may be yet to come. Next year,
the suite budgetary situation certainly looks no better and is likely to be more critical Dr. Lennon 
suggested to the Deans that they invite Mr. Paul Michaud over to discuss options for savings. I 
suggested that if such meetings are held, that faculty representatives be invited to participate.
Please advise me. a* to whether vn.ir college hnlik meetings on cost containment and if and how 
family are invijfiri tn participate. 
The budgetary crisis is for real. I believe faculty can contribute, jf they chppse to do 
so to develop the schemes that are necessary to carry us through the tight times. This will,
however, require that we ask questions about our departmental and college budgets As per the 
word we received from the President and the Provost, the budget information is ours. Ifyou can t 
get it, advise the Senate. 
2 We formed an ad hoc Committee of the Senate to consider women's issues on the 
campus. 'The Committee proposed to Dr. Lennon that he create aPresidential Commission on the 
Status ofWomen atClemson. Hehas agreed todo so. 
3 At the request of the President of the University, the Provost has established an ad hoc 
group "to study the specific issues addressed in the recently distributed report, Findings of the
Faculty Survey, August 1992." The Committee members include: Eugene Bishop, Joel V. 
Brawley, Jr., Elizabeth B. Galloway, Dixie Goswami, Gene Haerting, and Cecilia Voelker. 
4 The Review Committee for the Class of '39 Award for Excellence has been appointed by
the Advisory Committee of the Faculty Senate. Members ofthis Committee include: Provost 
Charles Jennett, Dixie Goswami, Joel Brawley, Lloyd Blanton, Don McKale, Arlene Pnvette. 
The alternate has not yet been appointed. 
5 At aProvost's Council meeting, the Provost asked the deans ifthey would tikeito.have 
their faculty meet with the Provost to discuss the results of the Faculty Survey. Isuggested that he
might ask the Faculty Senators of agiven college to arrange such meetings. He left it up to toe 
Deins. If the senators of acollege sense that their coUeges want ameeting with the Provost, let me 
suggest thatyou arrange it. 
6 Attached is aproposal offered to the Deans by Dr. George Carter Jr Doctor of 
Undergraduate Academic Services. The proposal was, in theory, endorsed by the Provost s 
Council which asked Dr. Carter for more information. 
7 Attached is a proposal from the Graduate School to increase fees for non-resident 
graduate students The proposal is being made to stave off apenalty in the formula for institutions
n^ chtglnfa fee differential to non-resident graduate students. USC has, as aresult, initiated a 
differential fee structure for graduate students. 
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UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES 
Office of Undergraduate Academic Services 
September 16,1992 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Dr. Charles Jennett, Provost and Vice President of Academic Affairs 
THRU: Dr. J. V. Reel, Senior Vice Provost and Dean of Undergraduate StudiesC^TK. 
FROM: George E. Carter, Jr., Director of Undergraduate Academic Services^oi 
RE: The First Class Program 
By this memorandum I am suggesting that Clemson University begin a new 
program, called The First Class, to provide academic support to entering 
freshmen. 
All accepted freshmen would be invited to join The First Class by way ofa mailing
subsequent to their notices ofacceptance. For a fee of$225.00, plus regular tuition 
and academic fees, First Class participants would enter second summer session 
and enroll in their first English or mathematics courses, University Success 
Skills, and possibly an appropriate developmental studies course. A proctored 
study hall complete with English and mathematics tutors would be provided for 
four nights per week. 
Additionally First Class students will complete the College Student Inventory, a 
Noel/Levitz retention management instrument, and will discuss the results of 
this inventory and their academic and social transition to college in weekly 
meetings with an academic advisor. All students will be referred to Career 
Planning during this summer session. 
Benefits to students will include easier transition to college life, a supportive 
environment in which to complete their first five or six college credits, an 
improved awareness of career opportunities, and a head start toward graduation. 
Benefits to the University will include additional summer session revenues, less 
pressure for fall enrollment in English, mathematics, University Success Skills, 
and developmental studies, and better service to our students. 
I will anxiously await your thoughts about the First Class Program. Please 
contact me if you need additional information. 
GEC/csr 
G-02 TILLMAN HALL • CLEMSON SOUTH CAROLINA 29534-5105 • TELEPHONE 803/656-0199 
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Increasing Fees for Non-resident Graduate Students 
1. Why is It being considered? 
CHE established a penalty in the formula for institutions not 
charging fee differential to non-resident graduate students. The 
penalty will be partial for 1993-4 and full in 1994-5. 
2. How much difference should we charge? 
• CHE recommended 2.5 times the fee for residents. 
• USC has implemented 2 times resident fee. 
• Suggestion for Clemson: 2 times resident fee. 
3. Who will be exempt from the extra fee? 
• Residents of SC 
• Graduate Assistants 
Minimum stipend $1000 per semester or $2600 per year 
• Graduate Fellows 
Minimum award $1000 per academic year or $1300 per full year 
• Academic Common Market students 
• Grandfathered students • 
Enrolled during the 6 years prior to August, 1993 
• Other special cases 









































Total 678 477 1155 
Numbers based on 1992 Graduate Assistants and Fellows 
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5. How many non-residents may be subject to the extra fee? 
• # with Total Credits 
Colleoe I2S Non-US Total Cr>12 for Others 
Ag Sc 23 22 45 8 130 
Arch 19 1 20 18 14 
C&l 95 42 137 37 656 
Ed 219 6 225 15 677 
Eng 70 172 242 43 1103 
•F&RR 19 3 22 4 42 
Lib A 25 27 72 • 124 
Nur 8 0 8 0 21 
Sc 37 66 103 6 569 
Total 515 314 829 138 3336 
6. Of the 829 who may be subject to the extra fee, what are 
the likely outcomes? (Analysis based on survey.) 
Non-residents, non-assistants and non-fellows 829 
Internationals 314 
Known residents of neighboring states 
Number definitely affected 414 
Number remaining for consideration 415 
Have become residents 95 
Likely to become residents 
Now or potential residents 165 
Number not likely to become residents 250 
Minimum number who must pay - 414 
Maximum number who must pay 664 
Assumption: 400 will come and pay the extra fee 
7. What is the estimated impact of implementation? 
FY 93-94 FY 94-95 
Formula Revenue (reduction) $1,307,740 $2,943,151 
Tuition Revenue $292026 $292026 
Total Impact $1,599,766 $3,235,177 
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8. How will we compare with other graduate schools? 
Institution Resident Non-resident Facto 
NC State $1,324 $7,908 6 
Ga Tech 2,205 6,531 3 
use 2,948 5,896 2 
VPI 4,084 5,794 1.4 
Georgia 2,175 5,757 2.7 
Clemson 2,762 5,524 2 
Texas A&M 1,371 4,899 3.6 
9. How should we proceed? 
A. Decide if this is what we want to do. 
B. Begin the process of gaining appropriate approvals. 
C. Communicate with faculty and staff. 
D. Communicate with graduate students. 
• Will not impact them. 
• Reasons for extra fee. 
• Estimate of impact. 
E Communicate with the public. 
• Why we are adding extra fee. 
• Why we have not charged the fee in the past. 
• Explain the impact: 
Clemson University 
Students from neighboring states and 
International students 
AWB & FBB: 10/5/92 
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College of Agricultural Sciences 
CLEMSON 
UNIVERSITYDEPARTMENT OF EXPERIMENTAL STATISTICS 
DATE: September 29, 1992 
TO: Faculty Senators 
FROM: Ad Hoc Committee on Graduate Studies Issues 
William C. Bridges, Jr. <j5^£^
Eleanor Hare ™^<r 
Alan Schaffer ^ 
RE: Policies from Commission on Graduate Studies 
The two attached policies were drafted last academic year by the Commission on 
Graduate Studies. We have reviewed these policies and believe they are ready 
for discussion by the full Senate. 
/Attachments 
AGRICULTURAL CENTER • CLEMSON. SOUTH CAROLINA 29634-0367 . TELEPHONE 803/656-3028
POOLE 
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March 25, 1992 
TO: Members of the Clemson University 
Commission on Graduate Studies 
FROM: Graduate Studies Advisory Committee of the 
University Commission on Graduate Studies 
SUBJECT: Policy on Student Evaluation of Graduate 
Instruction 
Clemson University recognizes the importance of effective teaching in 
the education of graduate students. Furthermore, the University 
recognizes that constructive evaluation may play a positive role in 
promoting and building effective teaching methods. It also recognizes 
that graduate education differs in significant ways from undergraduate 
education, and therefore that the requirements for effective graduate 
teaching may differ from those for effective undergraduate teaching. 
In particular, the University distinguishes the following 
characteristics of graduate education and their relation to course 
evaluation: 
(i) Graduate students often work individually with faculty 
advisors in mentor-student relationships. Feedback regarding 
course quality is thus often derived from close working 
relationships. 
(ii) Graduate classes are often small, or desired to be so. 
Thus the statistical accuracy of any evaluation instrument may 
be questionable. Heavy reliance upon summary statistics of 
evaluation performed in such circumstances is not appropriate, 
(iii) Graduate courses often deal with material which is new to 
the field. Consequently, material is sometimes new to both 
faculty and students, and formal course materials may be 
limited. To some students courses may seem less organized or 
structured. These characteristics are natural outcomes of 
graduate education, and should not be considered to be 
deficiencies in an instructor's teaching ability. 
(iv) It is further recognized that formal evaluations may not 
always be appropriate, due to factors including small class 
size, cultural orientation, or specificity of research topic, 
(v) In recognition of the unique characteristics of graduate 
education, alternate means of determining instructor 
effectiveness for the purpose of personnel actions should be 
utilized. Such alternative means include, but are not 
restricted to, letters from former students, peer evaluations, 
and participation in seminars aimed at promotion of effective 
teaching.
(vi) Care should be taken in the use of aggregate quantitative 
comparisons of evaluations among faculty and departments due to 
wide differences between disciplines, as well as the other 
factors mentioned above. 
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The following paragraphs set forth the University policy on student 
evaluation of graduate instruction. The intent of this policy is to 
endorse and promote constructive evaluation, while at the same time 
recognizing the important differences between graduate and undergraduate 
education, and the concerns of many faculty regarding academic freedom 
and privacy. 
1. The University directs that specific evaluation processes be 
established and administered in a manner specified by the 
colleges. All evaluations are to be administered in a manner 
consistent with points (i) through (vi) above. All evaluation 
policies shall be documented and promulgated throughout each 
college. 
2. No one evaluation instrument can adequately serve all 
disciplines. Colleges may utilize a university-supplied, 
scientifically prepared evaluation form if they choose. 
Otherwise, the forms used for evaluations may be developed by 
individual colleges or departments. 
3. Results of any evaluations are confidential to the course 
instructor. Submission of evaluations for the purposes of 
tenure and promotion is the sole discretion of the instructor. 
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TO: Members of the Clemson University Commission on Graduate Studies 
FROM: Graduate Studies Advisory Committee 
DATE: March 23, 1992 
SUBJECT: Criteria for Faculty Participation in Graduate Education 
Faculty are commonly called upon to oversee research activities of 
graduate students, to serve on advisory committees of graduate
students, and to teach graduate courses. In order to maintain 
quality, pursue excellence in graduate programs, and in recognition
of the diversity of graduate education among disciplines, all 
colleges are directed to establish and maintain policy statements 
which specify eligibility criteria for participation in: 
1. Graduate course teaching 
2. Direction of theses and dissertations 
3. Graduate student advisory and examination committees 
4. Developing graduate admission policies. 
Criteria specified by the colleges can be in addition to, but must 
be consistent with, the university-wide criteria below: 
1. Possession of a relevant terminal degree in the academic 
discipline or recognition of substantive and distinctive 
contributions to the discipline involved 
2. Evidence of current interest and involvement in scholarly 
research and/or creative activity in the field of 
expertise 
3. Demonstrated successful teaching, advising, and directing 
of graduate students. (For new and junior faculty, search 
committees must establish that professional records and 
interviews give the expectation that teaching, advising, 
and directing will be performed satisfactorily.) 
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Recommendation to Amend the Constitution 
Presented by the Policy Committee 
October 13, 1992 
Tbe Constitution oftbeFacultyofClemson University. Article II: TbeFacultySenate Section 5 
Qtfnntiuee* (page J9. Faculty Manual) requires tbat tbe majority of tbe members of all 
committees oftbe Faculty Senate sballbemembersoftbat body. 
Insert tbe word "standing"in Section 5. Committees. 
Section 3- SlinHinf Committees 
The Chair-person and at least a majority ... concern. 
The standing committees of the Faculty Senate shall be as follows:... 
Add tbeExecutive Committee isaddedto Section 5. 
The Executing Cniiittee. The Executive Committee shall consist of the Officers of the 
Faculty Senate and the chair-persons of the standing committees and the Finance Cnrnmittee 
The President of the Faculty Senate shall be chair-person of this committee 
Establish a new category: Section 8. Boards. Move tbe Grievance boardfrom Section 5. to 
Section 8 andmake tbe underlinedsubstantive changes 
Section 8. Boards 
The Grievance Board shall consist of eight members elected by members of the Faculty Senate 
from a pool ofnominees named by the Executive and Advisory Committees in a joint meeting, 
and from nominations made from the floor at the Senate election meeting. Members of the 
Grievance Board shall be tenured Full and Associate Professors, and shall be members. 
alternates, or former members of the Faculty Senate. Board members shall each be from a 
different college, and their term of service shall be for tvo years. The Senate shall hold an 
election each January to replace no more than four (4) Board members, and to permanentlyfill positions left Tacant dnrim the veer and filled hv temporary appointment by 
the Advisory Cnieiitiee. The Advisory Committee shall appoint the chair of the Grievance 
Board. The Board hears grievances brought to it in accordance vith Faculty Grievance 
Procedure II. 
Any change to tbe Constitution must be presented to a general Faculty meeting. A simple
majority vote (oftbeFacultySenate) isrequired for tbe proposedamendment to be submitted 
to tbeFaculty TheProvostsballpublicizeaproposedamendmentatleast three weeks prior to 
themeetingatwhich action is to be taken. Amendmentsmaybe consideredat either oftbe 
regularFacultymeetingsheldattbeconclusionsofthe long semesters. Atwo-thirdsmajority
vote ofthe memberspresent isrequired for passage. Anyamendmentpassed by the Faculty
sballbecomeeffective upon approvaloftheClemson UniversityBoardofTrustees. 
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Rationale for 
Recommended changes to the Constitution 
Policy Committee 
October 13.1992 
The Policy Committee recommends that, inorder to have alarger pool from which members of 
the Grievance Board are to be selected, former members of the Faculty Senate should be 
eligible for election. This change will allow the Senate to choose qualified individuals who are 
not currently members ofthe Senate, but who have made substantial contributions to the work 
of the Senate in the past, as well as current Senators and Alternates. In order to avoid a 
conflict with the provision of Section 5. Committees that "a majority of the members of all 
committees of the Faculty Senate shall be members of that body." Section 8. Boards should be 
created, and the Grievance Board moved to that section. 
Ajoint meeting of the Welfare and Policy Committees (June 30. 1992) recommended that the 
number of members of the Grievance Board be increased from seven to eight. The Grievance 
Board selects a three-person Hearing Panel to hear each complaint. An increase in the size of 
the Grievance Board will not change the size of the Hearing Panel. Members of the Grievance 
Board have expressed a need for enlarged membership. 
Two other changes restrict membership on the Grievance Board to tenured faculty and 
designate the method for filling temporary vacancies. 
In Section J. Committees, the committees listed are referred to as "standing committees." For 
clarity, and to differentiate these committees from Section 7. Permanent Committees, the Policy 
Committee recommends inserting the word"standing" in the heading Section 3- Committees, to 
read Section 5- Standing Committees. 
Although the Executive Committee of the Faculty Senate meets regularly with the Advisory 
Committee, the Constitution does not recognize its existence. Therefore, the Policy Committee 
recommends the additionof the Executive Committee to Section5-StandingCommittees. 
Attachment G (1 of 2) 
Policy Committee Recommendation 
to amend 
the FacultyManual 
October 13, 1992 
Dr. Farrell Brown, Associate Dean of the Graduate School, met with the Policy 
Committee to discuss the problem of imbalance in the subcommittees of the 
Commission on Graduate Studies, due to an insufficient number of women and 
minority faculty elected to the Commission. 
The Policy Committee unanimously recommended the following addition to the 
The following statement is to be inserted on page 44 of the Faculty 
Manual under 2. Tno Commission on Graduate Studies: 
If it is necessary to increase representation by minorities and/or 
women, the Dean of the Graduate School may, at his or her 
discretion, request that the Advisory Committee of the Faculty 
Senate appoint up to two additional women or minority faculty 
members to the Commission. These special appointees may be 
from any college which offers graduate degrees, but if two 
members are appointed, theyshall be from different colleges. 
Attachment G (2 of 2) 
Policy Committee Recommendation 
to amend 
the FacultyManual 
October 13, 1992 
The following substitution for the current description of the Fine Arts Committee 
(page 49, Faculty Manual) was unanimously proposed by the Fme Arts Committee 
and approved by the Policy Committee: 
6. Fine Arts Committee. This committee is charged with the 
general oversight, coordination, and promotion of the cultural and 
artistic enrichment of campus life. It reviews the annual program of 
University fine arts activity and provides advice and guidance in the 
planning and execution of this program. The Fine Arts Committee 
shall appoint representatives to the advisory committees of campus 
organizations which regularly program fme arts events. Membership 
consists of one faculty representative from each college; a 
representative of the classified staff elected by the Staff Commission; 
a faculty senator; an undergraduate student representative; a 
graduate student representative; and anappointee of the Provost The 
committee annually elects its own chair. 
Q( Attachment H (1 of 1) 
RESOLUTION CONCERNING THE ACADEMIC COUNCIL'S POSTPONEMENT 
OF THE MID YEAR (DECEMBER) CHECK FOR SUSPENSION/DISMISSAL 
Whereas, the Academic Council recently voted 10 to 8 to postpone implementation of the 
December check for determination of whether a student is subject to suspension/dismissal on 
academic grounds, and 
Whereas, the December check is an integral, inseparable part of the 1990 revision of the 
continuing enrollment policy arrived at after lengthy study by faculty, students and administrators -
- including the Faculty Senate, the Commission on Undergraduate Studies and the Academic 
Council — and represents a compromise "package" in which the December check was 
counterbalanced by adoption of generally more "compassionate" GPR versus credit level criteria as 
well as a liberal "escape clause" (2.2 GPR in the most recent semester), and 
Whereas, postponement of the December check without concomitant reversion back to the 
pre-1990 policy amounts to a drastic lowering of the academic standards required for continuing 
enrollment, and 
Whereas, it is believed that the Deans voting for postponement of the December check may 
have been inadequately informed on the issue and/or unduly influenced by unsubstantiated 
information alleged to exist in what has come to be called "The Mayfield Report", 
Resolved, that the Administration should reject the recent advisory recommendation of the 
Academic Council that the December check be suspended. 
QUESTIONS FOR PROVOST CHARLES JENNETT 
FACULTY SENATE MEETING 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1992 
1. What academic units are responsible for equipping classrooms? How would you
characterize the quality ofClemson classrooms? How many classrooms have you visited 
since becoming Provost? Are supplies adequate to teach classes at Clemson? 
2. What percentage of Clemson's recent $101 million fund-raising campaign will be devoted to 
teaching? To what use will the remaining income be put? 
3. How do you insure that good teaching is rewarded atthe departmental level, that research is not 
pnvdeged over teaching in annual evaluations? Do you favor adepartment being able to limit 
qualified students (e.g. non-majors who have taken a courses's prerequisites) from takine its 
courses? b 
4. In your opinion, is there alower percentage of non-tenure track faculty in the classroom today
than when our strategic planning process began? What plans have you made toimprove the 
undergraduate program? 
5. What is the rationale for using E&G money to bail outTTWET, a nonacademic unit? 
6. What is your response to the perception among many faculty that academic search procedures 
as outlined in the Faculty Mama] have not always been followed in the hiring ofacademic 
administrators? What constitutes awaiver ofaffirmative action, how is itaccomplished, and 
how can itbe defended at atime when we need to hire more black men and women faculty and 
more women administrators? What can you do toinsure that faculty and administrators follow 
the procedures in the Faculty Manual? 
7. Apparently, all new grant proposals are now required to include abudget request for 25% of 
the principal investigator's academic year salary. This is not permitted under NSF guidelines(see the attached excerpt from the NSF application guide), and is routinely disallowed by NTH. 
These budget requests may result in adverse peer reviews for those proposals submitted to 
agencies which do notnormally fund academic yearsalaries. Would it not be in the 
University's best interest toencourage such requests but to leave thefinal decision to the 
principal investigator, his orher department head, orthe individual colleges? 
8. In today's stringent fiscal climate, the payback to the administrative units from sponsored
research isbound to make adifference. Many faculty feel that this payback has taken 
precedence over the academic value ofthe research. In your view, is there any way to prevent 
the commercializationof an endeavor that should have academic aims? 
9. In the Greenville News, you are quoted thus: "At Clemson, we are going from being acollege
where we teach the original thoughts ofothers to being auniversity where we generate original
thoughts and teach them quickly." Were you quoted correctly, and if so, do you really believe 
that the research this quote implied is the most desirable? Have your responses to the Faculty
SenateSurveybeen accuratelyreported in the media? 
10.What procedures do you think ought tobe put inplace so that the Faculty Senate and the 
Provost can work together harmoniouslyin the future? 
(Over for Attachment to Number 7) 
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ROUGH DRAFT 
QUESTIONS FOR PROVOST CHARLES JENNETT 
FACULTY SENATE MEETING 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 13,1992 
1. What academic units are responsible for equipping classrooms? How would you 
characterize the quality of Clemson classrooms? How many classrooms have you visited 
since becoming Provost? Are supplies adequate to teach classes at Clemson? 
Theshort answer to that is that ifthe classroom is retained by a college or department head as 
is, "this is our building, this is the College ofArchitecture,we want it," then theyget the bill. If its 
a general classroom, the Provost's Office gets the bill. There are a few notable exceptions. 
Environmental SystemsEngineering is paying for its entire building and gets all the billsfor all of 
its classrooms. TIWET is paying for its building and gets all the bills for all of its classrooms. 
Entomologypaysfor the CherryHill classroom, and we're not quite sure why. I onlyfound out 
about it this morning. I'm still looking into that. The slightly longer answer is this: there are 196 
classrooms on campus, 182 of which belong to and are equipped by the departments which own 
them. One of the quaint customs at Clemson, and you notice it when you come from another 
university, is a sort ofsacred right to have your office, your classroom, your laboratory, and your 
students all in one place. No other university in the world does it. It's kind ofa stupid idea and it 
costs us a lot of money, but it's there. It does allow for a lot of problems. The fourteen 
classrooms, mostly large lecture halls that belong to the Scheduling Office are essentially mine. 
The Scheduling Office oversees it, but somewhere along the line the Provost's Office gets the bill. 
Personal opinion of quality of classrooms, very highly. I got two answers back. The technical 
answer is the quality of Clemson's classrooms is considered to be slightly above-average for 
comparable universities. All classrooms are air conditioned, 61 classrooms have new or nearly 
newfurnishings, including Bracken and Daniel. Most of the classrooms now are equipped with 
overhead projectors, and $150,000 has been spent in the last two years to add high-tech, 
computers, multi-mediaprojections systems, to the larger lecture halls, P&A Building, Newman, 
McAdams, andBrackett. My personal opinion, no, they are not well-equipped. Thefirst thing to 
be cut and the last one to beput back in bymost oftheDeans is the chalkand erasers. TheCollege 
ofEngineering set out some time ago to equip all ofthe classroomswithoverheadprojectorsand 
had them all stolen, we're not sure by who. We're not sure what you do with a stolen overhead 
projector, butwe lost quite a number of them. We've tried a lot ofsystems. We havetalked about 
having a centralized system for handling this on campus that would add to the administrative 
structure of the campus, and even ifwe stole themfrom you, it would be counted thatway, so we 
haven't. Aresupplies adequate? Ifyou're talking aboutchalk andstuff, myfeeling, as I said, no. 
If you're asking about the supply of classrooms, the answer to that is kind of strange. The new 
requirement that spreads ourclassrooms overprime time seems tobe working. Atleast now there 
are 20-30 classrooms vacant in each timeperiod somewhere on campus. Theyjust may not be in 
yourarea. There are two time periods, 10:00 MWF and11:00 MWF, where there are no large 
classrooms. Now, we define that as 100 seats or larger. 
2. Whatpercentage of Clemson'srecent$101 million fund-raising campaign willbe devoted to 
teaching? To what use will the remainingincomebe put? 
To be quite honest with you I had to ask Dr. Ransdell. Dr. Ransdell is coming over to talk 
with you all, but in one sense all but 7% of it going to teaching. I didget some data on this, 
though. Dr. Ransdell is coming toseeyou, the Faculty Senate Committee onNovember 5th asa 
committee andDecember 8thas thefull one. Ifyouare curious, I willgive it toyou. When all the 
goals are in, you will have 25.7 million dollars dedicated to faculty enrichment, 19.4 million 
dollars to student enrichment, 22 million dollars for program and endowment (which is 
remarkably low for a university our size), 12 million dollars for library enrichment (which is 
terribly low), 14.6 millionfor teaching and research equipment, 12.4 million to newfacilities and 
5.8 million to annual support. IfI am right and added that up which I was just doing over in the 
Library, over here, it works out to be about 93% ofthe total, in one way or another, goes to 
support teaching. It depends on how you define the engineering building and afew other things,
student enrichment, but the remaining income, the 5million bucks ayear, about 7-8% ofitis used 
to raise more money, and the remainder goes to avariety ofthings, all the wayfrom drinks at the 
Faculty Senate party at the beginning ofthe school year on down. It is a wild variety ofissues. 
3. How do you insure that good teaching is rewarded at the departmental level, that research is not 
privileged over teaching in annual evaluations? Do you favor adepartment being able to limit 
qualified students (e.g. non-majors who have taken acourses's prerequisites) from taking its 
courses? 
/ don't know why I have the impression that someone wrote this question with the answer in 
mind. These are two totally unrelated questions. First, I don't insure that good teaching is 
rewarded at the department level. It is not my job. Itis thefaculty's job. Thefaculty get to vote 
on their department heads and deans everyfive years. Once you're tenured there is virtually no 
vote on the reverse. Myfeeling is that we all work together on these issues, and that there is no,
it's not my job. The effort to reward good teaching falls heavily on the faculty. It is they who 
determine the initial steps in tenure. When Iwas in the College ofEngineering, Isawmorepeople
denied tenurefor teaching than any other single issue. The second largest, by the way, wasfailure 
to get along with their colleague, almost in atie with bad teaching. Often, they were related. Way
down on the list was research. I don't know how itis in all the other colleges, but I do know that 
one very well. Most ofthe faculty were judged in the end on the research because most ofthe 
College ofEngineeringfaculty werefired at the end of three years. The net result was about the 
same They were almost alwaysfor bad teaching. We defined it in avariety ofway. Bad results 
on the student evaluation, or ifyou taught the junior level course andfound that you were getting a 
whole bunch ofidiots from the sophomore level courses, did tend to get known. Anybody here 
whoever taughtjuniorfluids, knows why. The second andmore or less unrelated question, asfar 
as I could tell, interestingly enough I sent that out to my staff, I got a variety ofanswers. Some 
favored it and some didn't. Iwill tell you only mypersonal opinion. This is adepartmental issue. 
My personal opinion is, Ifind it important. Ido believe in the German tradition where you can, in 
fact go and take courses in other programs. My post-doc was in environmental geo-chemistry.
They had never, in the history of the imperial college had acivil engineer in the school ofmining in 
environmental geo-chemistry. But they did not think it was particularlyflaky -they though! Iwas 
particularlyflaky. They had never seen apair ofcowboy boots. Iam absolutely certain ofthat. I 
personally don't think that one should exclude aperson on the basis ofrace, color, or creed, or 
major but that's justpersonal opinion. I have also noticed that wherever people start teaching,
Englishfor English student s, Englishfor Engineers, Chemistryfor Chemistry, etc., automatically 
degrades the other courses. 
4 In your opinion, is there alower percentage of non-tenure track faculty in the classroom today
than when our strategic planning process began? What plans have you made to improve the 
undergraduate program? 
Once again, two more or less unrelated questions. The answer to the tenure-track one, that 
took me awhile tofind. The strategicplanningprocess actually started in 1986. We actually tend 
to date it with the strategic planning committee meeting of1989 which began with George Keller. 
It depends on how you count it. According to the IDEDS Reportsfiled by Clemson University in 
1987-88 thefull time teachingfaculty non-tenured track positions was 15% ofthe totalfull time 
teaching faculty. The 1989 Fall Report, the non-tenured track was 17%. The last report completedby Clemson University in the Fall of 1991-92, the percentage was 15%. So, it was actually lower 
at that time in 91-92 than it was in 89-90. Myfeeling is that there isn't a straight answer to that. 
When I was dean in Engineering,we always had a fair numberofpeople because I managed with 
flexibility. In the nine months since I have left, they have replaced, in electrical engineering,for 
example,a number of temporary withpermanentpeople. Myfeeling is therearefewerpeople on 
sabbatical, thatsort of thing, in theCollege ofEngineering, rightnow. On the hand, theColleges 
ofSciences andLiberalArts, myfeeling is thatit is largerbecausewe get them witha surprise load 
thefirst two weeks oftheFall semester. Nursing asfar as I can tell is about the same as it was last 
year and the year before. I'm sure this is a straight answer, but within twopercent the answer is 
about the same. To improve the undergraduateprogramplan - once again, I would submitto you 
that that isn't myjob. My job is to help thefaculty do this, and I would hope the Senate would 
take a leadership role in it. There are a numberof issues that we are looking at, and we would 
hope thatyou all would look at, appropriate class sizes, for different types ofclasses and different 
levels, freshman vs. senior, etc. The Commission on Higher Education made a rather startling 
statement yesterday when I was down there, it doesn't cost any more to teach a senior than a 
freshman. Well, you should hold in mind that our future is in the hands of the 33 people who 
spendfive million dollars a year who have never, withoutexception, taught a college class. This is 
sort of like the Pope giving advice to the family. I shouldn't have said that. Another thing: 
revitalizing the Honors College, appropriate uses of technology, like multi-media, E-Mail, 
computing, television, this sort of thing. When we get the optical fiber link, in theory, we could 
have theworlds greatest lecturerin nuclearphysics, give a lecturehere as easily as he or she gives 
a lecture in wherever they are. We could have classes ofguest lecturers to talk about enzymes if 
you wanted to, and for all practical purposes, in the nextfive to six years, we would swear that 
humanbeing was here, ifwe're willing to spend the money. It's an interesting trade-off. Setting 
standardsfor student communication skills is an area we would like to work in. Re-working the 
core curriculum. I'm still convinced that we canfind an answer to that. Addressing the question 
ofstudying abroad and other global matters, thefreshman year experience at Clemson. There are 
an infinite number of these things that I would like to have us working on - telecampus, 
equipment, optical scanning devices, better ways to grade, better ways to do tests. However, all I 
can do isfacilitate theplanning processfor the academic side ofthis thing. But one ofthe strange 
and quaint devices around here it takes a hell ofa lot ofpapers to become a department head, it 
takes a lot ofresearch to become a dean, it takes a lot ofskills in academia to get this and you are 
presumed not to have a part in the rest of theprocess. Nevertheless, we can work tofind ways to 
work together on it. I'm interested in workingwithyou. 
5. What is the rationale for using E&G money to bail out TTWET, a nonacademic unit? 
/ don't know why, buy I have the impression someone's already made up their mind on this 
one too. I should tell you that this non-academic unithas 61full timegraduate students. It teaches 
severalthousand graduate student credit hours. Having said that, it hasa largeracademic program 
than some departments on campus. What we chose to do, when TTWET came on board, they 
promisednot to havean academicprogram. Now, theyhaveone. Thatwas notmyjudgement or 
decision at the time, I wasDean ofEngineering. Theydo havea programandas a resultofsort of 
reniging on their deal, ofmypredecessorandme,we werea littlesore and so we didn'tsupport 
them. We did not pay them for student credit hours, we allowed them to pay the rent on their 
building, weallowedthem topay theelectricity on their building, andwedidnotpay any expenses 
whatsoever, out oftheacademicbudget. They are, as you understand, going in the red. Though I 
think I shouldput it inperspective. Totalamount TTWETwent in thered is 117th ofAgriculture's 
current red. We do support other non-academic programs: dropout prevention center, a wide 
variety of them, alright? Should we? Beatsme, but we have overtheyears. In TTWETs case, 
what wearepaying is essentially the same as wepay bioengineeringfor an equivalent number of 
students. We arepayingfor their academic programs, I'mstill notpaying their rent, Tmstill not 
payingfor their chalk. I did, as a result of this, take over oversight of the budget. Agriculture no 
longer oversees that budget directly. My office does. We have a committee that oversees it. We 
didR1F twelve people, we didputafreeze onhiring, wedidputafreeze on travel, and it takes 4 
signatures to hire anybodyand ifyou allfeel thatyou need the same management control in your 
own colleges and departments,I will be glad to see that it is imposed. The truthofthe matter is, I 
suppose it ought to be mentioned here, it comes up several other times. In the last analysisfolks, 
we are a university. We are bailing them out because they are a part of the universityfamily. We 
are bailing themout because we all live in a town of10,000 people, and we all live together. We 
are bailing them out because it's the right thing. I thinkyou should know,for those ofyou who 
are not into statistics, 112 ofall colleges at Clemson University on any given year are bailed out. 
The other half are not. Work on it for a while, I'm sure it will come to you as to why this is a 
mathematical truism. 
6. What is your response to the perception among many faculty that academic search procedures 
as outlined in the Faculty Manual have not always been followed in the hiring of academic 
administrators? What constitutes a waiver of affirmative action, how is it accomplished, and 
how can it be defended at a time when we need to hire more black men and women faculty and 
more women administrators? What can you do to insure Aat faculty and administrators follow 
Ae procedures in Ae Faculty Manual? 
First, in spite of what you may or not think, affirmative action is not under the Provost's 
Office. Thefellow you want to ask about this, is the Director ofHumanResources. He worksfor 
Nick Lomax, and his name is Frank Mauldin. Frank says that we are really upset about three or 
four cases. Many of them before I came. One, is Entomology where he feels we both got 
sandbagged. Wewere told that theywere in 100%agreement, that that individual shouldbemade 
departmenthead, their dean and vice president swore this was true and asked Frank to waive it. 
Frank, not being entirely stupid, can count 100% vote andfigure out how much it costs, Frank 
said, ifI'd waive it, he'd waive it, we'd waive it. Later on we were told that this was not right. I 
should tell you that while there are manyfaculty, because the statement says so, that are upset 
about the way wefollow the Faculty Manual, thefact of the matter I have only been askedfour 
timessince I have been theProvost. None byEntomology. According to Frank, only in instances 
when time is a factor, whether there is a qualified individualfor thatparticular position has the 
University not conducteda widespreadrecruitment effort. In the case of85-90%ofthem, theyare 
temporary employees like the typewe hired in September. We're short twophysics profs, we've 
got thephysics highschool and higher. Very smallpercentage. Only in a smallpercentageoftime 
when extenuating circumstances exist and then theProvosthas to make somequick decisions. We 
essentiallyfollow theguidelines setforth in theFaculty Manual. Part 4, Page 24 whichoutlines 
these things. It involves filing aform 1AA1 alerting the Human Resources Dept., a form 2AA2 
Informationfor Federal Reporting, andaformAA3. Inmostofthecases wherefaculty havebeen 
involved, we have waived it in order to hire underrepresentedblacks,females, AmericanIndians, 
etc. Waiving of the posting of the position under these circumstances webelieve canbejustified. 
The College of Engineering was able, using this technique, to hire 6 women, 2 African Americans, 
and one I'm still notsure of. We have twoHispanicfaculty members, one whoadmits to it and 
one who just doesn'tthink it is terribly important. Those are the circumstances I know of. Frank 
won'tswearthat it hasn'thappened. Oneoftheproblems wedon'tknow howto handle, wedon't 
have a very goodsystem to handle it, particularly in times of tight money. Personal leave. You 
combine two jobs, give it to the person that exists and change the title. Should we run a 
nationwide searchfor doing that? There's afair amount of that goingon now. Tobe honest with 
you wehave taken thefaster, cheaper way of doing it, but I didinform Dr.Hare that in thefuture 
what I would do, inpart, toanswer the lastof the question, we'llgive them a call. I would contact 
the Faculty Senate. It is interesting to note that the Faculty Manual, infact, does only address the 
issue of academic administrators, it does notaddress the issueof non-academic administrators. 
Through one ofthepeculiarities ofhistory, the title dean can begiven to almost anybody. I did ask 
the question, ifwe were more concerned about titles than substance and the impression I had was, 
yes. Hare: that was not the question. Jennett: I believe the question I asked was ifI made the 
first and second most powerful persons in the Provost's Office and called them a dog catcher, 
would webe less inclined toprotest andI hadthe impression that youwould be. Butin any case, 
what we are going to try to do is work with the Faculty Senate. The objective of this thing is to 
have apositive affirmative action program. I very strongly believe in affirmative actionprograms.
When you're adopted it affects your whole attitude on this issue, I assure you. We're going to 
work with you onit. Myperception is that we have severalproblems being a small, rural southern 
university. Halfthe world really thinks ourpoliticians represent us, so we have thatproblem and 
we needtoget outandbe both affirmative andactive. If you are affirmative andactive, I don't 
care what field you are in you can eventually find women, African Americans, Spanish and 
American Indians. The courts of theUnited States, by the way, haveheld thatSouth Carolina is 
only responsible for African Americans. I'm the Provost and I don't agree with the Supreme
Court. I think you should, infact, find Hispanic Americans, American Indians, anybody you 
want. I think you will have trouble getting an Eskimo coming to our summers, butI would not 
object to it. My feeling is that if youget outand beat the bushes, you can findpeople. Our 
students need it. If you'refrom Punkintown andyou're black youmay never have seen a black 
woman PhD. inyourfield. That's a crying damn shame. We just lost our one in Engineering. If 
I were you, I would getout and hustle because you mayfindthat I'm more stringent at this than 
anybody elseon campus. Baron: Have you saidthe same things to the deans and department 
heads? Jennett: Yes, but I wasprobably a little more graphic. 
7. Apparently, all newgrant proposals arenow required to include a budget request for 25% of 
Aeprincipal investigator's academic year salary. Thisis notpermitted under NSF guidelines 
(see Ae attached excerpt from AeNSFapplication guide), and is routinely disallowed byNTH. 
These budgetrequestsmay result in adversepeer reviewsfor Aose proposals submitted to 
agencies which do not normally fund academic year salaries. Would it not be in Ae 
University's best interest to encourage such requests but to leave Ae final decision to Ae 
principal investigator, his or her department head,or Ae individual colleges? 
/ swear to God, I have notbeen able tofind anybody who has heard that, other than the person 
who wrote the question. Inany case, it is nottrue, never wastrue. It is true that every department 
andcollege does this a little bitdifferent. When I wasDeanof Engineering, Iput ina rule that if 
you'regoing to have three months in the summer andwork half time during theacademic year, 
you ought to charge as much off during the academic year as you were in the summer. But we 
were veryflexible about this. I am a reviewer, for those of you who don't know it, for the 
National ScienceFoundation in Chemistry, Geology, andEngineering. When I see a proposal 
come in that has 100% time in the summer, zero percenttime during theacademic year, andit's a 
two yearproposal, I turn itdown on thegrounds the investigator is too stupid toget themoney. If 
the underlined statement in the attachment is a justificationfor notcharging 25 cents on the dollar, 
someone here needs to read because the sentence above it, not underlined, reads (see attachment). 
I havehadmillions ofdollars inNSFmoneyas sole investigator and theydopay release time. I 
think itpaidfor bothmy children, I know it helpedpayfor thecollege oftheireducation. It is true 
though that everybody does this a little differently. NIH, I know, it's hardto get release money 
from. The Ford Foundation won't pay it. But, I assure you, the National Science Foundation 
will. Now, you have to justify it. Mypersonal experience has been in recent years, they have 
been very hard to justify large amounts ofrelease time with. But, I believe there is onefaculty 
memberin Engineering and Science on 50% leave right now, and took their sabbaticals to do it. I 
agree totally (with the last part of the question). Absolutely. I just don't agree with thefirst two 
sentences which just historically, theoretically, actually, and in real life wholy and accurate 
statement. 
8. In today's stringent fiscal climate, Ae payback to Ae administrative units from sponsored 
research is bound to make a difference. Many faculty feel Aat this payback has taken 
precedence over Ae academic value of Ae research. In your view, is Aere any way to prevent 
Ae commercialization of an endeavor Aat should have academic aims? 
Two questions, really. One is, would we change the way we do business solelyfor the buck, 
are we running a whorehouse. I wouldsay, I hope not. I wouldhope that thefaculty were the 
judge of this. I would hope that we would do only quality work. Now, I would go further and 
say to you, thefact that money comesfrom industry and has commercial value, I do notfind 
anything wrong with that. I understand that thearchitects in this building would regularly require 
this type of work as an exhibit of their skill. I would think that that's not a bad thing for 
professionals to do. Engineers could do a little practice, architects could do a little practice, 
lawyers, doctors, whatever. I think these are, to some degree separable, but I wouldhope the 
valueof the work wedo, if it involves graduate students, if its newandoriginal work, as opposed 
to consulting, it makes no difference to me whether it brings in large sums ofmoney. I will tell 
you, personally, I think universities should help do a certain amount of research. When an 
engineer says research, everybody in thisroom thinks I am talking aboutfunding -1 amnot. I'm 
talking about scholarship. Alright? It happens that myfield ofresearch is a very expensivefield. 
For those ofyou in the room who don't know, myfield is toxic and hazardous waste, treatment 
and an awful lot of the work I do involves nuclear waste, they're called mixed waste. The 
equipment is unbelievably expensive. The safetyprecautions are endless and thepaperwork is 
worse. To set me up in a lab, new, today would probably cost somewhere between 114 and 1/2 a 
million dollars. Do I thinkthe state should payfor that? The answer is no. I thinkI should. For 
therecord, I haveover theyears. However,I was a theoreticalfluid academicianand all I needed 
was a graduate student, six yellowpads and number 2 pencils, do I think thestate shouldhelpme 
with that? Yeah. Certainly belowaveragecosts. Allyou needis a littletime to think,fill thepads 
and work with the graduate student. I think therewe shouldpay a disproportionate amount of 
costs. Thesame thing could be if I compareda philosopher to a biochemist. Actually,I think the 
worst and most expensive degree we have aroundhere right now is biochemistry. Afew years 
ago it was organic.Theprice ofchemicalhas gone up110 %per year. I think whatwe are trying 
to do is to do scholarship. I think that is the issue. 
9. In Ae Greenville News, you are quoted Aus: "At Clemson, we are going from being a college 
where we teach Ae original Aoughts of oAers to being a university where we generate original 
Aoughts and teach Aem quickly." Were you quoted correctly, and if so, do you really believe 
Aat the research Ais quote implied is Ae most desirable? Have your responses to Ae Faculty 
Senate Survey been accurately reported in Ae media? 
Once again, two separable and more or less unrelatedquestions. First, do I really believe that 
we are goingfrom being a college wherewe teach the thoughtofothers to being a university where 
we generate thoughts and teach them quickly? Yeah, I do. I believe that is a historic fact. In 
1965, we offered ourfirst PhJ)., in 1960 we were doing ourfirst funded research. What do I 
base this on? Well, whenyou talk to reporters you base it it on some, you don't really snap those 
out as much as you think. The definition of a college - self-governing body of a university 
offering living quarters and instruction butno degree. Please note thedefinitiondoes include the 
word research, in any one of the 14 that were listed because I got this from Webster's. The 
definition of a university - an institution ofhigher learning providing facilities for research and 
teaching and authorized to give a degree. By definition, we have two of those. We are a land 
grant university, it isn't in Webster's New Collegiate at least not on my computer, where I got 
these. We have public service, we have public service because it is in the law, its our tradition, 
and because Mr. Clemson asked us to. In this regard, I was quoted accurately. I was not quoted 
completely because I had a long discourse on Newman's Discourse on Learning, a book I am 
readingfor the second time, and they decided to leave it out because theyfound it as boring as I'm 
finding Cardinal NewmanHe has lots ofgood ideas interspersed with very, very long chapters. 
Its been interesting. Actually, with the one statement, very brief statementthatI thought salaries 
were involved, which someone wrote a letter about today and disagreed withme on it, or disagreed 
with the editorial, I'd have to say I've been recorded accurately, but very, very briefly. I think to 
sit andsay thatmorale is high is obviously a canard, its not true. Tosay thatit is only salaries, is 
obviously nottrue either. Tosay that the budget didn't happen until after thatfacultysurvey is also 
not true, basedonwhatI gotfor a raise lastyear and thenumber zero comes to mind. So, asfar as 
/ was concerned, itwas affecting my morale. It is also true that ithadbeenfouryears since we've 
had any kind of a decent budget around here andyes, I think it's affecting Clemson. Space is 
affected. We arecramped. Until weget some of the new buildings up, we're all cramped. We're 
crampedfor several reasons. One, is thatfrankly wehave in ten yearsquadruped ourgraduate 
research, funded andnon-funded, we've entered a whole lotof new programs, inevery college, 
nursing, liberalarts, all ofthem. We've put in newprograms, they haveall required space andwe 
haven't generated a squarefoot of newspace. The CollegeofEngineering is underneath a water 
plant, for example. It's a dubious honor butinterestingly enough, one of thefellows that's in the 
waterplanthasgotten oneof the nicest grants in the history of this university. We're very tight of 
space and I think that affects things. We're tightfor another peculiar reason and it's our own 
doing. We are disproportionately a university of experimental research. I have no ideawhy. Its 
quite noticeable when youcome infromoutside. Most scientific andengineering programs have a 
fairly higherpercentage of theoreticians aspart of the mix. We have virtually none. Engineering 
only in the wild sense of the thing has a few percent, whereas normally it would be about one 
third. It's not being critical of those ofyou in the room who may be theoreticians, but as the 
percentage goes, it's afairly low number, and the kindofexperimentalwe have done has tendedto 
involve large projects. Part of this, I think, started or sol am told by the olderfaculty that the 
climate actually limits itself to this, the earlyceramic kilns wereouton thegrass,people did work 
outside, I can't imagine nowasking someone in ceramic engineering, certainly not one of these 
endowedchairs, to build his kilnout on the lawn. But, actually thefirst kilnwas builtout on the 
lawn byafaculty member who was teaching 14 hours, wasdepartment head, anddoing $100,000 
a year worth ofresearch. Go ask him, his name is Bill Robinson. 
10.What proceduresdo you Aink ought to be put in place so Aat Ae Faculty Senate andAe 
Provost can work togeAer harmoniously in Ae future? 
Goodquestion. I don't really know. Its a two-way street. Eachof us is independent and 
dependent on one another to do this. Each of us has tofind a way that we can work together. I 
thinkpicking up thephone andgetting onBTTNET andasking a question like, "isit true somebody 
on campus charged 25 percent to his time (sic)?" The answer is no so you don't have to get 
terribly agitated. You don't have to send a memoaroundandI suspect the rumor millfor the next 
6 months will believe that, it is not true. I think what we need to do is keep an open line of 
communication, may be have afew more glasses ofwine or coca-cola, or soda pop and talkand 
find ways to work together and I'm open to do it. V11 come beforeyou anytime you all want. Its 
easier to do it ifwe do it quarterly or halfly or wheneverconvenient. I'm openfor it. I met with 
thefaculty senators as a dean, and I'll meet with theFaculty Senate as a Provost. I don't knowall 
the answers, but ifyou give me timeI can usuallyfind out the answers, exceptfor the 25 cents on 
thedollar. I'm really having a heck ofa time with that one. Myguess is thatsomewhere along the 
line that was a topic of a discussion by somebody, or it was used as an example, or some 
department head did it briefly, or something. I think we're just kindof uptight right now. The 
popularity survey. I know the President read it. I know a lot ofpeople read it around here. I 
know they are very interested infinding solutions to the problem. I know we are interested in 
finding ways to communicate and I think, veryfrankly that the upper administration has done a 
terrible job of communicating in some respects. Apparently, somebody asked Max Lennon why 
we hadn't implemented the teacher awards, frankly we did that several years ago. I had a 
colleague win one. It's clear we haven't communicated that very well, because apparently, the 
person who asked this question was a former Faculty Senate President. We haven't done a very 
goodjob ofcommunicating. Baron: I think, at the time, his question was misinterpreted. Jennett: 
Well, one of the problems we've got is there is too much of that. Way too much of that. I think 
the best we can do is to keep talking. I've been doing it nowfor 42 minutes. Any questions? 
QUESTIONS FROM THE FLOOR: 
RaAwell: One question I have deals wiA communication. I'm anAgfaculty senator and have 
now heard 3different figures oncosts ofTTWET. One byMr.KeinaA (?), one byyou, and one 
given tous byourProvost, and about 5-6VPs in a meeting Aeycalled to clearupAe mess. 
Your're way low inwhat Aey told usand what Ae task force 3 information Aatwas provided to 
us suggests. We were told out of Ae experiment station Aat probablysince 1988-89 and I can 
give you a bitonAe figures, about 1.5 million hasbeen expended. In addition, your office 
provided$600,000Ais year and Ae experiment station an additional$600,000 to bail TTWET out 
That's 1.2 which is significantly greater AanAe 1/7A ofAe total addebtwhich youindicated 
earlier. 
The very person who gave you that data when I came over here I asked him about it. My 
understanding there have been someflowing around and all, but we eliminated some of the 
positions and other things out there that is essentially 117th. I think weshouldputthe rest of 
agriculture's negative deal at the present time insomeproportion - it's3.8million dollars. IfIput 
into that, 117th of that would bearound $650,000 which is infact what I'mexpecting toputinto it 
from the academic side of it. 
RaAwell: That's what you're expecting. Does Aat include what Ae experiment station is putting 
in, as well? 
No. It doesnot. And infact it would not. From where we're sitting, their overrun is what 
would come onour sideof the line. I don't the issue though is togo kick TTWET. It is a base of 
communication because any way you dothis ismechanical. Ifyou come to me and say, I'm 
spending 3 million a year, I got 2 million dollars I needa million, whats it costme? A million, or 
three million? or two million? 
RaAwell: It costs you a million. 
IfI say it costs me amillion you're going tosit there andsayit costs three million. The truth of 
thematter is, theyare not themajorproblem. 
Wells: But you said it was 1/7 of Ae agriculture's deficit, if I'm not mistaken. 
That is true. 
Wells: Out of TTWET Ais was bailed out to Ae tune of 1.2milliondollars coming into Ais year. 
The Extension deficit is projected to be at Ae end of Ais current year, 1.6 million dollars. 
Now there we have a difference ofopinion. 
Wells: That's what its projected to be, it's no opinion. Paul Gable projected it, Bud Webb has 
projected it, it's been projected to be 1.6 million. 
Its not an argument, I will perfectly willing to sit down inpublicforum whereI have the data and 
go over agriculture with you, but when you sit there and say projected, I thinkyou should know 
that in June theyprojected a balance ofzero. Theyonly missed it by 3-4 million dollars. Its not 
an argument I'm going to argue,Mr.Wells. Theactualfact ofthematteris that it is between 116 
and 117... 
Wells: Which is a Aree-year bailout is Ae way it was told to us. TTWET is provided not only to 
have a million base level from Ae experiment station, but from your side and Ae experiment station 
in Ae first year 75,000 each; 150,000 each Ae second year, 350,000 Ae Aird year to pay back Ae 
1.2, and Aere is in Ae second and Aird year a 250,000floor from each side in case Aey don't 
come up to projection. My questions is, what are we looking at? 1 million or 2 million going back 
to your example. Where is 
To be honest with you, I have not memorized that set ofnumbers you have before you, you have 
an advantage. Youprobably have an advantage over most ofthepeople in this room. If 
agriculture lost 5 million dollars, and ag research was willing to sell 5 million dollars in covering it, 
that is their decision. From where I am sitting, it would have a zero cost. 
Baron: Not being a member of Ag and being very much ignorant of Ae subject, I have two points 
for you and some of Ae colleagues here. One is, I Aink wiA regard to your office and to Ae 
faculty senators and faculty in Ag, I don't Aink there as much controversy or confrontation as you 
seem to feel. I Aink we are sympaAetic. The problem Ae faculty senators and Ae faculty in Ag 
have in my impression, is Aat Aey don't feel they are getting correct, complete numbers. They are 
not arguing wiA you. They are arguing wiA some of the numbers Aat Aey are receiving and I 
Aink that Aey are looking for assistance in getting down to Ae bottom of Ais. 
/' // tell you the truth, thatpart of it I understandtotally, the exasperation. I have had as much 
troublegetting that as anybody around. There is a committee,T11 be glad ifyou all want to ask and 
we will get themsent over to you and read it. All thatwe know. It is a dynamic number. It's 
called the Committee, anyway there is a large group ofpeople who are looking at it. Paul Gable is 
nowmanaging it. Everybody has a differentset ofnumbers. Everybody has a set that this is what 
it is actually costing, when I pay back the debt, this is what is actually costing now, this is what it 
is actually costing ifwe sell the trees, andput in this, and everybody sees it along their own way. 
All I can tell you is when I left here I had that thing and I asked the question. I wish now I had 
broughtthe30-somethingpage document, completewith transparencies. I don't think in the 
overall scheme ofthings that it is a major expense whenI compare it to the other ones we have. 
Some of them I have not had control of. The centers thatI have had control of, the EnergyCenter, 
theDropOutCenter, theCenterfor BlackExperience, etc. I havebeen told theyhave twoyears to 
operatein theblackor quit, disappear, haveyourprogram terminated. Whether or notI amgoing 
tobe so cruelif they get within $10,0001 don'tknow. I do know that as late as January, when I 
madean appointment to head the Strom Thurmond Institute, it was losing a substantial sumof 
money, theyput in a milliondollars worth ofgrants, theygot a newgrant today, I heardover the 
phone, I haven't seen it, $380,000 and if that is true they brought in $ 800,000 since February. 
So,myfeeling is thatifyou stop dwelling on thenegative, wherethebudgets are cut, why haven't 
I got his money, why is thisa drain on us, it reminds meofmychildren, he got a biggerpiece of 
candy than I've got, andget on with the issue expending thesupply ofcandy, you'regoing tobe 
ina lot better shapeJn the case ofTTWET whether theycanpull it outor not,I don't know. If it 
was a bad investment, so be it. It is true that theyhave topayfor theirbuilding,and untilI 
transferred thatmoney they didnotget anymoneyfor their teaching. Hadthey hadthe money, 
hadwebeenable toget it on theformula, they were notable toget thebuilding on theformula 
because Aginsisted on building that building without the Commission's dealbecause itwould 
have added 6-8 months. Whatever reason Sheehen got it back up didn't allow us to put it on the 
formula, so they hadtopay the rent. So, it is a more expensive operation. We are trying to 
change that. We are trying now togo back andsaythey have 60 graduate students, letusputiton 
the building. If it does, we'd getabout $190-192,000 extra money, cashflowto the building. I 
think you really dohave aproblem. I will getyou with thepeople who dodothis budget. The 
two people who are head ofthe committee now are Jerry Whitmire andPaul Gable, I think. The 
bestI can do is tellyoutoget them together andsee ifyouagree because thepeople who are 
handing me these numbers, and they do change everytime, is them. 
Wells: Oneof Ae Aings you said in relationship to bailingout TTWET, correctme if I am 
wrong, Aat if Aey werepart of Ae Clemson family, and it wasAe rightAing to do. 
/ think so. 
Wells: OK. What about Ae Extension? 
/ would agree, andweareset todoas much of itas we can. Thefact of the matter Extension is 
partof the Clemsonfamily, both emotionally andlegally. They have an interesting system, they're 
not ourbudget, but they are. The truth of the matter is even ifwe were to ignore the moral and 
ethical obligation, we would have an interesting legalone. Hews the way public service works at 
any of the 54 land grant universities. Ifwego down, if the academic sideflushes outandwe lose 
theendowment, they cannotusepublic service money to bail us out. But if thereverse is true, we 
areobligated bylawto try. Welcome tomy worldfolks. It's called a one-way gated system, if 
you're inelectrical engineering. Itworks this way, itdoesn't work that way. I have a very similar 
system inmy cattle pen. We're doing everything wecantomake that budget work, andwe 
certainly, I know thatMilt andBudandthe others are trying. We have a lotof constrictors on this 
statewhowouldlike us to believe thatour handsare open tomanageour own, but infact, we are 
not. I'vegottotellyou, Max is concerned. Hehas run a largeprogram like this. It's thefirst 
timefor me, I never have. And I have an interesting problem when it comes to talking to 
accountants. Everytime I talk to the Extension accountant, I get a different number. ButI'mnot 
allowedto have the books. I don'tknow ifyou know that or not, butI'm notallowedto see the 
books. You may askmeall the questions youwish, but I haven't got an idea in hell. I know a 
little bitmore about the Russiqn budget than I do that one. But I'd be willing itfast. 
Behery: OnAe lastquestion, Ais is extremely important about you said youdon't know you have 
someideasbecause the goodcommunication between Ae senate andAe provost I havea few 
comments onAat if yousortof have Ae patience forme, maybe I talkfunny also. Thepointis, I 
AinkAemostimportant Aingis to build confidence. If youhave confidence in us andwe have 
confidence wiAyouAanwebuilda mostimportant bridge. Forexample, our acting deangive us 
a memo in oneof Ae news points Mr.So andSo"has beenappointed" department head. The 
search I don't knowof, whatwouldI do if I go to him and say"did you follow AeManual?" His 
answer would be, "I got permission from Ae Provost." 
/ hope the memo you gotfrom your acting dean, if it's like the one I gotfrom your acting dean, 
says thatyouhave anacting department head which heappointed. 
Behery: No, Aisis a full department head for Legal Studies. I don't think you even have Aat 
memo. I'm just giving an example. 
Baron: I'm not familiar wiA it. 
Hassan, you've gotme on that one. AsfarasI know, I have not given permission to do anything 
except 
Behery: I'ma member ofAe Policy Committee and I know Aat Ae Committee talked about Jerry
Whitmire, and how hewas appointed, it was too long ofa period since you took office inJanuary. 
Jery Whitmire is totally different, he isnot an academic appointment, Idid not have to do that. 
Behery: OK, Aat's what I've been debating all Ae time. You said, I'mgoing tocall in dog
catcher, ifyou have abig position itdoesn't care what you call itas long as you call him dog
catcher do Ais, but ifAat dog catcher's responsibility istocatch Ae stray dog on campus and he 
doesn't do his job, andAen he bitesme as an academic, go to hospital for a monA, andAe 
classroomdoesn't have anybody, he's not a dog catcher, he's an academic. 
The issue though issubstance. In Jerry's case, he's an accountant to advising me, alright. He 
makes no academic appointments 
Behery: His title, sir, is Academic and Budgets, Associate Provost for Academic and Budgets. 
Hassan, you're talking about substance vs. title. Buthe is essentially the Senior Provost to, 
AcademicVicePresident, whatever, I don't evenmemorize the title, what he does is adviseme on 
the budget. I will begladtogethis exact title and send it toyou, butmy memory is that heis in 
charge ofbudgetsforacademic administration, not academic administration ofbudgets. 
Behery: Buthe makes decisions, or advises youon decisions Aatmay affect mywhole future, 
sir. And he's never been in a classroom, he hasn't done research, he's never been in academic 
activity. Yet,youpresent himsomeAing as advice, evenfor lunch, evensocially, whatis Aat 
you're doing, Jerry? Ah, Aat's bull...It affects me, sir. 
Everything affects you, including the attitude ofmy secretary ona badday. But, ifyou want me to 
run afull search onHassan, I think I'll skip it. One of theproblems you've got on this is where 
you draw the line. Where doyou draw the line onacademic administration and the way you all 
drew the line was to write it in the Faculty Manual making itanadministrative, if it wasfor 
academic administration, then I had to go before you andI have agreed todoit. If it isn't, I 
haven't. Interestingly enough, in the case ofJerry Whitemire, italso resulted inthe College of 
Engineering having itsfirstwoman incharge ofbudgeting administration. I should apologize to 
you, but I think I'll skip it. Whitmire's replacement was a womanfor thefirst time in104years. 
Schaffer: I have twoun-related questions. YousaidAat yougave some centers twoyears to get 
in Ae black? 
Allof the centers that have reported directly tome(Drop Out Center, Energy Center, Black 
Experience Center, Thurmond Institute) I made anexception onSTI because they arealso the 
group that handles the speechesfor us. What we aretrying todo, we've asked them toprepare a 
budget, is to essentially become self-supporting if they promised to. Now, there areafew of them 
out here that I am told were never setup tobecome self-supporting and other ofwhom they have 
nevernot been self-supporting. 
Schaffer Whatdid you say aboutAe public servicebudget? Extension budget,I guessyou are 
talking about? And you said you're not allowed to see Ae books? 
/, as theAcademic Vice President, do not see thepublic service books. 
Schaffer You said you are not allowed to see Ae books. 
/ have asked on occasion, and was told that it wasn't my business. 
Schaffer Who told you Aat? 
Agriculture. Vice President Wise. I don't knowwhy thatparticularly bothersyou because in a 
verymost sincere sense, it isn'tmy budget. Theygo to the state, they raise it, theymatch it with a 
federal government, and theygo on. It only happens in this case that we have a problem. AndI 
think therewe are dealing once again on thenegative side ofthis thing. 
Schaffer I'm just interested as a citizen of Ae State of SouA Carolina. 
Oh, you mean, could I do it under the Freedom ofInformationAct? Probably. 
Schaffer: So, if you want to see Ae budget, you can see Ae budget, Aat's all I'm asking. 
Yeah, its probably more hassle. My guess is you're probably right, Alan. I never thought about 
doing it that way. 
Schaffer I don't want y ou to. It's just Aat you said Aat you weren't allowed to and I was trying 
to determine who's tying your hands. 
/ guess I'm tying my hands. 
Behery: Sometime ago we received a memo I Aink eiAer from you or Provost Maxwell Aat from 
now on effective immediately nobody would be hired assistant to Ae dean, or whatever, and Aen 
we see Ais day a lot of practice of a person being appointed acting to Ae dean, in engineering, 
acting to Ae dean, and I Aink in my judgement the way we practice it it seems like a nice loophole 
to get somebody acting to Ae dean, we don't need any search, we don't need any procedure, we 
don't need to go to Ae Manual, blah, blah, blah. All of a sudden, two , and Aey become 
assistant dean. How can we, Ae Senate, ask you kindly to watch over Ais, or help us solve Ais? 
WellI wish it were a true story, but the truth ofthematter is, whenDavidMaxwell sent you that 
memorandum, it was in response to theState ofSouthCarolina removingthat titlefrom onef the 
legal titles thatwe can use. Now, it is true thatwe can't internally call anybody anything we want. 
But that title does not legally exist anymore in the State ofSouth Carolina. Now ifI have a 
secretaryandI want to call herAssistant to theDean, I canput it on her cards, I can put it on her 
letterhead, I can do anythingbut it is not a legal deal and it has not existedfor at least a year or two. 
That title just doesn't exist anymore. 
Behery: In Aat memo in our college, C&I, someone was appointed assistant to Ae dean, only a 
monA ago. 
There is a difference in what Aey're doing, but I don't know. All I know is Aat it is not a state 
title. Do you know, Bob? 
Waller: I Aink you are correct it is not a recognized state title. 
Myfeelingaround here is thatpeopleare very hung up on titles. And that ifyouhire a secretary 
andshe or he wishes to be called an assistant to theprofessor, or an assistantto thedean,andall it 
costs youis letterhead stationery, thenprobably afair amount of that goes on,I would never know 
it, on theotherhanditsjust nota legal title. 
Behery: I'm wiA you until"it's only a legal title and order stationery. Becausewhenit comes to 
be assistant dean, you have to ... 
E. Hare: Are you currentlyreviewingdepartmentheads at Ae end of Aeir secondyear of 
office? 
/ don't review department heads, deans review department heads. My advice to the deans 
themselves, if they wrote the letters thatlwrote, up until the time that I left office, giving the 
personfiveyears to stay in office, they had a legal obligation to doit. The other deans who have 
not, Bobby Wixsonjor example, has, infact, reviewed a dean (sic) at the end of two years. It 
was informal, asI believe itcalledfor. Ifyou wantmypersonal opinion, the current Faculty 
Manual, as written, is so ambivalent on this subject that I would hate like hell to take thaLbefore 
any tribune becausefrom where I'm sitting, I can turn itfrompage 10 topage 12 and comeup 
with two differentanswers to thatquestion. All I do knowfor sure is that ifa dean were careful 
untilthatthing werewritten andputfive years in there before theyhada review, they'llgo onfive 
years. Ifit really concerns you, I shouldpoint out thephrase that has come up since I have been 
Provost - thata department head serves "at thepleasure" ofthedean. I was asked, how can an 
acting dean do something like this and I don't know how you define"pleasure" butI know how 
thatdean defined "pleasure". Whether or notI agreed with thedecision or not, I did not choose to 
interfere. My guess is that ifyou marched en masse ...and said "Professor X is a terrible 
department head and wefind great displeasure in this and you willfind displeasure when we 
review you," my guess is the dean mightfind displeasure. On the other hand, I would not commit 
him or her in eitherway. I wouldpoint out howfew department headspredateme in theCollege 
ofEngineering. None, is the number. 




1. Call to Order. President William Baron called the meeting to order at 3:34 p.m. 
2. Approval of Minutes. The Faculty Senate Minutes dated October 13, 1992 were 
approved as written. 
3. Special Order of the Dav. Professor Bob Green, Department of Education; Roger
Liska, Department Head ofBuilding Science; George Carter, Director ofUndergraduate Academic 
Studies; Stassen Thompson, Chair of the Strategic Planning Committee (SPC); and Sandy
Underwood, Director of Planning/Member of the SPC were introduced by President Baron. 
Stassen Thompson provided a brief update on the planning activities and the goals of the Planning
Committee for the coming year (Attachment A). Bob Green outlined the efforts that have taken 
place in the College ofEducation with respect to their planning activities. Roger Liska discussed 
efforts in the College ofArchitecture regarding planning and continuous improvement; and George 
Carterinformed theSenateof whathasbeenhappening withrespect to implementation. 
4. Class of '39 Award for Excellence. President Baron appointed Lucy Rollin, 
Secretary ofthe Faculty Senate, to count ballots for this Award with the Provost. The election of 
the 1992Class of '39 Awardfor Excellencewas held by secretballot, andballotswerecollected. 
5. Committee Reports 
a. Committee Reports 
Scholastic Policies Committee. Senator Alan Schaffer submitted the 
Committee Report (Attachment B). 
Welfare Committee. No report. 
Finance Committee. No report. 
Policy Committee. Senator Eleanor Hare submitted the Committee Report 
(Attachment C), andbrieflydiscussedenumerateditems. 
Research Committee. No report. 
b. University Commissions and Committees 
1) Joint Citv/Universify Committee - Senate Alternate Jerry Waldvogel
reported that this committee will bring a strategic plan dealing with University/City relations to the 
Executive/Advisory Committee ofthe Faculty Senate, orthe Faculty Senate as awhole, by the end 
ofthis semester. Any ideas may be submitted toSenator Waldvogel. Senator Schaffer stated that a 
resolution was unanimously adopted to send toPresident Lennon to agree: "that before beginning 
any service or operation that might involve competition with businesses or merchants in the 
Clemson community, the University will discuss the proposal with the City/University Committee 
and allow it time tocollect information and report onpotential problems that might arise." 
2) Facilities Planning Committee - Senator Lloyd Blanton reported that 
this committee is in the talking stage of considering a possible site for the future Business & 
Finance Offices (Highway 76 near the Armory). It was further statedthat due to the process of the 
University and the community infringing on each other's commercial ventures, the University may 
need to reconsider the location of the Bookstore. 
Senate Alternate Joanne Deeken reported that due to much faculty response regarding the site 
placement of the waste treatment center on campus, this Committee is now considering two 
additional sites. 
6. President's Report No written Report was submitted; however, President Baron 
informedthe SenatethatPresidentLennonhas requestedan administrative growthreport fromeach 
of the vice presidential areas which will be forwarded to the Faculty Senate. An ad hoc Committee 
to Review the Vice Presidents' Administrative Growth Reports has been appointed by President 
Baron. Members include: John Huffman, Chair, Bea Cain, Joanne Deeken, Bob Kosinski, and 
Joe Louderback. 
President Baron also informed the Senate that he had generally suggested to Gary 
Ransdell, Vice President for Institutional Advancement, to include a faculty member during 
Parent's Day festivities; and in particular, to extend an invitation to Vice-President/President-Elect 
Alan Schaffer next year. Dr. Ransdell was receptive to this suggestion. 
President Baron reported that he and Dave Senn, Chair of the Athletic Council, 
have asked the Policy Committee and the Scholastic Policies Committee of the Faculty Senate to 
prepare a job description for the faculty representative to the NCAA and the ACC. 
7. Old Business (None) 
8. New Business 
a. Senator Schaffer submitted a resolution on Closing Classes to Non-Majors 
from the Scholastic Policies Committee. Discussion followed. Following a friendly amendment 
from Senator John Huffman, which was accepted by the Senate, vote to accept amended resolution 
was taken, and resolution passed (FS92-11-1 P) (Attachment D). 
b. Senator Hare submitted a Policy Committee Recommendation to amend the 
Faculty Manual regarding the evaluation of department heads (Attachment E). The floor was open 
for discussion. Hearing none, vote was taken and recommendation passed unanimously. 
c. Senator Hare introduced a Resolution on Selection of the Faculty 
Representative to NCAA and ACC, (Attachment F). Following the unanimous passage of a two-
thirds vote to bring resolution to the floor of the Senate, Senator James Davis offered a friendly 
amendment to add the word "once" after the word "renewable" in the fourth paragraph, which was 
seconded. After discussion, vote to accept friendly amendment was taken and passed. Senator 
Walt Owens offered a friendly amendment to include "of the Executive Committee of the Athletic 
Council" after the word "endorsement" in the fourth paragraph. Senator Hassan Behery offered a 
friendly amendment to include the words, "and Term," in the title of resolution after the word 
"Selection." Vote to accept these two friendly amendments was taken, and passed unanimously. 
Senator Schaffer asked the Senate to consider separating the two issues contained in the resolution: 
the selection of the representative and the issue of release time and compensation to the department. 
Following discussion, vote was taken to accept the first four paragraphs as one resolution (FS92-
11-2 P) (Attachment G), and the last paragraph as a separate resolution (FS92-11-3 P) 
(Attachment H), and each resolution passed unanimously. 
Rollin, Secretary
Adjournment. Themeetingwas adjournedat 5:38p.m. 
Lucy   
Cathy T3th Sturkie, StaffSecretary 
Senators Absent: W. Bridges (J. Bertrand attended), J. Brittain, W. Smathers, F. Eubanks, G. 
Waddle, J. Flanigan, M. Bridgwood (D. Leigh attended), F. Tainter, H. Goodall, B. Vander Mey, 
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Attachment B (1 of 1) 
Scholastic Policy Committee Report 
Meeting of October 26th 
1. STEP Program. The following questions will be posed to 
Director George Carter who will be invited to attend our next 
meeting: 
a. How are students selected? 
b. Are these students admitted with the vote of the 
Admissions Exceptions Committee or its appropriate 
subcommittee? 
c. Do we have any data on the GPA and the number of 
credits per semester these students take beyond the 
first year? What kind of tracking do we do beyond 
the first year? 
2. Student exchange program being pushed by students 
a. Committee voted unanimously in favor of this 
concept. 
3. Forgiveness policy advocated by students to allow repeat 
ing up to 2 courses in which they received a D or an F grade with 
the understanding that only the highest grade received would be 
recorded and counted in the GPA: 
a. Committee voted 4 -1 against supporting this idea. 
4. Classes closed to non-majors, 
a. See attached resolution 
5. Proposal for a summer academic program from George Carter 
a. The Committee agreed to hold off on the so-called 
"First Class" program until after we have met with Dr. 
Carter about the STEP program since we see these two as 
related possibilities. 
Attachment C (1 of 1) 
Policy Committee Report 
November 10 1992 
The Policy Committee met with Dave Senn and Cecil Huey to discuss possible proposals for 
selection of the faculty representative to the NCAA and ACC Based on information exchanged 
at this meeting a preliminary draft will be sent to the Policy Committees of the Athletic 
Council and the Faculty Senate After both Policy Committees have considered the preliminary 
draft, we will hope to present a joint resolution to both the Athletic Council and the Faculty 
Senate 
The following were proposed: 1) The representative should be a non-administrative facility 
member: 2) The nominating committee might be the Executive Committee of the Athletic 
Council or a specified committee and should have Faculty Senate representation 3> The 
President would be asked to select from a slate recommended by this nominating committee 41 
The representative should be appointed for a specified term which should be at least 3 years in 
length and 5) The term should be renewable 
Prior to fall, 1990, the Faculty Manual required only that department heads be formally 
evaluated at the end of their fifth year in office and every five years thereafter During thai 
fall, the Faculty Senate twice requested that the requirement be changed to every three years 
Both requests were denied, but a requirement that new department heads be formally 
evaluated before the end of their second year in office was added to the previous requirement 
Citing the statement in the third paragraph of Section A' The Department Heads (page 10) that 
"Department heads serve at the pleasure of their respective deans, who formally evaluate the 
performance in office of heads reporting to them every five years," the administration has 
questioned the validity of the Policy Committee assertion that the second year check is 
required 
In order to clarify the intent of the Faculty Manual, the Policy Committee recommends deletion 
of the phrase 'who formally evaluate the performance in office of heads reporting to them 
every five years 
The following items are also under consideration: 
1. A proposed amendment to the Faculty Manual concerning the eligibility of 
department heads to hold chaired professorships (Dean Keinath s request) 
2 A proposed amendment to the Faculty Manual to add women and minority 
representation to the Commission on Graduate Studies, if underrepresented 
3 A proposal that department heads be evaluated more frequently than every 
five years. Input will be sought from the administration 
4 A resolution concerning the purchase of books marked Complimentary —Not for 
Resale by the Clemson University bookstore This resolution has been sent to 
the Bookstore Committee for comment. 
5 Appropriate response to the University-wide Survey Policy 
6. An inquiry into the search process for some administrative appointments 
The next meeting of the committee will be November 17, 3 p.m., Library Conference Room 
Attachment D (1 of 1) 
RESOLUTION ON CLOSING CLASSES TO NON-MAJORS 
FS92-11-1 P 
Whereas, over the last few years increases in student enrollment and restraints on adding 
new faculty positions have pushed class size to the limit in numerous departments, with manv 
sections having no available seats, and 
Whereas, some departments are attempting to deal with this problem by giving priority in 
registration for certain courses to their own majors with the effect being to close these courses to 
non-majors, and 
Whereas, such a policy denies admission to students who are otherwise qualified to take 
these courses, and 
Whereas, such a policy may hurt non-majors who need a specific course to meet the 
requirements ofa minor program in another department or college, and 
Whereas, such a policy subverts the basic intention of a university education which 
supposedly encourages the widest kind ofintellectual inquiry on the part ofstudents, 
Resolved, that the Faculty Senate affirms the existing University policy, i.e., that with the 
exception of requiring students to have published pre-requisites, no course be restricted at 
registration or thereafter to majors only, unless specific permission to do so has been 
recommended by the University Curriculum Committee and approved by the Provost 
Passed by the Faculty Senate on 
November 10, 1992 
Attachment E (1 of 1) 
Policy Committee Recommendation 
to amend 
the FacultyManual 
November 10, 1992 
In the third paragraph, E. The Department Heads, page 10, delete the 
underlined phrase: 
Department heads serve at the pleasure of their respective deans, who 
formally evaluate the performance in office of heads reporting to 
them every five years. 
This deletion will avoid any possible conflict with the third paragraph, M. Review 
of Academic Administrators, page 12, which states that the appropriate dean 
shall conduct a formal review of a department head's performance before the end 
of the second and fifth year in office and every fifth year thereafter. 
Rationale for this change to the Faculty Manual. 
In the fall of 1990 a change to the Faculty Manual added formal review before the end of the 
second year in office (for newly appointed department heads) The legal opinions obtained by 
the Policy Committee support the evaluation of department heads before the end of the second 
year in office because 
1 The more detailed section of the Manual (Section M) takes precedence 
2 The more recent change (Section M) takes precedence 
However, there is still some debate concerning the intent of the Faculty Manual in requiring 
the evaluation before the end of the second year Deleting the above phrase (page 10) resolves 
any ambiguity 
The administration s commitment to Total Quality Management would not be well served by ihe 
needless omission of faculty input as described on page 12. Section M. of the Faculty Manual 
The Manual sets forth a procedure under which the formal evaluation of department heads 
will include interviews and consultation with faculty members This process can provide 
department heads with helpful information about how they can improve their service to their 
department, their college, and the University, thereby avoiding long festering and undisclosed 
problems that could be addressed through the review procedures 
The University has had positive assessment through the use of confidential surveys that may 
be useful in creating practical methods for obtaining faculty input. The recent survey by the 
Faculty Senate is but one example of an inexpensive survey device 
ihis chance was passed unanimously by 
the Faculty Senate on November 10, 1992. 
Attachment F (1 of 1) 
RESOLUTION ON THE SELECTION OF THE 
FACULTY REPRESENTATIVE TO NCAA AND ACC 
November 10, 1992 
The "faculty representative" to the NCAA and ACC should be a non-administrative member of the 
faculty, havingrank and tenurewithin an academicdepartment. 
This faculty representative should be selected by thePresident of Clemson University from a slate 
of nominees. 
The nominating committee shall be the Executive Committee of the Athletic Council and shall 
additionally include either the Faculty Senate representative to the Athletic Council or his/her 
designate. 
The term of office of this faculty representative shall be four (4) years and shall be renewable by 
request ofthe President and endorsement of the Athletic Council. 
The University should provide release time to the faculty representative to allow for meetings and 
other duties required of the office. The administration should compensate the department 
adequately to cover the workload converted to release time. 
Attachment G (1 of 1) 
RESOLUTION ONTHE SELECTION AND TERM OFTHE 
FACULTY REPRESENTATIVE TONCAA AND ACC 
FS92-11-2P 
Resolved the "faculty representative" to the NCAA and ACC should be a non-
aclministrative member of the faculty, having rank and tenure within an academic department, 
Resolved this faculty representative should be selected by the President of Clemson 
University from a slate of nominees, 
Resolved, the norninating committee shall be the Executive Committee of the Athletic 
Council and shall additionally include either the Faculty Senate representative to the Athletic 
Council or his/her designate, 
Resolved the term of office of this faculty representative shall be four (4) years and shall 
be renewable once by request of the President and endorsement ofthe Executive Committee of the 
Athletic Council. 
This resolution was unanimously 
passed by the Faculty Senate on 
November 10, 1992. 
Attachment H (1 of 1) 
RESOLUTION ON CONSIDERATIONS OF POSITION OF 
FACULTY REPRESENTATIVE TO NCAA AND ACC 
FS92-11-3P 
Resolved, the University should provide release time to the faculty representative to allow 
for meetings and other duties required of the office. The administration should compensate the 
departmentadequately to cover the workloadconvertedto release time. 
This resolution was unanimously 
passed by the Faculty Senate on 
November 10, 1992. 
Faculty Senate Meeting 
Tuesday, November 10, 1992 
Strategic Planning Panel Includes: 
Bob Green Professor, Department of Elementary & 
Secondary Education 
Roger Liska Department Head and 
Sciences 
Professor, Building 
George Carter Director, Undergraduate Academic Studies 
Stassen Thompson Professor, Agriculture and Applied 
Economics and Chair of the Strategic 
Planning Committee 
BALLOT 
CLASS OF '39 
AWARD FOR EXCELLENCE 
Instructions: From the following list ofnominees, make your selection for first choice, and place
the figure 1by that nominee's name. Then make your second choice selection, and place the figure 
2 by that nominee's name. If you feel that only one of the nominees merits consideration for the 
award, place the figure 2 on a line headed "No one". If you feel that none of the nominees 
deserves consideration, place both 1 and 2 on the lines headed "no one". 
Your Choice 
Ashby Burgess (Budd) Bodine, II 
Richard James Calhoun 
Gayle Pittman Noblet 
Raymond C. Turner 
No One 
No One 





PROVOST AND VICE PRESIDENT 
FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
October 20,1992 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: Dr. Bill Baron 
President, Faculty Senate s~\ 
FROM: J. Charles Jennett, Provost \/[y]P 
SUBJECT: Faculty Senate Meeting 
I know it didn't sound like it, but I did enjoy the exchange with the faculty 
senators. I knowmany of themare pretty adamantin their beliefs. I hold mine 
pretty strongly too. 
I do feel that exchanges suchas this are verygood. Sharing ideas and 
understanding other viewpoints are valuable tools in running a university in the 
best possible way. 
I also want to take this time to thank you personally for the conversation 
wehad inmyoffice. I amnot always aware ofhow harsh I can sound. I know in 
this case, I wentinto that meeting probably more defensive thanI should have. I 
really appreciate the input. 
Once again, thanks very much. 
JQ/ep 
209SIKES HALL • CLEMSON. SOUTH CAROLINA 29534-5101 • TELEPHONE 803'656-3243 
Clemson University 
FACULTY SENATE 
B-2 Cooper LibraryClemson, SC 29634-5101 803/656-2456 November 6, 1992 
MEMORANDUM 
TO: FACULTY SENATE 
FROM- WILLIAM BARON, PRESIDENT 
FACULTY SENATE 
SUBJECT: GRIEVANCE BOARD 
It will soon be time to offer nominations of those persons you believe would 
provide careful consideration to others during the Faculty Grievance Procedure II 
process Attached you will find information regarding the Grievance Board election 
process as it is presently, and a memorandum from the Provost in which he agrees with 
the Senate's recommendation to amend the Constitution. The recommendanon to amend 
the Constitution contains changes to the Grievance Board (see Faculty Senate Draft 
Minutes dated October 13, 1992), which will be voted on at the December General 
Faculty Meeting. 
Nominations for the Grievance Board will be received at the December Faculty
Senate meeting; elections will be held during the January meeting. Please consider the 




FACULTY GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE H 
The Faculty Senate needs to elect four (4) members to the Grievance Board for a two-year term to 
replace Ken Murr, Bob Schalkoff, Brenda Vander Mey, and Eldon Zehr. 
Nominations will bereceived at theDecember 8thFaculty Senate Meeting; elections will beheld at 
the January 12th Senate meeting. 
Nominees must beFullor Associate Professors; members or alternates of theFaculty Senate at the 







Forest and Recreation Resources 
Grievance Board members remaining on Board are: 
B. C. Goswami Commerce & Industry 
Gerald Lovedahl Education 
Syble Oldaker Nursing 
The Chair of the Grievance Board will be elected by the Advisory Committee at the 
Executive/Advisory Committee Meetingin January, 1993. 
f& 
CLEIMSOIST 
PROVOST AND VICE PRESIDENT 
FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
October 29, 1992 
MEMORANDUM 
To: William Baron 
President, Faculty Senate 
From: J. Charles Jennett C^tC^iProvost 
RE: Faculty Senate Resolution 
I am agreeable to the Faculty Senate Resolution to amend 
the Constitution of the Faculty. By this memo I am 
transmitting the recommendation to Mrs. Elaine Price for 
inclusion on the agenda of the December Faculty Meeting. It 
is your responsibility to make sure the Faculty are 
appropriately notified. 
I also concur with the spirit of the recommendation to 
change the Faculty Manual as it relates to the Fine Arts 
Committee but ask you to consider detailing to whom this 
committee reports. Some thoughts would be me, one of the 
Senior Vice Provosts, the director of the Brooks Center, or 
the director of the University Union. Please consider adding 
that to the description. 
Thank you. 
xc: E. Price 
JCJ/gld 
209 SIKES HALL • CLEMSON. SOUTHCAROLINA 29634-5101 • TELEPHONE 803/656-3243 
How to Save $5iH/case on Copy Paper 
11-10-92 
Central Stores best price on Xerographic copy paper 
white 8 1/2 x 11,20 lb. (stock *0674843) 
(Note: price given on Doris is $1.932/ream) 
$22.20/case 
Office Depot (1 -800-637-8474) best price on 
white 8 1/2x11 xerographic copy paper 
including 5% tax and 5% delivery charge is 
price as of 11-10-92. 
Delivery fee is 5% of price, minimum fee $10. 
$16.36/case 
Other places in Greenville have similiar prices. 




1. Call to Order. Vice President/President-Elect Alan Schaffer called the meeting to 
order at 3:33 p.m. 
2. Approval of Minutes. The Faculty Senate Minutes dated November 10,1992 were 
approved as written. 
3. Special Order of the Day. Dr. Gary A. Ransdell, Vice President of Institutional 
Advancement, provided copies of the Clemson University Foundation Annual Report and the 1992 
Endowment Annual Report for each senator. Dr. Ransdell then presented an overview of the 
private funds that Clemson University receives which showed the dissemination of those gifts. 
Dr. Ransdell then responded to questions from the Senate. 
4. Committee Reports 
a. Committee Reports 
Scholastic Policies Committee. No report. 
Welfare Committee. Senator Brenda Vander Mey stated that this Committee 
had met with Chris Duckenfield, Vice Provost of Computing & Information Technology, to 
discuss mainframe priorities; had met with Professors Ron Nowaczyk, Holley Ulbrich, and Dave 
Underwood to discuss faculty workload; and had reviewed and discussed a memorandum 
regarding the dissemination of the Grievance Hearing Panel Report. Committee Notes were 
submitted to the Senate (Attachment A). 
Finance Committee. Senator Jim Davis reported that Professor Leo Gaddis 
will present a Special Report to the Senate at the January meeting, and explained informational 
items contained in the Agenda Packet 
Policy Committee. Senator Eleanor Hare submitted the Report from this 
Committee (Attachment B). Specific items mentioned include: 
At the invitation of Provost Jennett, the Policy Committee will meet with 
members of the Council of Deans to discuss possibility of common ground for review of 
department heads after the second year in this position; 
Memorandum from Dr. Rod Mabry regarding policy of disclosing the 
Hearing Panel Recommendations. The Policy and Welfare Committees will meet jointly to discuss 
differences. 
Personnel policies on tenure and child-bearing. Policy Committee 
recommended that this issue be sent to the Presidential Commission on the Status of Women at 
Clemson University. Alan Schaffer reported that this Commission had not yet been appointed. 
A work session to discuss the Faculty Survey and the meeting with the 
deans will be December 14, 1992. The next regular Policy Committee meeting will be January 5, 
1993. 
Research Committee. No report. 
b. University Commissions and Committees 
1) ad hoc Committee to Review Vice Presidents' Administrative Growth 
Reports - Senator John Huffman reported that this Committee had met and discerned that sufficient 
information to determine the magnitude of growth and its effectiveness has been received to study 
this issue; however, not enough data has been received from the vice presidential area of Academic 
Affairs. Findings will be reported at the January meeting. 
2) Facilities Planning Committee - Senate Alternate Joanne Deeken 
explained the recommendation for the new East Campus Student Center, which will be a major re 
structuring of the East side of campus. Written input may be directed to Senators Blanton, 
Deeken, or Schaffer. Senator Schaffer reported that the final vote on the Student Center will be in 
January. 
Ms. Deeken also reported that the radioactive waste site will be located 
near the wastewater treatment plant 
3) ad hoc Campus Safety Committee - Senator Vander Mey announced that 
this Committee had received $2,500 from the Vending Machine Committee; that Gregory Garrison, 
Acting Deputy Prosecutor in the Tyson Case, will speak on campus; and that Rape Awareness 
Week will be held the week of March 8,1993. 
4) Recreation Advisory Committee - Senator Gerald Waddle reported that 
due to budget cuts and the need for maintenance, means to cover costs are being considered. 
Alternatives include the sale of memberships to the community who are not associated with the 
University and the increase of faculty fees. Input may be directed to Senator Waddle. 
5) Joint City/University Committee - Senator Schaffer stated that this 
committee had heard a presentation from the Business Office on the plan to institute a designated 
travel agency. 
5. President's Report Alan Schaffer briefly discussed President William 
Baron's report to the Senate (Attachment C). 
6. Old Business 
a. The 1992 Class of '39 Award for Excellence recipient will be announced at 
the Graduation Exercise on December 17, 1992. The Faculty Senate Ceremony to honor the 
recipient will bein the Student Senate Chambers preceding the meeting onJanuary 12,1993. 
b. Senator Hare moved that the previous recommendation from the Policy 
Committee to amend the Constitution by inserting the word, "standing," in Section 5. 
Committees, be deferred. Motion was seconded. Vote to defer this amendment to the Constitution 
was taken, and passed unanimously. 
7. New Business 
a. Nominations to the Grievance Board were received. Senator John Huffman 
and Senate Alternate Jerry Waldvogel from the College of Sciences were nominated; as was 
Senator Richard Conover from the College of Forest and Recreation Resources. Additional 
nominations will be received from the floor at the January meeting, at which time elections will be 
held. 
b. The Final Report from the ad hoc Committee on Possible Uses for the 
Clemson University Sheep Barn was presented to the Senate (Attachment D) by Senator Mary 
Lynn Moon. Senator Schaffer will contact the State Historic Preservation Office to request that a 
member of the staff examine the Sheep Barn and offer recommendations. 
c. Senator Hare submitted the resolution, Resolution on the Sale of 
Complimentary Copies of Textbooks by the Bookstore, from the Policy Committee. Following a 
friendly amendment from Senator Les Carlson, vote was taken, and resolution passed 
unanimously (Attachment E) (FS92-12-1 P). 
d. SenatorHare informedthe Senate that she had receivednumerous telephone 
calls regarding the issue of twelve-month faculty converting to nine-month faculty with no 
reduction in salary. After discussion, during which Senator Hare stated that she had verified the 
accuracy of this information, this issue was referred to the Welfare Committee. 
8. Adjournment. The meeting was adjourned at 5:28 p.m. 
fa&L L 
Lucy Rollin, Secretary 
Cathy Toth Sturkie, Staff Secretary 
Senators Absent: B. Bridges, J. Rathwell, B. Stringer, F. Eubanks, J. Mumford, H. Behery, J. 
Flanigan, W. Baron (D. Leigh attended), M. Bridgwood, J. Liburdy, H. Goodall, E. Ruppert, R. 
Williams 
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NOTES FROM THE WLFARE COMMITTEE 
November 17, 1992 
The Committee met with Dr. Chris Duckenfield to discuss any changes in the 
priority system for mainframe users. Dr. Duckenfield indicated that the priority 
system has not changed in the last 15 years. However, the mainframe now runs at 
100% capacity during the day and 81% during the night (with a drop to 43% from 
about midnight to 8:00 a.m.) Much of the runs done by faculty are large data 
batch ones. These are run in the evenings and at night. The mainframe runs 
general purpose, interactive requests during the day. 
December 1, 1992 
1. The Committee met with Ron Nowaczyk, Dave Underwood and Holly Ulbrich. These 
individuals came to relate what they had learned and experienced at a recent 
conference dealing with faculty workloads. The Committee and the individuals 
exchanged data and ideas regarding effort distributions and reward systems. The 
Committee will give these individuals a copy of its preliminary report for their 
review and input. 
2. The Committee considered a request from the OADH regarding a review and 
reconsideration of the practice of sending a copy the Grievance Hearing Panel's 
report to the Provost only to the grievant. The Committee agreed with the OADH 
that this is unfair. The Committee saw the following changes as reasonable: 
1. To send the report only to the Provost. 
2. To require that the Provost send a note to all named parties to the 
grievance and to the grievant, informing them that he has received the 
GHP's report and is now giving the matter due consideration. 
3. To require that the Provost preface his report and recommendations 
with a reiteration of the findings and recommendations contained in 
the GHP's report. (This would formalize a step that the current 
Provost has already included.) 
In a subsequent telephone conversation with Senator Hare (Chair, Policy 
Committee), it was learned that the Policy Committee had reached a different 
conclusion. Senator Vander Mey suggested the following: 
1. That the issue be discussed by the Faculty Senate. 
2. That the advice of the current members of the Grievance Board be 
sought. 
3. That the Chair of the OADH, Rod Mabry, be apprised of these differing 
responses. 
4. That the Committees meet and discuss the matter further. 
Vander Mey has spoken with the current Chair of the Grievance Board, Ken Murr. 
He has offered to take a telephone poll of the Board and then present his 
findings and recommendations to the Faculty Senate. 
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Policy Committee Report 
December 6, 1992 
Provost [ennett met with the committee to discuss alternatives to current policy on review of 
newly appointed department heads at the end of the second year inoffice At the conclusion ul 
this meeting, it was suggested that the committee meet with the Deans to try to lind common 
ground for such a policy 
Senator Davis met with the committee to discuss a proposed amendment to the Faculty Manual 
to add women and minority representation to the Commission on Graduate Studies il under-
represented (This resolution was tabled at the last Faculty Senate meeting ) The need tor 
such a resolution was questioned and membership of existing committees will be examined for 
"distribution of women faculty It was noted that there are so few minority faculty that it is aot 
possible to have minority faculty on every committee 
The resolution concerning the purchase of books marked Complimentary - Not for Resale by
the Clemson University bookstore was discussed This resolution had previously been approved
and sent to the Bookstore Committee (as listed in the Faculty Senate office) for comment Only 
one comment was received. This resolution will be brought to the Faculty Senate in December 
At the request of Dean Keinath, the Policy committee is considering an amendment to the 
Facultv Manual that would explicitly allow department heads to hold Endowed Chairs and Titled 
Professorships. The Policy Committee invites comment on the draft ol this amendment whicn 
currently reads 
The following additions are to be made to the Faculty Manual on page 20 in the 
Section on Endowed Chairs and Titled Professorships 
1) Page 20 paragraph 3, (Rank and Tenure Status) after University
Inasmuch as endowed chairs and titled professorships are established in • 
recognition of exceptional levels of achievement in teaching, research, and 
public service individuals whose principal responsibilities are 
administrative are not normally eligible for these appointments Under 
exceptional conditions a Department Head may receive an appointment to 
an endowed chair or titled professorship Such an appointment must be 
ratified by a two-thirds vote of approval of the faculty ol the atlected 
department This vote shall be by secretballot 
2) Page '0 paragraph 4(Conditions of Award) after department head 
If the holder of the chair orendowed professorship is the department head 
the dean of the college may initiate the review at the request ol the 
departmental faculty Advisory Committee. 
t>) Page 20, paragraph 5 after rank 
* If the holder of the chair or endowed professorship is a department Head 
the appointments shall be independent 
The following additional items remain under consideration 
Appropriate response to the University-wide Survey Policy 
An inquirv into the search process for some administrative appointments 
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PRESIDENT'S REPORT 
DECEMBER, 1992 
1. At the November meeting of the Academic Council, we called for a second vote of 
the Council on the issue of the suspension of the mid-year probationary check, an academic policy 
listed in the Undergraduate catalog. The Council had voted in October to suspend the mid-year 
check for the second time. The Council at the October meeting also called for the Undergraduate 
Commission to form a sub-committee to review the existing mid-year suspension policy. The sub 
committee met, unanimously endorsed the mid-year check and reported thus, to the Undergraduate 
Commission. The Undergraduate Commission unanimously accepted the report and, in turn, 
unanimously voted to call for the mid-year check to be implemented at the earliest possible time. 
The Undergraduate Commission has representatives from the Student Body, administrative faculty 
and non-administrative faculty. 
The vote at this meeting of the Academic Council was: 
Opposing Suspension: Three student representatives 
(Immediate Implementation) Three faculty representatives 
Five administrative faculty representatives 
Supporting Suspension: Eleven administrative facultyrepresentatives 
A tie vote; two and one-third constituencies voting for the implementation of the written 
policy, two-thirds of one constituency voting not to implement said policy. Dr. Lennon has 
advised us that he will delay the implementation of the mid-year check and that a study committee 
will be established to examine in detail the pros and cons of the policy. 
2. The President of the University accepted the Senate's policy recommendation on the 
selection of the faculty athletic representative. This policy had the endorsement of the Athletic 
Council. On Tuesday, November 24 the Executive Committee of the Athletic Council and the 
Senate's representative met to review the applications for the position and to forward a slate of 
acceptable candidates to Dr. Lennon. We received applications from three faculty members: Dr. 
Cecil Huey, Dr. Larry LaForge, and Dr. Arlene Privette. All three applicants have served as 
faculty representatives to the Athletic Council. All three have served as faculty representatives to 
otherUniversity committees and organizations. We deemedall three to be more than qualified and 
quite acceptable. We forwarded the names of all three applicants to Dr. Lennon for his 
consideration. We expect that a working group from the Athletic Council and the Senate will meet 
withDr. Lennon to prepare a job descriptionfor said positionat ClemsonUniversity. 
3. The President and Vice President of the Senate met with the University's Strategic 
Planning Committee. Dr. Lennon was present. We discussed the concerns expressed by the 
faculty over University actions with respect to undergraduate education. Specifically, we 
examined the reasons the faculty, by a two to one count, do not believe that undergraduate 
education is Clemson University's first priority. President Lennon had previously expressed his 
concern and charged the Committee and Senate to come up with proposals for substantive actions 
to change this perception. In fact, he has charged the Provost and through him, the deans and 
department heads,to take specific actions by January 1,1993 to address this issue. 
At the meeting of the Strategic Planning Committee, I suggested that the Committees meet 
with selected individual faculty members for advice on proposed actions. The Committee is 
considering this proposal. In the meantime, I have on my own initiative asked several faculty
members from three colleges to offer opinions and suggestions. I have requested that the members 
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of the Senate's Executive/Advisory Committee also ask for written opinions from colleagues. I am 
sharing these comments with Dr. Lennon, and will use them in meetings with the Provost, the 
Dean's Council, and the Strategic Planning Committee. 
4. The President of the University has advised us that he will soon announce the 
formation of a Presidential Commission on the Status of Women at Clemson University. This is in 
response to a request made by the Faculty Senate ad hoc Committee on Women's Issues. The 
Commission will consist of twelve members: six members from the staff and six members from 
the faculty. 
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Final Report of Faculty Senate ad hoc Committee on 
Possible Uses for the Clemson University Sheep Barn 
(10/28/92) 
Background 
This ad hoc committee was formed by the Faculty Senate in July, 1992 in response to the 
passage of a Senate resolution to preserve the University Sheep Barn, located on South Palmetto 
Boulevard. The committee's purpose was to serve as an advisory group to the Senate, with the 
specific charge of making recommendations on the merits of preserving the Sheep Bam, possible 
uses for the structure, and to a lesser degree, determining the approximate costs associated with 
these uses. 
The foundation for our investigations was an historical summary prepared in 1991 by Dr. 
Marty Davis and his architecture students (see Attachment A). This document presents a concise 
history of the Sheep Bam, as well as a basic architectural analysis of the structure. In addition, the 
document includes a number of comments from University administrators, faculty, and experts in 
historic preservation regarding the relative merits of preserving the Sheep Bam. Their comments 
range from those stating that the structure clearly has historical and architectural significance 
worthy of preservation, to those suggesting that the bam is little more than an architectural eyesore 
impeding development of the proposed East Campus Student Activities Center (SAC). 
During its Spring '92 session, the Faculty Senate passed a resolution calling on the University 
administration to preserve the Sheep Bam on the grounds that it represents one of the last 
architectural manifestations of Clemson's agricultural past. During the Fall semester, Provost 
Charles Jennett rejected this resolution. In his response dated 31 August (see Attachment B), the 
Provost stated that the bam clearly does not represent the last manifestation of the University's 
agricultural tradition, citing Tillman and Sikes Halls as other structures that aptly represent 
Clemson's agricultural history. In addition, he suggested that the agricultural integrity and history 
of the campus is already adequately managed by a number of existing committees. 
Committee Findings 
Rather than rework old ground, our committee sought to expand its information base about the 
Sheep Bam. First we toured the facility with Dr. Davis as our guide. We were unanimous in our 
opinion that the Bam is 1) structurally sound, 2) a good candidate for some sort of renovation, and 
3) a unique architectural remnant of the operational and applied educational side of Clemson 
University's agricultural history. 
Second, we called a meeting of persons who could provide us with information about the 
historic natureof the SheepBam, as well as those involved with designing and implementing the 
overall master planfor the University. In addition to the committee members, those in attendance 
at this meeting were: 
Ms. Susan Cline-Cordomier, Director of University Historic Houses 
Dr. Marty Davis, Professor of Architecture 
Mr. Mike Kohl, Head of Library Special Collections 
Mr.MarkWright, Assistant VPforFacilities andPlanning 
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Important issues that surfaced during our discussion with these individuals are summarized 
below: 
1. The present structure dates back to the first decade of the 20th century and does indeed 
represent one of the last vestiges of early agricultural history on campus, especially as 
regards applied agriculture. It iscurrendy being used for on-campus storage by Facilities 
and Maintenance Operations (FMO). 
2. Archival records are available to document the building's history, and indicate that a 
number of animal science and veterinary science classes have been taught in the Bam,
dating back to the pre-WWTJ era. There is also some indication that certain agricultural 
alumni have an "emotional attachment" to the bam which might translate into financial 
support for its preservation andrestoration. 
3. Although a range of opinion exists, most of the evidence we encountered favors the view 
that the Bam has historical and cultural features worthy of preservation. 
4. The Sheep Bam is currently on the Register of National Historic Buildings and is 
designated as its own historic district. Attempts to alter the design of the building, or to 
remove it entirely, would involve substantial amounts of state and federal paperwork in the 
form of protocol and justification forms. Removal of the Bam might also create bad public 
relations for the University, and possibly the loss of federal funding for future historic 
projects. 
5. The architecture and planning departments now offer courses in the restoration and 
preservation of historic buildings for which this and other old structures on campus serve 
as ideal research topics. 
6. Although planning for the East Campus SAC would be facilitated by removal of the Sheep 
Bam and the relocation of the adjacent Hanover House, plans have been considered to 
either incorporate the Bam into the SAC, or to "work around it." A decision on which of 
these planswill be implemented has not yet beenreached, but is expected within the next 
several weeks. 
7. It was agreed that if the Sheep Bam is to be maintained at its current location, it should 
serve a function sufficiendy unique that it avoids redundancy with other University services 
and enhances the overall campus community. 
Proposed Uses 
A number of potentially viable options for uses of the Sheep Bam were suggested during our 
study. These options are listed below, with a brief description of the relevant pros and cons 
associated with each. Our committee makes no recommendation for any one particular option. 
1. Multicultural activities center - This was the option with the most general support 
from both students and staff, and interfaces well with the community-enhancement goals of 
the University's strategic plan. Currently there is little or no space available for 
international students to gather and experience each other's cultural heritage, or to expose 
American students to their cultures. This option might also serve to make available a 
gathering space for multicultural religious activities, as well as to provide a space for 
religious counseling services aimed at all Clemson students. The proximity of the Sheep 
Bam to east campus student housing alsomakes thisoption attractive. 
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2. Agricultural or art museum - This option would provide much-needed space for 
educational displays associated with agricultural machinery and methodology, or for an 
displays now currently occupying space in other buildings which could be used more 
effectively asclassrooms or administrative offices. Thelocation of such a facility near the 
President's home might also facilitate special events or fund-raising opportunities.
Negative arguments for this option include the high costs associated with appropriate
security and environmental controls required by a museum, and the perception that a 
museumwouldbe low on the currentpriority list within the agriculture college. 
3. Market place or eating establishment - One of the current uses of the Bam is as a 
periodic market place for the sale of University-grown produce. This feature could be 
expanded and combined with an open air dining facility located next to the Bam. Although
this option might provide a unique and pleasant eating facility, it might also beredundant 
with services that will be available in the new SAC. The market might also emphasize local 
arts and crafts, or provide essential items needed by students housed in the surrounding 
dorms and apartments. 
4. Performing arts facility - Suggestions have been made in the past to use the Sheep 
Bam as a theaterwhere small scale studentproductions could be staged. Whilewe support 
the concept of such productions and encourage the University todo likewise, it seems that 
the facilities available in the new Brooks Center would be better suited for this function. 
5. Faculty club - There has long been a desire among faculty to have a centralized gathering
place on campus. In many ways the Bam would be an ideal location, and it appears that 
the building would have sufficient space to accommodate such an operation, especially if 
both the upper and lower levels were utilized. However, there remain important questions 
about how such a club would be funded and maintained, and what services it would offer 
(e.g., gathering only, eating and gathering, etc.). In addition, during times of financial 
limitations, some have argued that spending money on a faculty club would be an 
inappropriate use of University resources. 
6. Bookstore - Suggestions have been made torelocate the University bookstore to the east 
campus area, making itmore central towhere amajority ofstudents now bye. One option
for this relocation is the Sheep Bam. Our committee was unable todetermine whether the 
existing Bam would satisfy the space requirements for a new bookstore, but if it does, then 
money could be saved by eliminating bookstore space in the new SAC. 
7. Storage - Continuing this current function for the Bam would at least temporarily insure 
its preservation at no additional cost to theUniversity. 
Costs 
It is impossible to generate specific cost estimates associated with most of the above 
suggestions without first doing adetailed architectural analysis ofthe Sheep Bam. However, our 
discussions with various individuals have led us to believe that any renovation of the Sheep Bam 
aimed at making the structure suitable for human use (i.e., bringing the building up to safety code, 
environmental controls, etc.) will involve a minimum expenditure of$100,000, and could possibly 
cost as much as $500,000. 
3 
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Conclusions 
We find that there are many good reasons for preserving the Sheep Bam, and that most of the 
objections raised by University administrators and planners are more arguments of convenience 
than of substance. Furthermore, Provost Jennett's objections to the Faculty Senate's resolution 
calling for preservation for the Sheep Bam areclearly inaccuratebased on the historical evidence 
we have gathered. We therefore urge the Policy Committee to submit an updated resolution once 
again calling for official University action to preserve the Sheep Bam. Given the rapid pace at 
which decisions regarding the design and construction of the SAC are proceeding, we feel that time 
is of the essence in passing this resolution. 
Given the University's current budgetary situation, it appears to us that the most viable short-
term option for preserving the Sheep Bam is to maintain it in its present function as an FMO 
storage facility. However, we also suggest that a university-wide commission be established soon 
to investigate the viability of each of the proposed uses we have suggested in this report, with the 
ultimate goal of identifying possible funding sources and implementing one or more of these 
projects by the end of the decade. 
ad hoc Cgmmjttee Members, 
Jerry Waldvogel, Biology (Chair) 
Mary Lynn Moon, Library 
John Mumford, Architecture 
Bill Stringer, Agricultural Sciences 
Syble Oldaker, Nursing 
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RESOLUTION ON THE SALE OF 
COMPLIMENTARY COPIES OF TEXTBOOKS BY THE BOOKSTORE 
FS92-12-1 P 
Whereas, faculty members are provided complimentary textbooks by the textbook 
publisher or the University Bookstore as desk copies, and 
Whereas, the University Bookstore comes into possession of complimentary textbooks in 
exchangefor desk copiesprovidedfacultymembers from theBookstorestockpreviously, and 
Whereas, such books are marked "not for resale," or similar wording, and 
Whereas, the University attorney has advised that the resale of such complimentary copies, 
or otherwise converting them to cash or goods, may be in conflict with the South Carolina Ethics 
Bill, 
Resolved, we encourage faculty not to sell complimentary copies, for example, those 
marked with wording that they are not to be resold and petition the University Bookstore to stop 
buying such complimentary copies. 
